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(ii)
A B 8 3 & A C T
The infra-red absorption spectra of the solid phases of the 
CaO - PpOg - HpO system, comprising monoealcinm phosphate, monocalcinm 
phosphate monohydrate, dicalcium phosphate, dicalcium phosphate 
dihydrate, hydroxyapatite and octacalcinm phosphate, together with 
fItiorapatite, were measured at 30^0 and -180^0 in the range 4000 to 
200 om~^. Absorption bands were assigned on the basis of group 
frequencies and a preliminary theoretical analysis of the selection 
rules derived from crystallographic data. The observed spectra 
were consistent with site-symmetry and correlation-field 
perturbations. These perturbations were foiind to be small when 
compared with the internal molecular forces, so that the various 
phosphate ion species were sho’im to retain their molecular 
characteristics in the solid state, However, changes in selection 
rules weie found on passing from the solution to solid state which 
were consistent with the prediction of the theoretical analysis.
The infra-red spectra from dicalcium phosphate dihydrate were shomi to 
be indicative of the space group la for this material, a conclusion 
which may help to solve some of the crystallographic anomalies 
associated wdth this compound in previous studies.
Spectra-strueture correlations were made and approximate 
bond-orders, bond-lengths and harmonic force constants were derived.
An analysis of the hydrogen bonding arrangements in the acidic 
calcium phosphates was made.
An empirical relationship between the observed frequency of 
the totally symmetric PO^ '^  stretching vibration and the unit cell 
volumes of an isomorphous series of apatites ivas found. This i>;as 
extended to other isomorphous systems containing phosphate, sulphate, 
perchlorate and nitrate ions, using published data.
(iii)
A number of calcium deficient apatites were prepared and 
their comp.dsh-ion and structure studied by thermal and chemical 
analysis and by infra-red spectroscopy,- Contrary to previously 
published opinion two general compositional series have been 
found comprising
and Cag_^
in which 1^ x ^  0 in both cases.
No evidence could be found spectroscopically for the 
previously proposed, octacalcium phosphate— hydroxy apatite 
lamellae amongst the calcium deficient apatites studied. Hie 
infra-red and thermal data obtained during this study were both 
consistent with a system of isomorphous substitution of 
Ga^^, OBf* and ions in an apatite lattice.
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SECTION 1
1ol General Introduction
Calcium orthophosphates are of considerable scientific, technological 
and biological importance» As apatites they form the basis of the inorganic 
components of bone, dentine, enamel and numerous pathological 
calcifications, Rook-phosphates are a chief source of chemical 
fertiliser raw material and calcium phosphates are widely used in the 
electrical industry. Because of their importance they have been the 
subject of many investigations, the results of which have been reviewed 
by a number of authors (l™7).
The aims of this research have been concentrated on the solid phases 
of the system CaO-PgO^-HgO, This system has been the subject of a very 
large number of experimental phase studies. The most complete results 
have been reported by Bassett (8-10), Parr and Elmore (ll), Cameron and 
Bell (12, 13) and Arnold (I4)» Many other authors have published incomplete 
studies related to this system and their conclusions may be found in the 
literature (15“55)« The system has been reviewed by Van Wazer (5) and 
the phase diagram reproduced as figure 1, has been based upon his summary.
Five equilibrium solid phases have been identified, these are listed 
in table 1, together with their common names and (mole) ratios, A 
sixth compound, octacalcium phosphate is also included. Although it has 
never been obtained as a stable phase in the three-component system, it 
has featured considerably in discussions relating to calcium deficient apatites 
and biological mineralization,
1,2 Crystallography of the stoichiometric calcium orthophosphaies
With the exception of brushite, about which there was some doubt 
when the present research was started, the unit cell dimensions, space groups
2-
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Schematic phase diagram of the system
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Table 1. Stoichiometric solid phases of the 0a0-Pg0g.-E20 system,
Chemical Formula Common Name Abbreviation Ca/p(mole)
ratio
Ca(HgP0p2 Monooalcium phosphate MCP 0.5 Î 1
Monocalcium phosphate MCP.M 0,5 : 1
monohydrate
Ca HPO . Dioaloium phosphate DCP 1 s 1
(monetite)
Ca HP0^.2Hp0 Dicalcium phosphate dihydrate DCP.D 1 : 1
(brushite)
Cag(HPO^)2(PO^)^.5SgO Octacalcium phosphate OCP 1,33 : 1
0=ïo(P04)6(0%)2 Hydroxyapat ite HAp 1,67 Î 1
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and crystal classes of the stoichiometric calcium phosphates are well 
established. These data are given in table 2, Full crystal structure 
determinations have been made for monocalcium phosphate monohydrate (57» 58) 
monetite (58, 59), brushite (60 - 64), octacalcium phosphate (65 - 67) and 
the apatites (68 - 85), A summary of the general features of these 
structures is given below.
Monocalcium phosphate monohydrate. Ca^EgPO^lg.EpO
Figure 2 shows a projection of the crystal structure of 
monocalcium phosphate monohydrate onto the plane perpendicular to (lOO).
A feature of the dispositions of the heavier atoms is the existence, in 
the (010) plane, of corrugated sheets which consist of similar chains,
24-parallel to the c-axis, each containing alternating Ca and phosphate 
groups. Jones and Cruickshank (58), on the assumption that there is 
hydrogen-bonding, have suggested possible proton positions based on
0 .........  0 close approaches and phosphorus-oxygen bond lengths.
These are indicated in figure 2. These authors postulate that 
there is a statistical distribution of protons between sites close to 
0^ and 0^, This disorder of proton sites is a feature of calcium acid 
phosphate structures as will be seen when the structures of brushite and 
monetite are discussed below. From their assignment of proton sites, 
Jones and Cruickshank suggested that the earlier speculation by Smith, 
Lehr and Brown (56), that monocalcium phosphate monohydrate consisted 
of alternating layers of CaHPO^ and H^PO^.E^O, was not confirmed. 
Dicalcium phosphate (monetite)
Figure 3 shows a projection of one layer of the crystal structure of
monetite on to the plane perpendicular to (OOl). Again the chains of 
2+alternating Ca ions and phosphate groups are noted. Proton sites 
proposed by Jones and Cruickshank (58), were again determined by considering
0 .....0 close approaches and P - 0  bond lengths and a distribution of
protons between Og and 0^ is suggested. Jones and Denne (86) have 
recently presented data from neutron diffraction studies in which occupation 
factors for proton sites have been calculated. The results obtained by 
these workers tend to confirm the earlier analysis that protons are 
distributed in a disordered manner between 0  ^and 0  ^throughout the bulk 
of the crystal.
Dicalcium ^ phosphate dihydrate (brushite)
The crystal structure of brushite is not completely understood. The 
original study by Beevers (63) suggested a monoclinic unit cell of space 
group 11/^ or la. On the basis of goniometric measurements on naturally 
occurring crystals, Beevers assumed the centro-symmetric spaoe-group 
(12/g^ ) bo be correct. More recently Jones and Smith (64) have reinvestigated 
the structure in the space group la.
Use of the space group 12/^ leads to a number of crystallographic
2'='inconsistenciesfl Firstly, since is not a subgroup of HPO^° ions
cannot be accommodated on the twofold axis as indicated by the X-ray data.
Secondly, the eight water molecules of the unit cell would be assigned to
equivalent sites, a conclusion which is not consistent with published
thermal analysis and infra-red data (lOO), With regard to the position of
HPO^“ ions, Beevers suggested that these may be present as undistorted 
5“PO^ tetrahedra linîœd by proton bridges along the 2-fold axis.
In the case of space-group la no such inconsistencies are found;
HPO^^ ions may be included, on sites of symmetry, and water molecules 
may occupy two sets of four equivalent sites, also of symmetry in the 
positions shorn in figure 4 »
Fluorapatite and hydroxyapatite
Fluorapatite, Ga^Q(P0^)^F2 and hydroxyapatite Ca^Q(P0^)^(0H )2 belong 
to a structural class of materials which include chlorapatite, 8a^Q(P0^)gCl2,
pyromorphite Pb^Q(PO^)gCl25, mimite Pb^  q(AsO^)^G12 and vanadinite
° basic lattice has the space group P6^/m - G^^^^
in the hexagonal system. For the purposes of this discussion fluorapatite 
may be regarded as the parent compound. Figure 5 shows a projection of 
the fluorapatite structure down the c-axis of the lattice. The structure 
was originally determined independently by St, Naray-Szabo (jO) and 
Mehmel (?l), F ions lie on the six-fold screw axis at s = 0,250 and 0,750 
around which PO^^ tetrahedra and Ca^^ ions form triangular arrays, A 
second set of Ga^^ ions (the so-called column Ca^^ ions) lie at x = 0,666, 
y = 0 ,533? z = 0 on each of the three-fold axes.
In hydroxyapatite the same arrangement of PO^^ and Ga^^ ions persists, 
Until recently it has always been assumed that the OH ions lie on sites 
equivalent to those occupied by F in fluorapatite. However neutron
diffraction studies by Kay, Young and Posner (85) have shown that the
OH ions are aligned on the c=axis with a two-fold disorder about the 
plane of the Ga^^ triangle, at z = 0,201, In the overall, statistical, 
structure the space group remains P6^/m but as will be shown in a subsequent 
section the single unit cell space group (required for the development 
of infra-red selection rules) may be regarded as reduced to P6^,
Octacalcium phosphate
Octacalcium phosphate may be given the compositional formula 
CagH2(P0^)gXH^0, Brown (66) has concluded that the water content (x) is best 
represented as whereas Newesely (67) has proposed a value, x = 4« The
basic structure in the space group PI has been determined by Brown (66), The 
unit-cell composition is 2^CagH2(P0^)^,4 or 5H2OJ , Figure 6 shows a pro­
jection of the structure dovm the c-axis. The most striking feature is the
pseudo-apatite structure of the layers at each end of the crystallographic 
unit cell, separated by a region of water molecules, Ca ions at sites 
7? 8, 5 and 6 and PO,^" ions at 9,10,Hand 12 occupy positions almost identi- 
cally related to those in hydroxyapatite, This has been indicated in Fig, 6
8 -
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Figure 6
Crystal structure of octacalcium phosphate
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'by the inclusion of dotted lines showing the positions corresponding 
to an apatite structure.
This research has 'been concerned with the characterisation of the 
solid phases of the CaO - PgO- - H^O system, using infra-red spectroscopy, 
thermal analysis and X-ray diffraction techniques. It has been the 
intention to measure infra-red spectra of these solids, to relate the 
observed spectra to the crystal structures and to assign the characteristic 
absorption bands. With these data, taken together with the observed 
thermoanalytical observations a characterisation of the composition and 
structure of the calcium deficient apatites has been attempted.
Since this work falls conveniently into two stages; namely (a) 
infra-red investigations of the stoichiometric phases; (b) studies of the 
calcium deficient apatites; detailed discussions of the previous work to 
be found in the literature on these topics have been reserved for the 
introductory paragraphs of the relevant sections (Sections 3 and 4)»
2 <, 1 .gr.epaxtatlon
liHiersver possible in this reaearoh established methods have been 
used, for the preparation of materials. In all of the following 
preparations A,B, grade reagents were nsed mthont further purification. 
The materials were analysed chemically and X=ra.y diffraction powder 
diagrams were obtained.
Preparation of anhydrous monoealcinm phosphate - Ca(ïîgP0^)2
The method used was based on a preparation described by Smith, Lehr 
and Brown (56), These authors recommend crystallisation at 130 G from a 
solution comprising 500 gm. monocalcinm phosphate monohydrate in 2000 ml. 
of an 81.5^  phosphoxic acid solution. Attempts to scale this preparation 
do-(m to use 50 gm. monocalcinm phosphate monohydrate failed on three 
occasions, samples contaminated m t h  the monohydrate being obtained in 
each case. A successful preparation was achieved as follows.
A solution of 125 gm. monoealcium phosphate monohydrate prepared by 
the method described below in 500 ml of 81.5^ phosphoric acid was made 
in a conical flask. A vessel which restricted the exposed liquid surface 
area to a minimum was fopnd to be essential to the success of the 
preparation. The whole liquor m s  heated to 130^0 and allowed to stand 
in an oven at this temperature, without agitation, for 4 days. The 
crystals were filtered off whilst the liquor was hot and immediately 
Trashed five times with anhydrous acetone. They were then oven dried for 
3 hours at 85®C, vacuum dried and stored at llO^G in a sealed container. 
Hill and Hendricks (61) reported that anhydrous monoealcium phosphate 
remained stable if the crystals were kept in the coarsely crystalline, 
acid free state, whereas rapid uptake of water occurred if the crystals
”” 15
were finely ground. This experience w s  confirmed with the present 
materials,
Preparation of monocalcinm phosphate monohydrate - [^(ngPO^)^ ,
Monoealcium phosphate monohydrate was prepared hy the method of 
ToVborg-Jensen and Bathlev (8?). A mixture of 50 gm. calcium carbonate, 
llOg of an 89fo solution of phosphoric acid and 200 ml, of a 60^ 
solution of phosphoric acid were Imeaded “in a mortar until evolution of 
COp had ceased. The mixture wus added to 250 ml of a 60^ solution of 
phosphoric acid and the resulting slurry heated until all of the solid 
had dissolved. The hot solution was then filtered through a coarse 
sinter. The filtrate m s  slowly cooled to 0°G and the ciystalline 
product filtered off, mshed 6 times with anhydrous acetone and air dried 
at 30°G.
Pï'eparatiou of partialIv deuterated monoealcium phosphate monohydrate.
It was found possible to obtain a partially deuterated analogue of 
monoealcium phosphate monohydrate by recrystalliizing 0.5 gm of the salt 
three times from 1.5 ml D^O (99^) under’ vacuum in a 10 ml tube. 
Deuteration by this method was always incomplete when estimated from the 
infra-red spectrum.
Preparation of monetite - Ca BPO^ and brushite - Ca BPO^.SHpO.
Samples of both of the dicalcium phosphates were prepared by the 
methods of Tovborg-Jensen and Bathlev (8?).
A solution comprising 90 gm, disodium hydrogen phosphate dihydi'at© 
and 5 gm, potassium dihydrogen phosphate was prepared in 1 litre of hot 
deionized xmter. The solution m s  cooled to 20^0. A second solution 
comprising 110 gm. calcium chloride hexahydrate in 1 litre of water i<as 
made. Both solutions were added from dropping funnels at equal rates to 
a further solution of 10 gm. potassium dihydrogen phosphate in 500 ml of 
water. The whole liquor being kept at 20®C and stirred mechanically.
-  l6 -
The pH of the liquor kept at 4,50 t 0,05 hy addition of potassium
dihydrogen phosphate as required. After 3 hours the precipitate was
allowed to settle, filtered and washed three times with 300 ml, aliquots
of a solution comprising 0,16 ml, 45^ phosphoric acid in 1 litre of
water. A final washing with 250 ml, ethanol preceded air drying at 30®C.
The resulting material was dicalcium phosphate-dihydrate.
An identical procedure, carried out at lOO^C yielded monetite.
Douteration Partial deuteratioa of dicalcium phosphate dihydrate
was achieved hy exposing a sample (0,5 gm) to the vapour from 1 ml, D^O
(99^) at 50^G in a sealed 10 ml tube. No successful method for obtaining
deuterated monetite w s  found,
Octacalcium phosphate was obtained from Dr. S.L, Howies of the
University of Birmingham. The sample had been prepared from pure brushite
by the method of Brow, Lehr, Smith and Prazier (65). Dr. Howies reported
Ca,that the material had ^ ’(mole) = 1.33 in agreement mth the theoretical 
value and gave an X-ray diffraction powder pattern identical to that 
expected from octacalcium phosphate. Insufficient material m s  available 
for a complete analysis to be made and the material was used as supplied, 
for infra-red experiments. Partial douteration m s  again achieved by the 
same technique used in the case of brushite.
was obtained as a mineral sample. It m s  supplied by
H.F.D, Parkinson of Shepton Mallet, Somerset, and had originated from the 
Durango deposits in Mexico.
The.preparation .of hydroxyapatite and the calcium deficient apatites.
The method used for preparing hydroxyapat!tes m s  derived from 
techniques published by Hayek, Lechtleitner and Bbhler (88). The overall 
reaction may be wittens-
10Ca(N0^)g 4 6(NB^)gEP0^ + 2HgO — > Ca^Q(PO^)^(OH)g + 12 NH^NO^ h- 8 HMO^,
- 17 -
Apparatus It is essential to the preparation of pure materials 
that atmospheric and dissolved COg he excluded from the system to the 
maximum extent possible. Further, control of pH throughout the reaction 
process and during the subsequent ageing of the precipitate greatly 
influences the composition of the final product. To these ends an 
apparatus xms constructed as shorn in figures 7(a) and 7(b), Tiie reaction 
vessel comprised a 2 litre Quickfit flask with a multinecked flanged lid 
through which the various leads and flow systems could pass. The whole m s  
heated by an electric mantle and access to the atmosphere m s  limited to a 
single condenser outlet. Agitation m s  provided by the continuous flushing 
of GOg-free nitrogen passing through the reaction liquor. The gas flow 
system shorn in figure 7(b) provided both continuous flushing by COg-free 
nitrogen and a supply of COg-free ammonia-nitrogen mixture the flow rate 
of which could be controlled by a three way tap (A in figure 7(b)). This 
system provided a means of continually neutralizing the ions liberated 
during reaction and maintaining a steady pH in the liquor at any 
predetermined value.
Preparative methods
(l) Preparation of an apatite of calcium to phosphoitts ratio close to 1,6?- 
The preparation of a stoichiometric hydroxyapatite required careful 
control of both reagents and pH. Samples of A.R. grade diammonium hydrogen 
phosphate and calcium carbonate were analysed for phosphorus and calcium 
respectively. Solutions were then made aé^follows;
(i) Phosphate reagent - precisely 6 moles diammonium hydrogen phosphate
%m s  dissolved in 1 litre of deionized, outgassed water and boiled.
The hot solution was placed in the dropping funnel and stoppered 
with a drying tube filled with soda-lime.
(ii) Calcium reagent - exactly 2 moles calcium carbonate m s  dissolved
3in dilute nitric acid, boiled to remove all COg and diluted to 
200 ml.
“ 18
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This solution was then added to 800 ml of deionized outgassed 
water and the idiole boiled iin, the reaction vessel for 15 mins « 
After the oalcinm solution had cooled imder a continuons flow 
of COg-free nitrogen the pH m s  brought to 11,0 by allowing 
OOg-free ammonia-nitrogen mis:tnre to flow for some hours.
Phosphate reagent m s  then added at a very slow rate to the
liquor at 70“80®C and the pH maintained between 9.0 and 11,0
with the ammonia-^nitrogen gas flow. The product m s  allowed 
to age for two days under COg-free nitrogen and m s  finally
boiled to remove some of the dissolved ammonia. The crystals
were then centrifuged under COg^free nitrogen, firstly from 
the reaction liquor and subsequently five times from deionized, 
outgassed water. The resulting apatite was dried at 110°C in a 
vacuum oven,
laration of apatites in the rang© of .calcium to phosphorus ratio 
1,50 - 1.65,
To prepare calcium deficient apatites it found convenient to
maintain the reaction liquor at a pH of 8,0 ±0,5 units and to vary
Careactant concentrations to achieve a range of products of ^  1,50 to 1.63. 
The reactants used comprised 0,1 molar diammonium hydrogen phosphate which 
was added dropwise to 800 ml portions of calcium nitrate solutions ranging 
in molarity from 0.1 to 0.17 molar. The pH m s  controlled by the use of 
0,1 molar aramonipm nitrate^araraonium hydroxide buffer as a reaction medium 
with final control achieved through the ammonia-nitrogen gas supply. All 
reactions were at 70-80®C and the products were isolated by centrifugation 
in the manner used for the preparation of the stoichiometric material.
(3 ) Preparation of apatites in the range of calcium to phosphorus ratio
1.40 1.50,
An essentially similar method to (2) above ims used for the preparation 
of low calcium to phosphorus ratio apatites, except that(a) the temperature 
kept at 20-25^C; (b) the pH m s  maintained at 7.0 to 7.5 units using a 
similar buffer system; (c) 0,2 molar diammonium hydrogen phosphate was used.
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It m s  found necessary to precipitate the materials much more rapidly 
than in the case of the more stoichiometric apatites and in particular, 
ageing of the precipitates was limited to 1 to 2 hours. Centrifuged 
materials were washed with (a) deionized, outgassed mter; (h) MTboo
orthophospheric acid; (e) three times mt h  200 ml portions of m t e r .
Drying was again at llO^C in a vacuum oven.
(4) Preparation of more crys'ijalline apatites.
The materials prepared hy methods (2) and (3) were generally rather 
poorly crysttillised and yielded diffuse X-ray diffraction patterns and 
poorly resolved infra-red spectra, A number of more crystalline apatites 
were prepared using homogeneous precipitation techniques.
Basically the technique consisted of slowly adding diammonium 
hydrogen phosphate dissolved in deionized mter to solutions comprising 
varying amounts of calcium nitrate in 0.1 molar ammonium acetate/acetic 
acid buffer at pH 5,5 to a point just below saturation %d.th respect to 
apatite precipitation. The whole solution m s  then boiled to escpel 
acetic acid, precipitation occurring from a homogeneous liquor as the pH 
slowly increased. The resulting materials were well crystallised apatites, 
ranging in ^  (mole) 1.54 to 1.59. T(ie exact methods of preparation varied 
only in the concentration of the initial calcium nitrate solution, a 
typical example is quoted below.
A solution was made of 35 gras, calcium nitrate in 1 litre, 0.1 molar 
ammonium acetate solution and the pH adjusted to 5.5 with dilute acetic acid. 
A solution of 5^ diammonium hydrogen phosphate in 0.1 molar ammonium acetate 
was added dropwise until the faintest turbidity v/as noted. Acetic acid ivas 
added, dropmse, until the whole liquor m s  again clear. The mixture was then 
boiled for some hours during which time COg-free nitrogen m s  continuously 
passed to remove evolved acetic acid. Precipitation occurred at a pH of about 
5.7 in the form of growths on the inner surface of the reaction flask.
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The precipitate was filtered and mshed m t h  deionized outgassed water. 
Other preparations using from 20 to 4-5 gm. calcium nitrate were made in 
each case well crystallised apatites resulted. However the range of 
calcium to phosphoius (mole) ratios achieved was somewhat limited using 
this technique and yields were very low (•^-' 0.5 to 1 gra). The materials 
were however ideally suited to infra-red investigation and for detailed 
tliermogravimetric studies.
2.2 Analysis of materials.
The purity of the various solid phases studied was estimated by 
chemical analysis for calcium and phosphorus.and from X-ray diffraction 
powder patterns.
Chemical Analysis.«arr» ft*
Calcium - xvas determined gravimetrically as calcium carbonate via the*s«3»»5m4SaiaçaiwMn.v
oxalate, by the method described by Vogel (89).
A solution containing approximately 0.5 gm calcium oxide in 250 ml. 
of dilute HGi m s  made of each of the calcium phosphates to be analysed^
Duplicate, 25 ml aliquots of this solution were pipetted into a 
400 ml beaker and diluted to 200 ml wi'bh tmter. IVo drops of 0«1^ methyl 
red indicator was added and the solution boiled. 50 ml of a warm hfo 
aqueous solution of ammonium oxalate ivas added slowly with continuous 
stirring. To the resulting mixture, at 80^0 a filtered solution of ammonia 
(l%l, 0*880 NH^OH I HpO) was added up til the indicator showed the pH to be 
neutral. The precipitate formed was allowed to stand for at least 2 hours, 
filtered onto a previously prepared and weighed Gooch crucible (with 
asbestos filter) and, washed with 0.1^ amnonium oxalate until the filtrate 
gave no precipitate of silver chloride when tested ^ fith silver nitrate 
solution, dried to constant weight at 500“ 25°C .
^nsphorus was determined gravimetrica 1 ly as the quinoline phospho- 
molybdate (CgH^N)^ (PO^. 12MoO^) by the gravimetric modification of
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the Wilson method (90) described by Perrin (9l)°
(a) Citric »=■ molybdate solution! 54 g reagent grade molybdenum
trioxide was stirred into 200 ml deionized water, llg NaOH
was added and the whole heated and stirred until the MoO, was5
dissolvedo 60g citric acid was dissolved in about 250 ml water 
and 140 ml cone, HCl added* The molybdate solution was added 
slowly to the acid solution with continual stirring* The 
whole solution was cooled and made up to 1 litre and stored in 
a dark cupboard*
(b) Quinoline solutions A solution of 60 ml* cone* HCl in 550 ml* 
of deionized water was warmed to 70-80°C* 50 ml pure quinoline 
was slowly stirred into the acid* The final solution was cooled 
and diluted to 1 litre *
Method
Duplicate, 10 ml aliquots of the stock calcium phosphate solutions, 
as prepared for calcium analysis, were pipetted into 100 ml water containing 
two drops of methyl red indicator* Sodium hydroxide solution was added 
until the indicator turned yellow and the solution was then reacidified 
with dilute HCl until the indicator just turned red*
25 ml citrio/molybdate reagent was added and gently boiled for 5 mins* 
The solution was discarded at this stage if it was not completely free from 
precipitate. Immediately, 12*5 ml of the quinoline solution was added, at 
first dropwise with stirring and finally by slow pouring* After being 
allowed to stand for 5 mins with occasional stirring the mixture was cooled 
in running water, filtered onto a previously weighed sintered glass crucible 
(Hoo 4 porosity) and the precipitate was washed three times with deionized 
water* Finally the precipitate was dried to constant weight at 250°C*
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The results of the chemical analyses are given in table 3* In
all cases Ca/P (mole) ratios are within 1,0^ of the expected values,
the slightly low Ca^ & and P^ results are interpreted as resulting from 
the presence of adsorbed moisture in the original samples*
The analyses for calcium and phosphorus made on the calcium 
deficient apatites were performed in an identical v^ay# Since the 
data are important to the discussion relating to the composition of these 
materials details of the analytical results are given in table 65, 
section 4*4, rather than in table 3, 
ffraction
Diffraction patterns were measured by the powder method on all samples
except monocalcium phosphate, which Tiras too readily hydrated when finely
ground, and octacalcium phosphate, for which 3£-ray diffraction 
characterisation had been made by Dr* S* L« Rowles who provided the 
sample* Tlie poTvder patterns were obtained at Unilever Port Sunlight, 
using a Nonius-Guinier camera and a Phillips 1310, 2 kV/ X-ray supply 
yielding Cu-I^ radiation* Microdensitometer traces of the diffraction 
patterns obtained are shoTvn in figures 8 - 12, none of which show phases 
other than those expected on the basis of chemical analysis* The 
d-spacing8 of all the powder patterns compared well with those published 
by McIntosh and Jablonski (92) and with standard patterns given in the 
ASTM index (93)t (see table 4)*
Microdensitometer traces of the x-ray diffraction patterns of calcium 
deficient apatites are shoTjn in figures 49 and 50 in section 4*4*
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Table 5» Galcium and Phosphorus Analyses of Oa(EpPO.)., Ca(H^ ,PO 
GàHPQ^, CaHPO^«, 2Hg0 and the stoichiometric apatites.
Materia]. ¥t. fo Ga ¥t. fo P Ga/p (mole)
Observed Theoretical Observed Theoretical Observed Iheore'l
17.08(0 ) 17.124 26.37(4 ) 26.467 0,50(0 ) 0.500
Ca(H2PO^)g.HgO 15.58(5) 15.899 24.30(5) 24.575 0.49(5) 0.500
CaEPO 29.22(8) 29.457 22.39(7 ) 22,765 1.00(8) 1.000
CaHPO .2HgO 23.02(4 ) 25.288 17.96(1 ) 18.001 0.99(8 ) 1.000
Caio(F°4)6 ™ 2 38.53(5) 59.940 17.84(4 ) 18.472 1.66(2) 1.666
0*10(204)6 39.71(8 ) 59.861 18.41(1) 18.455 1.66(7 ) 1,666
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Table 4« ' Principal d-spacings-^from X-ray powder pattern.8 of calcium phosT>hates
Observed ASTM
■' g
Fluorapatite Hydroxyapatite
Observed ASTM
a
8.2
5.22
4,68
4.05 
5.82 
5.48 
5.45 
5.17 
5.07
2.79
2.76 
2,69  
2,61 
2,51 
2,28 
2.24  
2,21 
2,15 
2,11
2.05 
1.99 
1.95 
1,88 
1.86 
1.85
1.79
1.76 
1.74 
1,71
Lines 
not 
indexed
5.44
5.17
5.07
2,81
2,78
2.71 
2.65 
2.55 
2,50  
2,26  
2.25 
2,14
2.06
2.00
1.94
1.89
1,84
1,80
1.77
1.75
1.72
1  
8.2
5.25
4.69 
4.08 
5.88 
5.48 
5.42 
5.17 
5.08 
2,81 
2,76
2.70  
2.62 
2.52  
2.29
2.25  
2,21 
2,14
2,05
1.99
1.95
1,88
1,86
1,85
1,80
1.77
1.75
1,71
OàHP0..2HgO,
Observed ASTM
8.17 
5.26  
4.72
4.07 
5.88 
5.51  
5 .44
5.17
5.08 
2,814 
2.778 
2.720  
2,651  
2,528 
2.296  
2.262  
2.228 
2,148
2,154
2,065
2,000
1.945
1.890
1.871
1,841
1,806
1,780
1.754
1.722
7.60
4.95
4.25  
5.80
5.62
5.05
2 .95
2,85
2.79
2,66
2,64
2.62
2.60 
2.55 
2,51  
2 .45  
2,41
2.26
2,17
2,14
2,11
2,09
2,08
2.05 
1.896 
1.884
7.57
4.95
4.24
5.80  
5.75  
5.65 
5.05
2,928
2,855
2.799
2,670
2,648
2.625
2.605
2.554
2,520
2,454
2.421
2,268
2,252
2,172
2,148
2,120
2,100
2,084
2,022
1.899
1,888
Together vrxth other weak reflections
CaHPO^ 
Observed
J _  
6,90
5.50
4.50  
4 .41
4.50  
4 .05  
5.70
5.49  
5 .59
5.55
5.50
5.15
5.10  
2,97  
2,94
2,89
2.75
2.75
2.49
2.55
2.50
2,29  
2.24  
2.20
2.16 
2,14
2.11 
2,09  
2,07
6,85
4.99
4 .52  
4.08  
5 .76
5.52
5.58
5.52 
5.116  
2.99
2.74
2,51
2.57
2.55
2,27
2,22
2,18
2,14
2,08
2,04
Oa(HgPO^)gHgO
Observed (92)1
11.75
5.70
4.95
4.7b
4 .45
4 .55
4 .20  
5.90
5.70 
5.60
5.40
5.55
5.20
5.09
5.00
2.95
2,84
2.79
2.75 
2.69 
2,66
2.55 
2.48
2.45
2.41
2.59
1 
11.75
5.70
4.95
4 .45  
4 .54  
4 .17  
5.90
5.71  
5.60
5.58
5.20
5.01
2.96  
2.86 
2,80 
2.74  
2.69
2.58
2.46  
2.42
Estimated visually using Nonius-Guinier d-spacing scale for CuK^ 
radiation
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The infra-red spectra of the stoichiometric solid phases of 
the OaO- P^Or -H^O system
At the time when this work was started a number of reports of 
the infra-red absorption spectra of calcium orthophosphates had 
been made, none of which gave full band assignments, îTo previous 
attempts have been made to apply the techniques of solid-state infra­
red absorption theory to this problem.
Spectra, without band assignments, had been published for 
raonocalcium phosphate (94)? monooaloium phosphate mono3%ydrate 
(94-96) monetite (94-97), brushite (95-97), octacalcium phosphate (98) 
and hydroxyapatite (98), Some band assignments had been made for 
monooaloium phosphate monohydrate (58), dioalcium phosphate (58, 99), 
brushite (64, 97, 100-105), ootacaloium phosphate (97) atid 
hydroxyapatite (97, I04). A number of spectra from calcified tissues, 
synthetic apatites (105-I24) and phosphate minerals (125-I5O) had been 
published. Concurrently with this research, some results of which 
have been published (151=155),Bpeotra of the dioalcium phosphates and 
their deuterated analogues were reported with extensive band 
assignments (l54, 155). A comparison of the present band assignments, 
made independently with those from the published work is included in 
the subsequent discussion. Spectra of ohlorapatite (156), strontium 
hydroxyapatite (137) and fluoro-ohlorapatite (158) have recently been 
reported,
SBSSL
The absorption of infra-red radiation may be considered either 
from the classical view point, or in terms of quantum mechanics.
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Classically, a molecule or polyatomic ion may be regarded as a 
vibrating system which .may possess an oscillating dipole .mo.ment 
associated with each of its vibrational .modes. Any such mode will 
be set into vibration if the .molecule is placed in an oscillating 
electromagnetic field of the same frequency, Since the energy of 
vibration of the .molecule is oontinously dissipated as heat, there 
will be continuous absorption from the electromagnetic field» In 
quantum theory, the stationary states of the molecule are given by 
solutions of the SchrîJdinger equation. Radiation will be absorbed 
from an electromagnetic field provided that its quanta have an energy 
corresponding to an energy difference between two such stationary states 
and provided that the probability of transition is finite.
In order to interpret the observed infra-red absorption spectra of 
polyatomic molecules in crystals, as is required in the present study, 
it is necessary to understand (a) the manner by which infra-red absorption 
characteristics are related to molecular structure; (b) the manner in 
which the crystal field operates to modify .molecular structure. In this 
discussion these problems will be approached through considerations of:-
(i) the means by which the normal vibrational frequencies of a polyatomic 
molecule are determined by the kinetic and potential energies of the system;
(ii) the manner in which .molecular symmetry properties determine the infra­
red and Raman selection rules for simple isolated polyatomic molecules;
(iii) the manner in which the crystal field modification of the molecular 
symmetry may be approximated and selection rules determined for 
vibrational spectra in the solid state.
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5.2. Infra-red absorption bj isolatedjpolyatomic molecules and ions.
3.2(anormal co-ordinates and normal vibrations .
For a system of R freely independent particles (e.g. atoms) the 
total thermal energy consists of 11 terms of the kinetic energy form
E = m, (xt + y7 -5- %. ) 3,2(a).13. IL 1 ZL
There are thus 3F terms in all. If such particles come together to 
form a ridged system (e.g. a molecule), the resulting aggregate will 
have three terms relating to translational energy so that
®trans " I 3.2(a).2
where x, ÿ and z age the velocities of the centre of mass in an x, y,z 
co-ordinate frame and M is the total mass.
Rotation about the centre of mass accounts for a further three 
degrees of freedom (2 for a linear aggregate) which may be witten'
+ V r )
where 9^ etc. are the moments of inertia and angular velocities 
respectively about the principle axes p, q and r.
The remaining 3^ '-6 terms (517-3 for linear molecules) represent 
the total vibrational energy of the rigidly bonded systems they define 
the limited number of modes (the normal modes) from which any 
vibrational motion within the system can be coKpounded* A normal mode 
or normal vibration of a polyatomic system may be defined as a 
vibrational state in which each atom carries out a simple harmonic 
motion about its equilibrium position. In a normal mode each atom has
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the same frequency of oscillation and, in general, all motions are 
in phase,
3 ■> 2 (b )The harmonic oscillator'  '  ■ri’MtsaoMaswoMmrKtiwc.TiiiaTr.n
The treatment of the dynamics of normal modes is most readily 
illustrated by considering the simplest case of a diatondc molecule 
undergoing simple harmonic oscillations (the harmonic oscillator 
approximation). In this model the distance of each atom from the 
equilibrium position is then given by a sine-function of time :
X « x^ sin (2<f*1^ t^) 5.2(b).1
where x is the distance, x^ is the amplitude of the vibration, t is the 
time and is the vibrational frequency. The motion of this system 
may be considered to be equivalent to the vibration of a simple point- 
mass, ja, in which p is called the reduced mass and is defined as:
1 ^ 1  1 
p. m ^ m p '  — ^2+ T , where m^  and m^ are the
individual masses of the two component particles.
The vibration is sustained by the action of a restoring force, F, 
proportional to the displacement:
„2
F . -kx =, u 5.2(b).2
dt"-
from which the classical vibrational frequency follows as
3.2(13).3a
The constant k is called the force constant,
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According to the laws of classical mechanics such a harmonic 
oscillator possesses the potential energy
In a simple quantum mechanical treatment the Schrodinger equation 
gives as the eigenvalues or possible energy states of the harmonic 
oscillators
E(v) “  2 ?  ('^ + i )  “  (v  + i) 3 .2 (b ). 5
where v is the vibrational quantum number, which can have all integral 
values from 0.
The terms of the harmonic oscillator are therefore:
G(v) = (v + i) 5.2(b).6
It is customary to substitute
V 8 w
from which
G(v) =00 (v + &)
here CO is identical with the wave number of the classical vibrational 
frequency.
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The wave number of the radiation emitted during a vibration 
that is connected with an alteration of a dipole moment is therefore:
^  = G(y * ) — G (v") 3»2(b)o8
The selection rule applicable to the harmonic oscillator is
A(v)= i l  3.2(b).9
and therefore the wave number of the radiation is
G( v+  1) -  G(v) = CO 5 .2 (b ).10
i.e. identical with the result obtained classically.
3°2(o)The anharmonic oscillator
Real molecules behave only approximately as harmonic oscillators 
since their motions include the effects of anharmonicity. In the 
quantum mechanical treatment anharmonicity may be approximated by the 
inclusion of further terms in the expression for the eigenvalues of 
the oscillator such that:
E(v) = hc(0(v + i) - hcCOx^Cv -K i)^ + hc6|y^(v + 5.2(c).1
The vibrational terms are therefore:
G(v) 4- i) -6)^Xg(v + if +6)Qyg(v t if 5.2(c).2
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This treatment alters the selection rules of the vibrational quantum 
number; in addition t o A v  = + 1, quantum transitions of A v = + 2,
+ 3 etc. are allowed but with rapidly decreasing probability. This 
may be interpreted as allowing the possibility of 'overtone* 
absorption bands.
In polyatomic molecules the situation is more complex because 
all of the nuclei perform individual harmonic oscillations. However, 
it can be shown that any of these complex motions may be compounded by 
superposition of a number of normal modes, whence the total energy has 
the form of equation 5»2^*1«
The treatment may be further simplified if 3H-6 (or 3H-5 for a 
linear system) internal disoplacement co-ordinates, R^, are defined. 
These co-ordinates (a) take no account of translation and rotation of 
the whole molecule, and (b) measure displacements from the equilibrium 
configuration. In these co-ordinates the potential energy is a complex 
function which for small vibrations may always be expanded in a Taylor 
series about the equilibrium conformation so that:
^  ^ ^  5.2(c ).3
i o i j i j o
54- terms in R and higher orders.
The first term, is trivial since it merely defines an arbitrary 
zero of the energy scale. Since derivatives are all talcen in the 
equilibrium configuration, in which by definition V is a minimum with 
respect to all the R^, then the coefficients of the second term are all 
zero. The coefficients of the third term, being second derivatives in
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the equilibrium coîifiguration, are the harmonic force constants 
and are normally written:
^ V h : ) o  "  ^  3.2(0).4
X  J  r %  J X  ? O
The cubic and higher terms in R are the anharmonic force constants 
and are small for small vibrations.
The potential energy may now be written:
27 . T  r  F,.E.E. 3.2(0 ).5&=> fc» 13 1 3
and the kinetic energy may be shown to be given by
2T = £  £  “l Â S  3.2(c).6
where the PL ^ are functions of the atomic masses and the equilibrium 
geometry.
In order to solve for V and T a new set of n displacement
co-ordinates are chosen, such that the expressions for V and T are '
diagonal (i.e. are zero for all cross products). These now co-ordinates, j
Q^ , are defined by linear transformations from the original co-ordinates, |
R., such that: !r
Ç  V V  j = 1 to n 3.2(0).7
The transformation may always be chosen in such a way that the 
expressions for V and T take the forms
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2T . £  5.2(c).8
and
2T = J .2( o ).9
The Q, are termed normal co-ordinates and it may he shown thatrrvttt^tfrtrftvraMntwifia.rr.-iaraqrtittJO*»*» ^
the expression giving the frequency, , of the i-th normal 
vibration has the form
5.2(c).10
5•2(d)Symmetry of normal vibrations and selection rules
The effect of the symmetry operations associated with molecules 
in determining the symmetry species of their normal vibrations may be 
illustrated by considering the water molecule H^O as an example. Figure 13 
shows the normal modes of vibration for HgO.
In order to determine the symmetry of a normal vibration, it is 
necessary to begin by considering the kinetic and potential energies 
of the system discussed in the proceeding section.
'k Sc
Let some s^ rrametry operation be applied which changes the normal
4 0
Figure 13.
Normal modes of vibration in H^O.
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Table 5o Classification of the normal vibrations of the» v aiarrf>»-8« - je««w«ra.ir*gin  r->rti>i»ii*< minm , #   —--—   ti ir r  ~ iil i r r
water molecule.
°2v I Cg(2i) ( X ^ M
Ql> Qg 4-1 4-1 h r - 4-1
s 4-1 -1 -1 4-1
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co-ordinate into The kinetic and potential energies are
not changed and does not change. Then if is not degenerate
Thus the normal co-ordinates may he symmetric + ve) or
anti-symmetric (QjJ. -ve).
The symmetry properties of the normal vibration of the water 
molecule (Ogy symmetry) may he classified as indicated in table 5*
The and vibrations are seen to be symmetric and the*U ^
vibration is seen to be anti-symmetric,
5 « 2(e)The number of normal vibrations for each symmetry species
As was discussed in section 5»2(d) the '^'ÏÏ-6 (or 3E-5) normal 
vibrations of an l-atom molecule may be classified into various 
species according to their symmetry properties,
Using established methods of group theory it is possible to find 
the number of normal vibrations belonging to each species. The 
principle of the method is that all the representations are irreducible 
if normal co-ordinates are used as their basis.
Details of the method may be found in standard works on infra­
red spectroscopy (l59“*145) and will not be repeated here. The basic 
relationships are given in the following paragraphs,
?or proper rotations, the character of the representation for the
operation R,given the symbol %  (R), is found to be:
m^(l 4- 2 cos e) 5.2(e).1.
■Where represents the number of nuclei left unchanged by the rotation 
through the angle G.
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The identity (l) may he regarded as a special case of proper 
rotation in which = N the number of nuclei in the molecule and 
Q = 0° .
Thus i
%(I) = 3H
For improper rotations (e*g, reflections and inversions)s
)[(a) = -B%(1 + 2 COB 6) 3.2(e).2.
In order to determine the number of normal vibrations belonging to 
each species, the 3^(R) thus obtained .must be resolved into the % ^^ (E) 
of the irreducible representations of each species. Firstly, however, 
the characters corresponding to translational and rotational motions of 
the molecule must be subtracted from the total %  (h).
For translational motions:
= + (1 4- 2 cos 9) 3.2(e).3,
in which the + and - signs apply to proper and improper rotations 
respectively.
For rotation of the whole molecule:
X^(E) = +(l t 2 cos 9) 3.2(e).4
Hence the character for vibrational .motions .may be obtained;
X^(B) =X(H) - X^(E) - X^(E) 3.2. (e).5.
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It has been shomi (l43) from the properties of the irreducible 
representations of groups that;
~ E  n X  (K) %.(E) 3.2(e).6.
Where indicates the number of times the i-th irreducible 
representation of (e ) occurs in a reducible representation; %^(E) 
is the character of K in the i-th irreducible representation; %  (E) 
is the character of K in the reducible representation; h represents 
the order of the group and n is the number of sjjmmetxy elements in 
any one class.
In the particular groups with which we are concerned the s,ymmetry 
operations are normally given the general symbol (E). The collection 
of the operations (E) is then the point-group (P) characteristic of the 
molecular unit concerned.
By .making the summation over bhe different classes for each (E) in 
(P), taking % ^ (e ) from the group character tables, values of 
may be obtained in the .forms
“ I  E  nX^(E). Xi(K) 3.2(e).?
for each symmetry species.
3.2(f)Notation
The symmetry species of no:cmial vibrations are classified using a 
standard notation given by the following rules;
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A and B denote non-generate species, A represents the symmetric 
species ( X  (^) - +l) with respect to rotation about the principal 
axis, whereas B represents the anti-symmetric species (X  (®) == "l) 
with respect to rotation about the principal axis, E and P denote 
doubly degenerate and triply degenerate species respectively.
If two species in the same point group differ in character of a 
rotation 0 (other than the principal axis) they are distinguished by 
subscripts 1, 2, 3, ,,,,,,,,etc. If two species differ in character 
of (f (other than 0*^) they are distinguished by ® and ", If two 
species differ in character of i, they are distinguished by 
subscripts g and u«
Once the symmetry species of any normal vibration has been 
determined by the method outlined above, it becomes possible to derive 
activity selection rules for its spectral characteristics. Again these 
methods are discussed in detail in standard works (139-143) and only a 
brief outline will be presented here.
According to quantum theory a vibration is active in the infra-red 
spectrum if the dipole moment is changed during the vibration, and it 
is active in the Raman spectrum if the polarizability of the molecule 
is changed during any vibration. This may be expressed in the form of 
selection rules.
The selection rule for the infra-red spectrum is determined by 
the integral;
(Qa). AQa 3.2(g).!.
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where p. is the dipole moment in the electronic ground state,^ is 
the vibrational eigenfunction and v? and v" are the vibrational 
quantum numbers before and after transition, respectively. 
Resolving the dipole moment into the three components in the x, y, 
and 2 directions; gives:
L>y]v-v" (Qa)
[^zjv^v" « (^ a^
a
a
a
For any of these integrals which are not zero, the normal 
vibrations associated with them are infra-red active. If all the 
integrals are zero, the normal vibration is infra-red inactive.
Similarly the selection rule for the Raman spectrum is determined 
by the integral: a
M v ' v "  “ f 5.2(e).2.
where 0-4 is the electronic polarizability.
It is possible to decide whether these integrals are zero or non­
zero from a consideration of symmetry.
The components of the dipole moment, ju^ , and transform as 
do the corresponding components of translational motion, T^ , T^ and T^ , 
'Thus the character of the dipole moment is given by:
^(R) = 4- (l 4- 2 COS 0)
- 47
Hence.
gives the total representation of the symmetry species for the 
infra-red active modes.
The character of the representation of the polarizability is 
given by
% ^  (R) =: 2 COS @ (1 + 2 cos 9 )
from which the total representation of the symmetry species for Raman 
active modes may be derived by similar methods to obtain
= i E ’" X J » )  X  i(K ) 3 .2 (e ).4 .h
5 « 2 (h)Overtone and combination bands
Both infra-red and Raman spectra may contain overtone and 
combination bands resulting from the anharmonic terms in the potential 
function.
To obtain the activity of combination bands the direct products 
of the characters of the symmetry species of the 'parent' fundamentals 
are computed from
X y ( E )  X^(E)
and the resulting representation reduced if necessary by the usual 
method from:
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For overtone bands the method varies for degenerate and non- 
degernate vibrations* For non-degenerate vibrations the character 
of the overtone, ^ ^^(R) is given by
PC, (B) » r%.(B) I , , 3.2(h),!.
which may be obtained again from the direct product*
For doubly degenerate overtones (143)
%  e“ (®) = ^
3.2(h).2
3.3* Infra-red adsorption by crystals
The preceding sections have been concerned only with the 
infra-red and Raman properties of isolated molecules* In this 
section the manner in which the interaction between molecular 
groups in the condensed state (in particular in the cyrstalline 
state) modifies the structure and symmetry of vibrating species 
through the intermolecular crystal field, is discussed.
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3.3(a)The syimnetry properties,of crystal lattices
Crystals are built up by locating atoms or groups of atoms at 
every lattice point of a three dimensional iirCinite lattice. The 
unit cell of a lattice is the smallest unit in which no atoms are 
equivalent under simple translations. The set of symmetry operations 
which carries each atom into itself or an identical atom form a gx*oup 
termed the space group.
If .we consider the unit cell as defined hy the three non-colinear 
primitive translations, the fundgimental lattice vectors, t^ , tg, t^ , 
then performing on this unit cell all possible translations of the 
type It^ + mtg + nt^ (where 1, m and n are integers) is seen to generate 
an infinite space lattice. In the application of group theory to 
crystals it is inconvenient to deal with an infinite space group it is 
therefore necessary to define a finite space group upon which to operate. 
Consider the primitive lattice vectors t^ , tg and t,. let Eg 
and be fixed positive integers which may be regarded as defining
the boundary of a finite single crystal. Further let , Ug and ly be
any integers. Then, those elements of the infinite spa.ce group which
differ in their effect only by a translation of
are considered to be identical elements of the finite space group. The 
group so defined is really a group of symmetry operations of.lattices 
with lattice constants E^  t^ , Egtg and E%t^« Translations byr these 
vectors and sums of them carry a la,ttice into itself and so are equivalent 
to the identity. Use of the finite space group in analysing the motions
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of the crystal is equivalent to adopting the Born~von Karimn cyclic 
boundary conditions (144)'
Any space group (Sp) is composed of an invariant subgroup (t), 
consisting of the elements corresponding to pure translations, and 
a coset 0 This property is also true for finite space groups, the only 
singular property in this case is that the translational subgroup is 
itself finite. The cosets of the translational group in the space 
group also form a group termed the factor group (u) or the unit cell 
group. Factor groups are always isomorphous with one of the thirty- 
two orystallographic point groups, although some may involve oosets 
containing other than purely point operations, i.e. screw rotations 
or glide reflections. It is a theorem of group theory that irreducible 
representations of a factor group are also irreducible representations 
of the entire group. In terms of our definition of a finite space 
group the irreducible representations of the elements of the invariant 
translation group (T) are all given by identity. Consequently, the 
set of irreducible representations of (Sp) which are totally symmetric 
with respect to translation are given by:
(Bp) S3
An immediate consequence of this one-to-one correspondence between 
the irreducible representations of the unit cell group and those of the 
complete space group which can be active as fundamentals in either the 
infra-red or Raman spectrum is the rule noted by Homig (145)» that, 
in the harmonic approximation the total number and symmetry type of the 
observed frequencies in either the Raman or infra-red spectrum must be 
equal to the number and symmetry type determined by the molecules in a 
single unit cell.
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About any point in the crystal there is a local symmetry as a 
result of which the corresponding operations leave that point 
invariant. Winston and Halford (146) have defined a site as any 
point which is left invariant by some operations of the space group. 
The assembly of these operations will clearly form the elements of a 
point group which is termed the site group of the site in question. 
Eirery point is thus a site, having at least the trivial site group C^ . 
A point of given local symmetry may be invariant or have one, two or 
three degrees of freedom, depending on whether it lies at the 
intersection of two or more elements, on an axis, on a plane or on no 
symmetry elements. Since the remaining symmetry operations of the 
space group (or unit cell group) carry the point into an equivalent 
point, there is a definite number of equivalent points of each type. 
Eiggli (147) and Ha,lford (148) have tabulated all the site groups of 
each of the 2)0 space group. Couture (l49) has indicated certain 
errors which may be introduced by the use of Halford's tables (148) in 
certain cases.
3.3(b)Selection rules for infra-red and Raman absorption fundamentals 
in crystals
Suppose that represents the potential function of a free 
unperturbed polyatomic vibrator. The associated force constants and 
the relevant atomic masses determine the vibrational frequencies and 
the symmetry of the function determines which modes will be 
spectroscopically active. Let such polyatomic vibrators be condensed 
into an infinitely large crystal; this has an infinite number of 
vibrational modes consisting of identical normal modes in each unit 
cell. Only those vibrations of the crystal can be spectroscopically 
active in which the molecular .motions in any unit cell are in phase 
with similar vibrational modes in all other unit cells. Modes in
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•which the phase difference between unit cells is not zero clearly 
give rise to a macroscopic transition moment or polarizability 
equal to zero when summed over the whole crystal. Therefore in the 
discussion of fundamental frequencies we need consider only the 
vibrational modes of a single unit cell.
For crystals containing molecules or complex ions in which the 
internal motion is only slightly effected by the crystalline field, 
Hornig (126) has shown that the complete harmonic potential function 
may be written in the form:
T = 2 1  + T'j) + Ç 5 Z  + %  (3.3(D).1.)
j j k
Where the summations extend over all of the molecules in the unit cell. 
The terms in this equation
the potential energy function of the free j-th molecule
v! the perturbation of due to the equilibrium field of 0 «3
the crystal at the site of the j-th molecule.
^jk 3?epresents tenns involving displacement co-ordinates in 
the j-th and k-th molecules, that is, it encompasses 
coupling terms between vibrations in different molecules 
within a single unit cell.
contains terms which involve the relative displacement and 
rotational orientation of molecules with respect to each 
other, and thus represents the lattice potential, 
denotmthose terms involving interaction between lattice 
co-ordinates and the internal co-ordinates of the j-th 
molecule.
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In the approach most commonly taken to the interpretation of
solid state spectra, it is usual to ignore the effect of terms in
Vj and , For fundamental modes greater than 400“500 cm ^ it is
certainly valid to discount the effects of terms in since the
-1associated lattice frequencies are of the order of 100 cm or less.
For fundamentals of lower frequency it is probable that terms have
increasing effect and certainly contribute to the breadth of bands
observed in this region. As for terms in Y^^, Yedder and Hornig (12? )
have shoTO that these induce only minor pertubation effects and, quite
justifiably may be ignored.
If equation 3.3.1. contained only terms in Y^ and Y^° it would be
possible to separate the vibrational problem, by means of a Born-
Oppenheimer approximation, into the vibrations of the free molecules
and the vibrations of the lattice. In this approximation, the fundamental
vibrational spectrum of the molecule in the crystal would be the same as
that of the free molecule. In general this is not true, the spectra
of solids often show distinct shifts in frequency of fundamental
absorption bands and in general contain more bands, in the fundamental
regions, than the spectra of the corresponding free molecules. These
changes must result from the perturbation terms in equation 3*5*1 and
their effects are considered below.
!If the Yj term is included, the separability of the molecular and 
lattice vibrations is still retained. The effect of this term on the 
spectrum can be two-fold. First, the alteration of the potential field 
of the molecule can cause shifts in the fundamental frequencies. This 
may result merely in a simple shift in band position. However, if 
there are chemically similar molecules in crystallographically
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non-equivalent sites each crystallographically identifiable species 
will be subjected to different potential perturbation and hence 
band multiplets may arise, termed equipoint splitting. The second 
effect of the terms depends on the alteration in the symmetry 
of the potential field which can cause changes in the selection 
rules and hence alter the number, activity and interaction with 
polarized radiation of the absorption modes. These are termed site 
symmetry or static field effects.
Miilst an analysis of the crystal spectrum based on static field 
effects is certainly more correct than one based on the symmetry of 
the free molecule, it is nevertheless deficient in some respects 
because of the neglect of the terms in in equation 3.3.I. The 
inclusion of this term in the potential energy function implies a 
coupling of vibrations between different molecules. The result is 
that, if the unit cell contains F molecules, the E-fold degeneracy 
of the static field approach without terms in can be removed, so 
that in general a molecular mode of a single molecule will give rise to 
E crystal modes. Consider a hypothetical crystal containing two 
molecules per unit cell, related to each other by a 2-fold screw axis 
(see Figure I4 ).
The normal modes of such a vibrating system will be those shown in 
Figures 14(a) and (b); in (a) the vibrations are symmetric with respect 
to the screw axis, while in (b) they aie antisymmetric, ■ If Y% « 0, 
the frequencies of these two modes will be the same giving a doubly 
degenerate vibration in the crystal. When yJ^ ^ 0, the frequencies of 
these two modes will be different, i.e. the degeneracy will be removed.
— 5 5  — 
Figure 14
(a)
Ii1Î
(b)
Hypothetical linear crystal
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This splitting is called factor group or correlation field splitting» 
The inclusion of the term thus implies an analysis based on the 
syinmetrj!' of the entire unit cell rather than just the symmetry of a 
molecular site»
The process of developing selection rules for infra-red 
absorption by molecules in crystals has been the subject of a number 
of independent approaches (145, I46, 148, 150-160). The approach 
most widely used is that developed by Winston and Halford (146) 
using the symmetry properties of both the site group and the finite 
space group. The process may be summarised in the following way.
The three principal sources of spectral multiplicity for which 
selection rules are to be determined have been seen to be (a) 
equipoint splitting; (b) site group or static field splitting, both 
arising from simple perturbations due to terms in Y^ ; and (c) factor 
group or correlation«»field splitting, arising from perturbations due 
to terms in Y^ ^^ . The basic assumption of the method of treating 
these perturbation effects is, that the selection rules for infra-red 
or Raman activity may be derived by considering the symmetry properties 
of the perturbing field and applying the principles of selection rule 
analysis, analagous to those for simple molecules, to these symmetries. 
It has been seen that the unit cell of a crystal may be subdivided 
into sets of sites possessing different point symmetries, the number 
and nature of which are determined by the space-group. A site group 
can only be occupied by a polyatomic vibrator if it is a sub-group of 
both the molecular point group of the unperturbed molecule and of the 
space group. Further, only a, full set of sites of any one type may 
be occupied by any one molecular species, vacant sites in any set are 
not permitted. Thus, if (a) the space group, (b) the molecular
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point group and (o) the unit cell empirical formula are known for 
a crystal it is possible in principle to assign site occupancy to 
the molecules of most crystals from a laiowledge of the relevant 
sub“gr*oupSo
With this information it is possible to determine whether 
equipoint splitting of fundamentals is to be expected in the infra-red 
spectrum. Further, in the site group or static field approximation 
it is assumed that the perturbed potential function takes the symmetry 
of the site group.
Thus the selection rules for a polyatomic vibrator on any site 
may be determined from the point group isomorphous with the site group 
using the following relationships.
By definition a site group (S) is isomorphous with a sub-group of 
the point group (P), describing the symmetry of the unperturbed 
molecular site occupant.
Site group selection rules may be determined in the form of values
(s  )for , the number of times the j-th irreducible representation of
(S) appears in the vibrational representations of a given site occupant 
of point group (P).
From the rules governing the relations between the representations 
of a group and its subgroupss-
^(8) = T  a. . mp) 3.3(b).2J j rj 1
(P)The  ^are determined from the preliminary analysis for
selection rules in the unperturbed state using equations 5»2(e),6, 
3.2(g),5 and 4<> The coefficients a^^ for each irreducible 
representation of (S) are computed from:
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(s) (p)
‘13 = E X  3 (=) X l 5.3(b).3
where h = order of the site group.
If complete spectra-structure correlations are to he made it is 
necessary to consider fine structure resulting from factor-group 
splitting. As has already been noted the effect of terms in 
may be regarded as a coupling between equivalent site occupants 
throughout the unit cell. If all sets of sites are included then 
the coupling is equivalent to considering the sum of the motions of 
the crystal due to the factor group. The resulting unit cell modes 
are classified in accordance with the way in which they transform 
under the operations of the factor group. The number of vibrational 
modes of a particular symmetry species is equal to the number of times 
that the irreducible representation of that symmetry species is 
contained in the general reducible representation (= In the
original factor-group method of Bhagavantam and Venkatarayadu (l54)» 
the characters for the reducible representation were obtained by means 
of the formula
(r ) = ( 1 + 2 008 G)
Where is the number of atoms remaining invariant under aigr 
operation of class (R).
(■ff) was then found from
\  = 1 I  n. X (E )  X  (R)
^ h R ^
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However, this method involves the tedious operation of 
counting invariant atoms in unit cells which are often complex. 
Winston and Halford (146) have shown that the may be obtained
from a knowledge of the obtained under the site group analysis
using equations 3»3(b) 2 and 3> and the group character tables for 
the site and factor groups. ''is found by this method from:
= E  ?.5(b).4
and
E  %  (E)
H in (S)  ^ ^
5.3(b).5
A number of general features of the results of this type of 
analysis for selection rules are given below:
1) The degeneracies of the free unperturbed polyatomic vibrator 
may be lowered under the site group (S).
2) A motion which is a member of a degenerate set under ( s )
will be a member of a degenerate set under the factor 
group (f ).
3) A motion will not be assigned spectral activity in (F) and
inactivity in ( s )  for the characters of the dipole moment and
the polarizability are the same for the common elements of 
(S) and (F)p
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4) Motions may become more degenerate in (?) than in (S) they 
may lose spectral activity, and polarized motions may 
become depolarized,
5) A band or line expected under (S) may become several times 
duplicated in (?), the number of times not to exceed the 
number of equivalent sites in a unit cell.
This last observation provides a useful check on the correctness 
of the choice of unit cell as will be seen when the case of brushite 
is discussed.
The theory of the infra-red spectra of crystals has recently been 
reviewed by Vedder and Homig (15I) which review provides a useful 
basis for understanding the details of factor group analysis. Other 
reviews of the subject have been made by Mltra (l58, 159), Krimm (160) 
Hows (157) and Mathieu (l55)°
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3*4* Selection rules and synmietry .species for the Vfreel unperturbed
worthophosphate ions, ,OH ions and the H^O molecule.
Using the methods outlined in sections 5*2(e) and (g)ySymmotry"species 
and selection rules have been calculated for the normal vibrations of 
the molecular groupings concerned in the calcium orthophosphates,
3o4(aÿ' The 20^ "^" ion
The tetrahedral PO^ ion has syrametiy in the unperturbed 
sta.te for which the characters of the irreducible representations are 
given in table &
The total vibrational representation has been derived as shoxm 
in table 7 . The total representation may be reduced in the usual
manner by applying the equations;-
5C(i,r) = ± (l + 2 COS» )
and ^ cos 0 (l f 2 cos »)
The selection rules;-
A,(r ) h- E(r ) + SFg (i.r, + R)
have been derived for the nine normal modes, in which (r ) and (i.r) denote 
Raman and infra-red activity respectively.
3,4 (M The HPO,^“ ion.
Either of the point groups 0^ or might be expected to be 
isomorphous with the symmetry group of the dibasic ion.
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Table 6 Character
80.,
+1
Table 7 Derivation of the total vibrational
T>(a-n-pAS!(an-f.îa4;-î n n  f V  )  ior T^ )
ymraetry operations 
Rotation t%pe Proper 
0
Improper
cos Q 
1+2 cos 0 
2cos 0 (l+2cos 0)
%  = ± N^(l+2oos 0) 
~ i (l+2cos 0)
= (1+2008 0)
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2-Figure 15. Symmetry models for the HPO  ^ ion
a
(a) C,
Co
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If the P-»0“H bond system is bent in the configuration shown in figure 15(a),
the proton may be considered to lie in the plane of symmetry through 0^
P and Og, in which case the point group would be
Alternatively, if the hydroxyl group is considered free to rotate 
about its P“0 bond then the resulting 0-H vector will lie in a mean 
position on a axis as shomi in figure 15(b), in Which case the point 
group would be isomorphous v/ith
Although in both cases the total number of normal modes would be 
the same (3N“6 = 18), the selection rules for these two symmetry groups 
differ. An analysis has therefore been made in both groups,
(^ ) The characters of the irreducible representations
of the point group are given in table 8, The data given 
in table 9 have been used to obtain the selection rules,
8A^ (E and i.r,) + 4A" (R and i.r.)
(b) model. Using the group characters given in table 10 and the
data in table 11  ^ The selection rules have been calculated 
for EPOjj^  with symmetry.
4A^ (i.r. and E, ) + 4E (i.r, and R)
3.4(c) The HJRO,. . ion.
The highest available symmetry for the ÏÏ^ PO^ ” ion is Cg^, which 
model has been chosen for use in this work. The point group characters 
for are given in table 12. The selection rules have been derived 
from the data contained in table 13. The resulting selection rules ares-
6A2 (i.r. 4- e) + 2Ag(E) + 4B^ (i,r. + E) + 3Bg (i.r. + R)
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Table 8 Character table for the point groupC
cB %
AÎ 1 1 1
A" ! 1
i
Table 9 Derivation of the total vibrational representation ( ■ ) for
HPO,.^ (C ).
Symmetry operations I
Rotation types 'Proper Improper
0 0 180
cos Q 1 -1
l+2cos 0 3 ~1
2cos Q (l+2cos &) 6 2
& 6 4
%  == ± N^(l+8cos ©) 18 4
= ± (1+2C0S Q) 3 1
= (l+2cos Q) 3 -1
X v =  X - K + X r ) 12 4
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Table 10 Character table for the point group C„
Table 11
V I 2G^ 3 ^1 1 1
2^ 1 1 «1
E 2 »1 0
Derivation of the total vibrational representation (OC ) forMl 1» im,i, iwwnw»p«grCTM—n« » i* w.n»f ^ .^«"«rjM riw iW jeMquuj n w n w ir ii  e= »**«*seo
® â i Z L i &■3v)
Symmetry operation
—- -.................. V . ....................... .. . .
I 2C^
Rotation type Proper Improper
e 0 120 ISO
cos 0 1 -i -1
l+2cos 0 3 0 -1
2cos 0 (l*h2cos 0 ) 6 0 2
& 6 3 4
%  =  ± N^(l4-2cos 0 ) 18 0 4
t " ~ (l4*2cos 0) 3 0 1
= (l+Soos 0) 3 0 -1
12 0 4
6?
Table 18 Character table for the point gronp 0..
^8v I C2 (3" ^ (yz)
^1 1 I 1 1
A, 1 1 -1 -1
®1. 1 ~.l 1 -1
% 1 -1 1
13 Derivation of the total vibrational representation (PC )
for EnPO, (C_ )
Symaietry operation I % CTy(zx) C3'y(yz)
Rotation type Proper Improper
G 0 180 180 180
cosQ 1 -1 -1 «-1
1-5-2COB G 3 -1 •■~1 -1
2 c o b  0 (li-!-2cos G) 6 2 2 2
& 7 1 3 3PC « ± N j^ ( 1 ‘!-2 c o s  G ); 21 ~1 3 3
P(^ Î- ± (l-j-2cos G) 3 -1 1 1P^ « l+2cos G 3 -1 •“1 *4-
%v +)4) 13 , 1 3 3
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3o4(d),The selection rules given above refer to all of the normal modes 
of vibration of each of the phosphate species, V^ hen discussing 
individual spectra it is useful to consider motions of the PO^ 
tetrahedral unit separately from the motions of (p)o-H. To obtain a 
qualitative picture of the various vibrations concenaedjit is valid 
to make the approximation that BPOj^ "^" and E^PO^ ions may be regarded 
as the units XPO^ and XgPO^ having the symmetry (or C^) and 0^ ^^  
respectively. It is then possible to separate out the selection rules 
and symmetry species for the phosphate group skeletal motions by 
simply considering the relevant reductions in symmetry from T ^  to 0^^ 
(or Gg) and Cg^.
The reduction from T^ to 0^^ for a hypothetical tetrahedral XPO^ 
unit is given in the correlation diagram,figure 16(a), draim. from 
correlation tables given by Wilson, Deeius & Cross (l59).
Hence and 3E of the total hA^ and 4E species in the Cy^ model may
be considered as associated Trith P0« skeletal motions. Tlie two3
remaining (a  ^+ E) species being primarily composed of OH stretching 
and deformation modes respectively,
0 .Symmetry,
Eurther reduction to symmetry is possible as shovm in figure 16(b),
Tims in this model 6A* + 3A” of the total 8A* -i- 4A" modes are conveniently 
assigned to skeletal vibrations. It should be noted that in this 
particular case the doubly degenerate (e ) deformation species is split 
into A^ and A" species which may be regarded as comprising in-plane and 
out-plane OH deformation modes of an angular (P)  ^ system.
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1
E
16(a)
16(b)
16(e)
'2v
A.1
E
E,2
2 2(2)
Figure 16. Correlation of symmetry s-pecies in the grouDs
'2v*
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The reduction from to Cg^ symmetry is sho-cm in figure 16(c) «
Hence the nine species most closely associated with POg Xg skeletal 
motions have the symmetry properties, 4- Ag 4- + 2Bp the
remaining modes are then considered as primarily (p)O-H stretching 
and deformation species»
3'4(e) y)
The diatomic OH” ion has symmetry and in the hypothetical
free state may he expected to exhibit only one absorption species, 
the 0“H stretch, active in both Raman and infra-red absorption spectra. 
3*^ i(f) The water molecule, II^ O (Co )
The bent triatomic water molecule exhibits Cp^ symmetry. The
derivation of selection rules for HgO is used as an example of the
standard methods in practically all text-books on infra-red and Raman 
spectra. Examples may be found in references (139-1&2) the results 
are quoted below:
2A^ (i.r. 4- R) 4- Bp (i.r. 4* R)
h(cA Nomenclature
The method chosen for numbering absorption frequencies is the 
following.
Species are related to the parent vibration for the hypothetical 
unperturbed molecule rather than the symmetry species of the lattice 
occupant. Absorptions are numbered so that ' U i s  the
highest frequency, totally symmetric, non^degenerate mode, (A^ species) 
Subsequent modes are numbered in order of decreasing frequency.
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Other non-degenerate modes follow again in order of decreasing 
frequency. Doubly degenerate modes and finally triply degenerate modes 
follow accordingly. In the cases where band multiplets occur primes 
are used together with the numbering of the parent mode e.g,
J and represent non degenerate components of the normally
triply degenerate ll^ (^fg) P-0 stretching mode in .
In cases where ambiguity may arise the chemical symbol for the vibrating 
species will be included e.g, ll^ (POj,^  ^ ). Table 14 gives the correlation 
of symmetry species and the nomenclature of absorption fundamentals for 
PO^^ , HPOj,^ ”^ , and HgPO^" skeletal modes,
3o5 Group Frequencies.
In addition to the selection rules for unperturbed species obtained 
by the methods given above, it is necessary to have some information 
relating to the region of the spectrum in which the fundamental 
absorption frequencies may normally be found. For some simple molecules 
this information may be obtained by a rigorous normal co-ordinate 
analysis (139), In general, however, the vibrational characteristics of 
specific molecular groupings, even in crystals, arise out of intra­
molecular rather than inter-molecular forces. Hence it is admissible, 
to employ well characterised band assignments for simple systems, such 
as molecules in the vapour or solution phase, as an opproximate guide 
to band assignments in more complex systems,
3.5(a)Group frequencies associated with PO  ^.skeletal modes.
A large number of studies of the infra-red and Raman spectra of 
orthophosphate ions in solution have been reported (l6l-182) the results 
of which are collected together in tables Ig — 17 . It is clear that
considerable disagreement exists in the literature over exact frequency 
values for many of the vibrational modes. Some spectra of the potassium
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Table 15o Gtout) frequencies for the H^PO^" ion in aqueous solutions (l82)
H^SO. molecule (l83).
Species Assignment Observed frequencies (cm*"^
HgPO^" (aq) anhyd* HgSO
OH sym* stretch 2380 2450
OH bend (6^^) 1230 1137
S  (*%) SOg sym, stretch 1072 1195
%  (&].) S(OH)g syTQo stretch 880 910
S  (*i) SOg bend 513 563
'^ 6 (3%) S(OH)g bend 393 392
(ag) OH wag (7q^) . _
(ag) Torsion 360 392
(%l) OH asym. stretch 3000 - 2800 2970
"^10 OH bend (B^g) •=■
"^11 S(OH)g asym* stretch 947 973
^12 (^ ï) SOg rock 515 563
^^ 15 SOg asym* stretch 1150 1368
OH wag - —
S(OH)g rook “■ 422
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2«.Table l6o Group frequencies for the HPO^ ion in aqueous sol-qtion<.
Species Assignment Observed frequencies (cm
V,(a,) OH stretch >900-5000 5160? 2900
%(a,) POj sym., stretch 988 976 982 997
PO(h) sym,, stretch 862 865 871 859
■V^ Ca^ ) OPD deformation 529 527
VgCe) ^ OH 1250 1223 1251
Vg(e) PO^ stretch 0 1076 1081 1085
1079 1060 ■
%(e) OPD deformation 597 529 542
Vg(e) OPO deformation
.
594 585 598
Spectrum ; i .a . Raman loRo Calculated
Literature references (179) (179) (182) (180)
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orthopliosphatea in solution were measured using the equipment employed 
throughout this study. In general the results of these experiments 
agree closely with those reported independently by Chapman and Thirlwell 
(179) and Steger and Herzog (182), The band assignments for the spectra 
of the phosphate ions in solution have been taken from Steger and Herzog 
(182) together with the results of a vibrational analysis rèported by 
Chapman, Long and Jones (I80), A number of the bands predicted by 
group theoretical analysis have not been observed in the spectra of 
aqueous solutions of ions. As a further guide to the probable
position of these bands observed frequencies and assignments, given by 
Gillespie and Robinson (183), for the isostructural system are
included in table 15 ,
5.5(b) Mï.ms2»^ 5âi2£'
The group frequencies of absorption bands arising out of motions 
in which protons take an active role are greatly affected by the 
presence, nature and degree of hydrogen bonding, This is expected to 
be the case for absorptions due to PO~H groups, OH ions and HgO 
molecules ^
An unsymmetrical hydrogen bond may be represented diagramatically
as X «
VHiere H is the proton concerned in the hydrogen bond formation,
X and Y are connected by the H-bond and R and R”" represent the remainder 
of the molecule of which X and Y are a part.
The main tj^ pes of vibrations of this system which are affected by 
H~bonding are shoim in table 18 together with the form of notation, 
recommended ?jy Sheppard (184), which has been followed in the subsequent 
discussion.
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Tiie most promine it effects of H-lionding on the vibrational speotmra 
are the shifts of the absorption frequencies, the associated intensity 
changes and band broadening related to li) ^XH 
The U ^  absorption bands
Spectral changes in the position of the absorption band
accompanying hydrogen bonding were first observed for a number of organic 
materials which form intra-molecular H-bonds (l8$-188). Since that time 
a lowering of the 1) ^  frequency has been associated with all forms of 
E-bonding of both the intra-molecular and inter-molecular types in 
liquids, solutions and solids.
The position in any spectrum of D  ^  has subsequently been correlated 
with many properties, e,g, A  H (l89”195)“ Of particular importance to 
this study are the correlations which have been made between and
, . . 0  0,^ (the Xo,,.o.,,Y bridge length) by Rundel and Parasol (l94)t> 
Lord and Merrifield (l95)? Pimentel and Sederholm (196) and Eakamoto, 
Margoshe8 and Rundel (l97)» The work of these last authors has proved 
particularly valuable in this study and their results for H  versus 
R^ are reproduced in figure 17, Lippincott and Schroeder (198)Uo » * $ 0 ë U
have discussed the relationship between A  the shift,
(non-bonded) - “D qjj (H-bonded)J and R^  ^in terms of a
covalent model for the E-bond, Their calculations predict an asymptotic 
approach of/VU^^ towards zero for large values of R^ p..
The reduction in R^,,,., ,y associated with E-bonding may be 
correlated with a lengthening of the X-E bond (r to the point
where the E-bond is symmetrical and r ^  = r (e,g, in PEP"), 
Eakamoto, Margoshes and Rundel (l97) list some of the available data 
for O-E,.,, o, 0 systems, relating and r
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Figure 17. Bond length (r  ^ versus O—H
stretching frequency V
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As H~'bonding is olDserved so the hand contour alters.
In non-hydrogen bonded systems is usually sharp and often of
only moderate intensity. IVhen observed in hydrogen bonded systems, 
the band is almost always broad, often diffuse and generally increased 
in intensity. Temperature has a marked effect on the band contours of 
^XH lïi hydrogen bonded systems and reduction of temperature to
“180°C has been used in this study to intensify and sharpen absorption 
bands in this region of the spectrum.
x a ‘
Study of modes is complicated by their 'mixing' (or 'coupling')
with other vibrational movements. This implies that there may be more
than one vibrational mode involved in bands assigned to ^  * However,
some general observations may be made about this mode which have proved
useful in making assignments.
/ \ #(1) In-plane bending 0 ^  modes are usually found in the spectral 
region lOOO-lTOOcm” .^
(2) They shift to higher frequency with E-bond formation.
absorption bands.
Because of their relative inaccessibility to experimental study 
the *y ^  absorption bands have not been investigated to nearly the 
same extent as the V  ^  and Ô  ^  modes. In general however these bands 
decrease in frequency and increase in width when E-bonding is weak.
They usually occur between 1000-500cm”’^  in E-bonded systems. In the 
limiting case of no E-bonding the "Jf ^  vibration becomes a low frequency, 
torsional mode of the single molecules.
“1Band multiplicity in the range 5500-1600om ' in B-bonded systems.
In many systems containing hydrogen bonds, both in the solid and 
liquid state, band multiplicity in the higher frequency region of the 
spectrum in excess of selection rule predictions has been noted.
i—
Hadë'i has reviewed this phenomenon extensively and has dravm attention 
to the existante of two types of spectra associated with it (l99)*
Both types of spectra are obtained with Cp,,, « « 0 systems in which the 
hydrogen bonding is very strong, as indicated by A» values of from 
800-8000cm ^, enthalpies of some 10-90Kcal/mole and 0,,,,,0 separations 
from 8.40 to 2.6ol.
Tlie normal pattern of absorption for these materials comprises 
three regions of band maxima usually close to 8900, 2500 and 1800cm 
Many compounds show such band patterns including KEgPOpEH^AsÔ’^^ (179» 900,
20l) organophosphoric and phosphonic acids (202), seleninic acids (205), 
and carboxylie aci^^henol adducts (204-207),
Brauxiholtz, Ball, Mann and Sheppard (208) have termed this system 
an A. B, and C, band pattern. They have noted the follomng experimental 
generalizations?
(1) The presence of the complete trio (A,B,C) appears alimys to indicate 
the presence of the structural group S(-0)0H.
(2 ) The presence of X(=0)0H does not, however, alxmys produce any or all
of the three bands. For example the bands are not shoim by dimeric
carboxylic acids (209), liquid UNO-, 11^ 80^ , HOIO^ (210) or HgSeO^
(205)p all of which have less broad absorptions at higher
frequencies,
(5) In organic derivatives band C is usually missing or ill-defined in 
comparison with A and B when a second -OH is attached (i.e. for 
X(=0)(0H)g). Inorganic ions behave less regularly.
(4 ) The trio of bands seems to be relatively independant of other
substituents on X,
To these may be added a number of observations relating to'bànd positions 
and intensities.
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(5) If -COOH acts as proton donor the hands are usually found near 
2800, 9500 and lOOOcmT^, If P-OH, As-OH, Se-OH and similar 
groups act as proton donors the frequencies are generally 
somewhat lower, near 9700, 2200 and l600cm ^,
(6) As the proton donating power of the acid increases or the 
proton accepting capacity of the has© increases, bond strength 
increases and bands A and B assume lower frequencies and 
become less intense whilst band C shows little frequency shift 
but gains intensity.
(?) Change of state from solid to solution (in the case of organic 
derivatives) has little effect on the profiles of bands A, B 
and C«
(s) Cooling to liquid iTg or He,temperatures does not influence either 
frequency or intensity to any great extent,
(9 ) Bands A and B shift on deuteration by the expected amount 
( ‘||,T X J.), The effect of deuteration on band C is 
uncertain. Usually it seems to be less intense or absent from 
the spectrum but no analogous band near 1300cm  ^is detected.
It is generally accepted (208) that bands A and B originate in 
(x)0”H stretching motions and various explanations of the band multi­
plicity have been offered, Detonl and Hadzi (203) originally proposed 
that â doubling of bands may result from proton tunnelling in a
double potential minimum. Such a process may be regarded as the mixing 
of v/ave functions for energy levels on either side, but below, the
barrier in a double potential well. Somorjai and Hornig (211 ) have 
examined the quantum mechanical basis of this process and have concluded 
that the process is only possible for transitions in a symmetric double 
minimum potential of low barrier height. The introduction of slight 
assymmetry results in selection rules which maintain separate transi­
tions in each barrier. These authors suggest two tests which should be 
applied if quantum mechanical tunnelling is suspected:
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(i) In tlie case of synmietrical minima the relative intensities of the
and transitions (the infra-red fundamentals) should
he temperature dependent. In particular should drop markedly
in intensity at low.temperatures.
(ii) In the case of quantum mechanical doubling the magnitude of the
band separation should be decreased markedly on substitution of
deuterium for hydrogen , whereas doubling due to coupled motions of
1several ions should contract by a factor of approximately j'2 “ ,
A number of other explanations have also been offered and these 
are summarised below;
(i) Bands A and B represent correlation-field splitting of ^7 
inter-group coupling (l5l).
(ii) Bands A, B and C originate in overtone and combination modes of 
other fundamentals mixed with (l99),
(iii)Bands A and B represent separate laotions resulting from 
non-equivalent proton components in crys-fcal lattices.
In the ease of correlation-field splitting only crystalline 
materials in which the unit-cell selection rules permit this effect 
may be expected to show band doubling of this t^ rpe.
With reference to overtone and combination contributions, a 
number of restrictive features need to be considered since the 
relatively small variability of frequencies and the deuteration 
behaviour of the A and B bands must be explained over a wide range of 
chemical species. Firstly, the fundamental frequencies responsible 
for the overtones and combinations involved must lie in the region 
1900-1500cffi ^. Secondly, these fundamentals must be deuteration 
sensitive to explain the deuteration shifts experienced by bands A and B. 
These restrictions immediately point to the possible role of modes,
or in the case of carboxylic acids the mixed C-0 stretching and, OH 
de f oriiia ti on mo de s .
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Hadzi (199) has proposed a model in which 2 8 couples m t h  a species
- 1  / Vclose to 2400-2500cm to form tim new hands (A and B) at higher and lower 
frequencies respectively. In this model the degree of coupling is 
determined hy the exact values of V  and 2 6  which in turn 
determine the frequencies and relative intensities of A and B.- As 
hydrogen bond strength increases so 9/^^ decreases and Ô
increases vdth a consequent decrease in dhd '1^ aïïd/ôhanges
of relative intensity in favour of an increase in band B. On a
qualitative basis this model explains the observed spectra of many
of the acid-base adducts studied by Hadzi and his co-xforkers (l99)«
The origin of band C is even more obscure, although again it 
probably relates to proton motions (208), The various suggestions 
put forxfard are summarised bel ox; :
(i) !^nd C originates in a loxf frequency l/gg mode (203)*
(ii) A high frequency Ô  gg mode (208, 212, 213),
(iii) An overtone of the type 2 (l99),
.Groun. XdJL.),....Spectra,
Spectra of materials in group (ii) have no significant bands in 
the region above l600cm  ^but shoxf a remarkably broad absorption in the 
region be'bxmen I5OO *» 6OO cnT^, Examples of such materials include 
complex anions of the type (ROOO,H,COOE)” and (RO.H.OR) (205,206), complex 
cations of amine oxides and amides (204, 214) p-dl chi or odiphenylhydrogen 
phosphate (215) and adducts of carboxylic acids and phenols (204,205)
X'/ith strong bases. The crystal structures of several compounds exhibiting 
this iype of spectrum are knoxm. In all these cases the centre of the 
hydrogen bond coincides xfith either a crysta11ographic centre of symmetry 
or xfith a txvo fold axis (l99)* In some cases the appearance of this type 
of absorption has been successfully used for predicting the existence of
such structures. The origin of this hand remains as yet unexplained 
(208).
3»5(o)P-0-H group frequencies.'  f «Mo«#Mee*rM.Œ3r4feSuR.l«i*3tdfc*aS'jB»ta*i»atihiUf«seateai«s«K»aKHi
Depending upon the degree of hydrogen bonding present, the D
0-H stretching mode in HPO^^ ions may he found in the region 
123'00~300Gcm in both aqueous and solid systems. Deformation bands are 
usually foimd in the region 1200-1500cm ^. In aqueous solution
^  Qg(HPO^ ) and Ô  (HpPOjj^ ) have been found at 1230cui For the 
HPO^^ ion in aqueous medium Chapman and Thirlxmll (l79) have fotuid 
this mode to be unsplit in agreement with a configuration. In solid 
alkali-metal phosphates (l79), localisation of OH vectors is apparent 
D  ^(G) ( #  Ôqjj(HPO^)) being split to give bands hear 1200*-1400cm ^
( Ô og) and 700- 900oitt”^( y  Qjj)
3*5(d)Bands Associated with DH”
The single mode, ^  of the diatomic Oil’" ion is found close to
-1 Î3700cm jt^n non-hydrogen bonded solids. In particular, values of 
3644cm , in Ca(OH)g (216)j 3698cm"^, in Mg(OH)g (219) and 3678cm in
LiOH (218) have been reported, Loxrering of frequency is observed when 
the OH ions are involved in H-bonding.
Although selection rules for OH predict only one mode of vibration, 
restricted rotation in solids has been shoxm to produce loxf frequency 
librational (torsional) modes at about 300-400cm  ^in simple hydroxides 
(214, 9S0). When hydrogen bonding is present an increase in frequency 
is expected as the mode takes on more ^  character,
3,3(e)Bands associated xfith water molecules.
In the gaseous state, water exhibits three absorption fundamentals 
at 3756cm ", ^(b ^) the anti-symmetric stretch, 3657cm )*
the totally symmetric stretch and 1595cm” ,^ (a^) the symmetric
deformation mode (l40).
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Water occurs in crystals in many different environments and its 
spectrum varies accordingly, A reasonably clear distinction can be 
made betxireen water co-ordinated to metal atoms to form complex ions 
Cf the type (M ( H g O w h i c h  maintain this identity in solution, 
and lattice xfater x/hich is otherxfise bound into the crystal by 
forming x/eaker bonds xfith other components.
Lattice x/ater absorbs at 3550-3200cm  ^ and 1^^) and
l630~l600cm  ^ (*^  2^ (l4l). Absorption below this must be due to modes 
which are essentially rotational or translational motions of the entire 
molecule. Van der Elsken and Robinson (221) have shoxm bands in the 
region 800-300cm  ^in a number of hydrated salts to be due to librational 
modes.
When x/ater is co-ordinated to a metal atom by a covalent bond 
, translational and rotational degrees of freedom are 
replaced by the vibrations V  a ! . tx/ist, xmg and rock.
: H  +  JÎ JÏy %  y  y/
M 0 ; M-0 , M—0 M-0.fV X X\
*^(M-OHo) Txfist Wag Rock
H ""E Ml 4-
A summary of the regions in xfhich these vibrations may be expected is 
given by Adams (222).
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3,6 Expérimenta]
3.6 .(.a) Infra-red Mectroaqopy
The infra-red spectra were measured in the range 4000 to 400 cm  ^
using a Perkin-Elmer 521, double beam spectrophotometerThis instrument 
xms calibrated by comparison with polystyrene film and Xirith atmospheric 
water vapour at 20°C« Wavenumber values x/ere measured accurately to 
within ± 2 cm the prescribed limits specified by the manufacturer*
Spectra in the range 600 to 200 cm  ^xv'ere measured on a Perkin-Elmer 225, 
double beam spectrophotometer, calibrated against atmospheric x/ater vapour 
at 20°C* x/avenumber xmlues x/ere x/ithin ± 2 cm"^* Tlie quoted x/avenumber 
values of absorption maxima in the subsequent sections x/ere measured 
from the instrument x/avenumber counters, not from the chart records, in 
all cases. Experiments at room temperature relate to measurements 
at instrument ambient temperatures which x/ere found to be 25 to 30®C in the 
region of the sample chambers in both instruments* Experiments quoted 
at -180°C relate to measurements using samples cooled to liquid nitrogen 
temperatures in either a Research and Industrial VLT-2 loxf temperature cell 
operating at 10 "^ torr or in a loxv temperature cell operating at lb~^torr 
vacuum,constructed by the author,> Both lox/ temperature colls were constructed 
using KBr x/indox/s, x/hich limited the spectral studies to the range 4000 - 400 omT^ 
The operating temperatures of both cells were found to be -*175 ~ lO'^ O*
Methods
Samples x/ere supported in the spectrometers as both KCl discs and mulls. 
Spectra x/ere measured both from discs and mulls in view of the possible 
effects of (a) exchange and (b) pressure,inherent in the KCl disc technique*
KCl discs x/ere prepared containing 1^ sample in 100 mg purified and 
preheated KCl, by the method of Stirason and O'Donnell (223)* Mulls were made 
in Nujol or Eluorube, supported betx/een NaCl, KBr, Csl, AgCl or high-density 
polyethylene as appropriate to the spectral regions being studied.
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No significant differences were noted between spectra from SCI discs 
or from mulls except for spectra of ootaoalcium phosphate in the region 
4000 - 2000 cm ^, For this material marked changes in the spectrum 
relating to bands associated with îI^ O modes were noted, details of these 
differences are to be found in the subsequent section in x/hich 
assignments are discussed (section 3*8*), ,
3.6 (h ) Raman spectroscopy
Some Raman scattering spectra were measured in the .range 1200 to 200 cm 
using a 125/Cary 81 - Laser Raman spectrometer in which the irradiating 
source x/as a He-Ne Laser operating at 15797,7 This machine x/as
t'.vailable for a very limited time and only spectra of CaEPO^ and CallPO^*2Eg0 
were measured.
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3,7 Results
The results of this study are presented helow under two headingsî~
(a) Results of a theoretical site group-factor group analysis.
(b) Observed infra-red and Raman spectra.
5»7 (a) Site groun-factor ftToup analysis results for calcium 
or thonho snhat e s.
The Icnown crystallographic data (see section 1.2.) have been
analysed by the site group-factor group methods outlined in section 3.3(b),
The results have been collected together below in the form of tables
and correlation diagrams,
(i) Monocalcium nhosnhate
Space group = PI, triclinic system
z = 2 [ca(E2P0^)g]
Table 19.Space group requirements
Available site 
symmetries
Number of 
sets
Number of sites 
per set
8 1
21 0 0
Table 20, Point
Molecular species Point Group of 
unperturbed species
Sub-Groups
4 EgPO^ °2v Og, 0^
Table 21. Site
Site symmetry Number of sets 
occupied
Number of sites 
per set
Molecular
species
2 2 ^ 2 ^ V
1 2 2Ga^+
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(ii) Monocal ci tim phosphate monohydrate
Space group = PÎ, triclinic system 
z = 2[Ca(HgPO,^)g.HgO] 
Table 22 Space group requirements
Ntiinber of 
sets
8 
cO
Available site 
symmetries
c .
Number of sites 
>r set
Table 23 Point group requirements
Molecular
species
Point group of 
unperturbed species
1 UwN1MWw#«*mP
Sub-"groups
% EgPO^- ^2v %'
2 HgO % T Os' Cl'
Table 24- Site group assignmentsfciB»»s>Bg r^.i*i'a»TiJ*aitinwjyua<si »awMti»«»g*wk»«rrgjciai!7«£:«»Sr<w«wi>Kc.»tiUa» im
Site Symmetry Number of sets
occupied
1
Number of sites 
per set
2 4 EpPOj
2 2 BgO
2 2 Ca^*
-(«MtKr^anAv
Molecular
species
The correlation of symmetry species for H^PO^ (Cg^) vibrations on
sites in the space group Pl-C^ is identical with that given in Fig, 18 for 
anhydrous monocaloium phosphate.
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(iii) Dicalclnin phosphate (monetite)
Space grotsp = Pi, triclinic system 
Z = il LcaHPO^l
Table
Available:' site 
symmetries
Number of sites 
per set
Number of sets
Table 26 Point-group requirements
Molecular Point-group of Sub-Groups
species unperturbed species
HPof~ C„ C„, C , Cty  s' 1
Table 27 Si'fae-group assignments
Site symmetry Number of sets Number of sites Molecular
occupied per set species
«1 2 2 W-iPO^^
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(iv) Dicalcinm phosphate dilw%ate (hjrusliite)
In vievr of the disagreement over space group assignments for GaliPO^SHgO 
(see section X<,2t, ) the following symmetry analysis has been made in both
space groups I2/a (for and H^O) and la (for EPO^ "^  and EgO)<
In the case of both space groups (iS/a and la) the crystallograpliic 
unit cells chosen contain four molecular units (Z « 4 CaHP0j,^ o2Ep0) « Closer
inspection of these unit cells indicates that the smallest cell not containing 
simple translation operations (i«.e« the unit cell applicable to infra-red 
absorption) includes only 2 molecular units, A similar conclusion was 
reached by Hass and Sutherland (224)for CaS0^,2Hg0 in the space group IS/a, 
Space group I2/a or la, monoclinic system,
Z' « 2 [  CaEPO .^SHgO j
Table 28 Site group assignments in 1%/a and la
Space
MM *rr«
Point Site No, of sites : No* of sites/ No, of
group group group /det set reduced 
for trans­
occupied
sets
mmniaM «Bun/sr.v^ifusarkta > «
lations
I2/a ?» 4 2 1
8 4 1
la S v 4 2 1
S v «1 4 2 1
1 » l  taucfVMSXW
S v s
trtCM famna
4 2 i
** k<»»<r<n wu'»*»uc*fc» »i t fcçwit
Molecular
species
2P0 j)w
®gO
2HP0, 2-
2HnO,set
(1)
2HnO,set(2)
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(v) Flnorapatite 
Space group 
Z
J[!akls_2a_
PO^/m, hexagonal system 
[caio(PO^)6 Pg]
 BiitiG.e_gmi3p_.mquAr.ements
Available site Number of sets Number of sites
symmetries per set
C3h 3 2
C31 1 2
C3 4
Ci 1 6
c8 o O 6
Cl 2
Table 30 Point group requirements.
Molecular
species
6P0,
Point group of 
unperturbed species
T.
Sub-groups
Sv,
Table 31 Site eroup assignments
Site Symmetry Number of sets 
pccupied
Number of sites 
per set
Molecular
species
6P0, 3-
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(vi) Hydroryapatite^   ^ &MW»,T^ tKWtt^ y.TiiBtaPiac»».^ «Qn»Wga»iaai
As was discussed in section 1>2« the hydroxyapatite unit cell is of 
lower symmetry than fluorapatite due to the displacement of the OH ions 
from the special sites occupied by the F”" ions in the fluorapatite structure« 
In view of this a separate sjnrimetry analysis for OH” and POj,^  ^in the space 
group P6^ has been made*
Space group P6^
Table 32 Space group requirements
Available site 
symmetries
C,
Number of 
sets
Number of sites 
per set
a js .^Mjeaiosf«ct.«gsraawtc fff -g 3ti
Table 33 Point group requirements
Molecular
species
. Point group of . 
unperturbed speciesagapc:CKJargKJ4'4.>JL»itfa»«g=»aum»a«ufm«ca£a».3fK.vga4ewja'i.SJ>i.'r4r3niagifW
Sub-groups
6p0^3- '^d ®5v, ^2v, ®2d,
S ,  "4, »2, «1.
K«v K?»4iü*.eM=WT*»K*K\r=M%jWCV&»*eiwao«af»C«PrC&ftm4rK^
Table 3^ Site group assignmentscw><autcaXT i^3a.gi»«ipnwf i^4it^^ca:taa»«»ca3ftqîe»ggaA.v»M|gt.'aKTK»>tt;e«3>»e*agaja8.iawvyrB<lg»MTKtttîsttsn«aaawt,-
tran»»TSMi=K:ar4tcr»-«t3«ssjt/flis^4atfU»u9i«wi»:vu'4V
Site synmietry
3
Bl.-WWT»>*S»»a’n»WC-K
Number of occupied 
sets
aynM&a):*ca:zw30iq«MaRBa:'%a.%Wi:.w&
Number of sites 
per set
Molecular 
species
6PO,
sfJ3ti:5»s«wa«JOJ««saoai«*ra«»Bau«»ttsr«KPi«».'OT9fi
20H
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(vil) Octacaicium phosphate|2CTie«uwssn»JBaawc,**caraes*caao*ariC):<iCT*zx!n5»*2*T«*jti*»eii
Space group « PI triclinic system
Z = 2 [cag Hg (PO^ )g.gHgO] (66) or
2 [cag Hg(P0^)g.4Hg0] .(6 7 )
It has heen assumed in this analysis that the two protons in the asymmetric
2“half unit cell, not associated with HgO groups, are included in two IIPO^  ions. 
Taj3.1_e 33 Space group requir
Available site 
symmetries
s*iB<5i=5lwasticimw«a»;«£isn
Table 36
Molecular
species
HPO
PO,
HgO
2-
Table 37
Number of sets
Point group of 
unperturbed species
'3v
"2v
Site group assi
r of sites 
per set
1 
2
Sub-groups
3^v
S, ®4, »2
«6Ci»n*«5uitfwiNe«eeuMwttsai=tiŒs«s>*
..
Site Symmetry Number of sets 
occupied
^Vj«MrjPTTTf rr r-«ttgEra».taj|»«PBg&J
Number of sites 
per set
i ii —'*1 i t i  "*
Molecular
species
«1 4 2 8P0^^"
«1 2 2 41IP0^ "^
4 or 3 2 8 or 10 HgO
The correlation of syamjetry species for the HPOj^  ” ions on sites 
in the space group PÏ is identical with that shovm in figure 20*
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5.7(b) Observed infra-red and Raman
The infra-red spectra of calcium phosphates studied are 
illustrated in figures 29 to 58.
Figures 29(a) and (b) show composite spectra from mulls of 
monocalcium phosphate. The regionamarked X in figures 29(a) and (b) 
were inaccessabledue to absorption bands in the available mulling 
agents,
Figures 29(c) to 55(b) show spectra from KOI discs.
Figures 54 to 57 show spectra of nujol mulls between high- 
density polythene plates in the region 600 - 200 cm
Figure 58 shows spectra of ootacalcium phosphate as a fluorube
mull in the region 4^00 to 2000 cm”  ^at 50° and -180°C.
Detailed wavenumber values and absorption band assignments for
each of the spectra are given in tables 5® to Estimated
relative band intensities and band shapes are indicated in tables p6 to 
by the use of the following abréviationss- 
w = weak 
m = medium 
8 = strong 
V = very 
b « broad 
sh=t shoulder 
shp = sharp
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FIGURE 29» Infra-red spectra of Ca(HgP0^)2 and Ca(H2P0^)g H^O
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(c) Ca(EgPOJg.EgO at 50°C
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FIGURE 30. Infra-red spectra of CaHPO^ and. CaHP0^.2H^0
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(c) GaEP0^.2Hg0 at 50°C
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FIGURE 31. Infra-red spectram of Ca^Q(PO^)^ F^ at 30°C
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FIGURE 3 2 . Infra-red spectrum of Caj^Q(P0^)^(Q5)^ at 30°C
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FIGURE 33. Infra-red spectra of octacalcium phosphate
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Figure 34. Infra red spectra of (a) monocalcium phosphate 
and (b) monocalcium phosphate 
monohydrate.
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Figure 35. Infra-red spectra of (a)dicaiclurn phosphate 
and (b) dicalcium phosphate dihydrate.
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Figure 36. Infra-red spectra of (a)fluorapatite and 
(b) hydroxyapatite.
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Figure 37. Infra-red spectrum of octacalcium
phosphate.
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Table $8 Absorption bands assigned to phosphate skeletal modes 
in the infra-red spectra of Ca(H„PO,)„ at room'— —— —---- -— -— =---- ——---- ^ 2 — - 4 2 — -— —— “
temperature and -180°C.
Observed Wavenumber values (cm
Assignments
Room temperature -180°C
1170(8 ) • “ POg antisymmetric
1150(8) 1155(e) stretch
1072(8) 1070(3) POg symmetric
— 1025(m-s) stretch
955(s)
960(3)
955(e)
\lt P(OH)^antisymmetric
stretch
920(wo sh) < P(OH)g symmetric
880(moshp) 885(w*shp) stretch
600(m«b) 595(v.8.shp)
556(w-m,shp)
554(woshp)
556(w-moShp)
550(voW.sh)
'^ 5 and V^pjPO rocking
and bending modes
505(sh) 506(8h) P(OH)g rock
495(e) 487(Soshp)
420(m) - P(OH)g band
590(w) - <
565(m) “ < Torsion
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Table48. Absorption bands assigned to phosphate skeletal modes in 
the speciruTn;>of OQtacalOxvtm-phosphate.
Observed freq 
Room tempo
uencies (cm  ^) 
-180°C
Assignments
1080(s) 1084 components of (PO^^ )
1058(s.8h) 1060
1038 Vo So slip0 1041
1025 V. So slip. 1023 j
963(w-m) 964 "^ 1 (PO45-)
633(woShp) ?
6o6(soshp) 605 components of (PO^ ^^  )
576(moSh) /V 576
566(soshp) 565 j
465(1/',Wo ) ) components of (PO^^ )
450(voW«) J
•^1130(wosh) ^  1135 1 components of (HPO, )
1123(s) 1127 I
1105(s) 1106 J
^^1005(w.8h) 1005
864(w,mo) 865 V^(EP04 -^)
^  528(w,sh) 1 components of „ and\ ^  (HPO/") '
525(w) 524 1 ^ 4 4
400(v.Wob,) -
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3o8 4ssiffnments of infra-red .absorption bands
This study has been concentrated primarily on infra-red 
spectroscopy of the calcium orthophosphates. Daman spectra of 
two of the materials concerned have been measured, the results 
of which generally serve to confirm the findings of the infra-red 
investigations. In some instances, however, the Daman data; offer 
assistance in the assignment of bands to Specific vibrational 
modes,
The discussion of band assignments has been arranged so that 
spectra are grouped together according to the nature of the 
orthophosphate ion concerned
(1) Ca(HgPO^)g and Ca(HgPO^)g.HgO
(2) Ca HPO. and Ca HPO. .2HgO
(5) Ca^Q (PO^)g (OH)g and Ca^g (PO^)g Fg
(4) Gag (HPO^)g (POjj),,. 4(or 5).HgO
3-8 (a) General .points .considered in making .band .assignments
In making the following band assignments a number of factors which 
are generally applicable to all of the spectra have been taken into 
account e.
(1) DO, skeletal vibrations The intensities of the absorptions 
assigned to' skeletal modes are such that they are in general the 
strongest bands in the infra-red spectra, except in those cases in 
which normally infra-red inactive bands are activated by site-symmetry 
distortions,
- ïgo -
Tlie specific assignments to P-(OH)p and symmetric and
asymmetric vibrations have been made by considering the following 
general rules
(a) Asymmetric stretching modes usually appear at higher frequencies 
than the corresponding symmetric vibrations <,
(b) The decreased bond-order of P-OH bonds in comparison to P-0 
bonds results in the appearance of P-0 vibrations at higher frequencies 
than the comparable P-OH modes,
(c) Since the symmetric P-0(H)g and P-O(h ) vibrations have their 
origin in the l/^(a^) vibration of PO^^™ these may be expected to 
exhibit more intense emission in the Daman spectrum thail the other 
P-0 stretching vibrations.
(2) Bands related to and (POj^ ~^) which in the undistortéd 
structure are infra-red inactive are expected to be of low intensity
in the infra-red spectriun and to be much stronger in the Daman 
spectrum.
(3 ) Since intra-molecular forces are expected to be much greater 
than inter-molecular forces in ionic crystals, the relevant group 
frequencies are expected to be applicable to the spectra in the solid 
state.
(4 ) Inhere spectra of deuterated or partially deuterated systems 
have been available it has been possible to determine the degree of 
dependence on proton motions exhibited by individual absorption 
bands. Thus, for example low frequency 5 modes may be 
distinguished from closely placed P-0 stretching vibrations..
- 131 “
(5) Absorption bands at frequencies between .450 and ,200 cm ^
A feature of the infra-red spectra of all of the calciiun phosphates
-1studied is the appearance of two groups of bands between 450 and 200 cm , 
The general morphology of the spectra in this region may be described 
as comprising a group of low intensity infra-red absorptions close to 
400 cm ^, corresponding to similarly placed high or medium intensity 
Daman emissions, and a group of strong infra-red bands between 300-200 
cm  ^for which no corresponding Raman emissions were noted in the 
available spectra.
At such low frequencies, assignments are uncertain to some 
degree, due to the complexity hominon to the fam infra-red spectra of solids, 
For compounds which are ionic absorption&bands below 400 cm  ^arise from 
lattice vibrations of individual ions. For lattices containing co-valent 
molecules the vibrations are likely to come from two sources ; (a)
molecular lattice vibrationsj and (b) internal vibrations of individual 
molecular compounds e.g. in the present case, vibrations related to 
l/g(e),(P0^ 3- ).
Five factors make it likely that the group of banIs at the 
higher frequencies in the spectra of the calcium phosphates originate 
from the O-P-0 deformation modes derived from 'Vg (PO^^ ),
(i) For cases in which weak infra-red absorptions appear at 
these frequencies, correspondingly intense emissions have been 
observed in the Daman spectra of the two dicalcium phosphates.
(ii) The group frequencies for these modes, although in some 
cases a little uncertain, indicate that absorptions of this type 
may be expected between 330-400 cm*”^ .
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(ill) Since the vibrations in question are largely deformational 
in character, they may be expected to involve similar restoring 
forces to those for the modes related to 1/ )» As these
appear at wavenumber values very close to their corresponding group 
frequencies, it is to be expected that the components of ^ g ) 
and related species, mil also be found relatively close to their 
expected group frequencies,
(iv) In cases where these defoliation modes have been assigned
'5'“for solids containing PO^ ions the observed frequencies lie betcreen 
450 and 500 cm~^. The corresponding mvemimber values for HPOj^  ^
and HpPO^’" are expected to be lower by some 100-150 cm ^.
(v) In barium hydrogen orthophosphate (BaHPO^) (see figure 59) 
the c.ompjonents of l/g(EPO^) appear as a doublet of medium intensity
at 410 and 425 cm No other absorption bands were observed between 
200 and 400 cm
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5.8 (b) The monobasic calciutn orthophosphates
Phosphate skeletal vibrations. Of the fifteen fundamental 
vibrations predicted for the ion, of symmetry (see section 5»4(c)
for which the group frequencies are given in table 15» nine may be 
collected together and discussed separately as PO^ skeletal vibrations.
In tables ^8 and 59 the absorption species assigned to these modes, for 
the spectra of the monooalcium phosphates are shown.
(i) P-0 stretching vibrations. In the region 850-1200 cm  ^four
groups of bands appear in each spectrum which are assigned to the various 
P-0 stretching vibrations as shown in tables 58 and 59*
(ii) O-P-0 deformation modes. The fundamental vibrations which 
correspond to what may be described qualitatively as O-P-O deformation 
modes derive from T/^ and (PO^^ ). For the HgPO^ ion, as was 
discussed in section 5*5 the corresponding group frequencies are not 
adequately charaterised. However,  ^and (H^PO^ )
may be expected to absorb between 4OO-6OO cm  ^as do the corresponding 
modes of PO^^" and HPO^^~. A further guide may be obtained by 
considering the spectra of the isostructural molecule H^SO^ which shows 
similar absorption frequencies to those of aqueous H^PO^ ions in the 
better defined spectral regions. Pox’ H^SO^ the following assignments 
have been made (I85) 5^5 om ■'î^ (^a^ ) and (accidentally
degenerate) and 422 cm~^, '^ /^ (^bg). Using these values as approximate 
group frequencies for H^PO^ ions the assignments given in tables 
58 and 59 have been made.
Bands at 590 and 5^5 cm  ^in the spectrum of anhydrous monocalcium 
phosphate and the band at 555 cm~^ in the spectrum of the hydrate are 
assigned to the components of ^ on the basis of the slight deuteration 
shift in the hydrate salt which would be expected for a torsional mode.
Bands assigned to proton motions of H^PO^ groups. In both of the 
monooalcium phosphates, two sets of non-equivalent HgPO^ groups may be 
expected to produce at least four absorptions of the 4 / type. In the
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spectra at room temperature, three absorption maxima at 5520, 2950 and
2580 cm were observed for the anhydrous salt and three bands at 2900,
2400 and 2520 cm  ^for the monohydrate <. On cooling to -180°0 in both
cases at least six distinct absorption bands were observed at the
frequencies shown in table 40.o In the case of monocalcium phosphate
monohydrate for which the preparation of a deuterated analogue was
possible each of the observed bands exhibited deuteration shifts as
detailed in table 40. In addition to these high frequency absorptions
a broad shoulder extending from 1750 - I6OO cm  ^was observed in the
-1spectrum of the anhydrous salt and a weak shoulder at 1700 cm was 
observed in the spectrum of the hydrate,for which the spectrum of the
“ 1deuterated analogue showed no equivalent band in the region of I5OO cm 
As discussed in section 5»5(b)' this pattern of band groupings centred at 
wavenumber values close to 29OO, 24OO and 1700 cm  ^is a familiar 
feature of infra-red spectra from compounds containing the X.(sO).OH . 
grouping. These spectra are typical examples of systemsexhibiting an 
A, B and C absorption band morphology.
This band pattern has also been observed in the spectra of the 
dicalcium phosphates. In view of this general observation in calcium 
phosphate spectra the possible origins and their relationship to band 
assignments are discussed in section 5*9(b) with reference to the general 
hydrogen bonding arrangements in the acid calcium phosphates.
Deformation modes for hydrogen bonded ions may be expected
between 1150 - I5OO cm”  ^and 65O - 9O8 om  ^corresponding to in-plane 
8,nd out-of-plane deformations respectively. In the two monocalcium 
phosphates these are assigned to the absorption bands listed in table 48. 
In the case of the monohydrate some confirmation of these results 
comes from deuteration studies. On cooling to -180°C these bands show 
the expected shifts to higher frequency, they are also characteristically 
weaker and broader than the PO^ skeletal modes.
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Bands associated with motions of water molecules in monocalcium
phosphate monohydrate.
The components of”V^ and (HgO), the 0-ÏÏ stretching modes are
found at 5460 and 5210 cm™^ each having deuteration analogues at 2565 and
2595 cm” ,^ “V 2 (HgO) appears in the expected region as a broad intense
band at I65O cm  ^which on deuteration shifts to 1205 cm Since
deuteration was incomplete in all of the samples examined, a band in the
partially deuterated material at 1470 cm  ^is assigned to V  2 (HDO).
Two further bands at 675 and 590 cm  ^are sensitive to deuteration and are
assigned to II (H_0), water librational modes.L
Overtone and combination bands. Weak bands particularly noticeable
in spectra measured at -180°G which are assigned to overtone and
combination modes are listed in table 59®
5®8 (c) The dibasic calcium orthophosphates
Before proceeding to a detailed analysis of the spectra of the
dicalcium phosphates it is necessary to consider the reasons which have
led to the discussion of the hydrated salt as a compound containing the
ion. As was discussed in section 1.2^ if the space group I2/a is
assumed then it is necessary, as Beevers (65)’ has done, to regard the
phosphate ions as essentially undistorted PO^^ tetrahedra. Alternatively
2-if the space group la is assumed then the ion HPO^ must be considered.
A preliminary analysis of the spectrum of brushite was made as follows.
—1Absorption bands observed in the region 2500-5000 cm , I2OO-I4OO cm
-1 5-and 85O-87O cm are inconsistent with an undistorted PO^ group as
required in the space group I2/a. Such observations are however to be
2“expected for the species HPO^ in a hydrogen bonded solid. It was 
therefore assumed that the species of phosphate ion present in brushite 
may be regarded as the HPO^^ group and the spectrum has been analysed 
accordingly.
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Phosphate skeletal modes. As In the case of the HgPO. ion,
2-discussed previously, the twelve fundamental vibrations of the G^^,HPO^
group may be divided into nine PO^ skeletal modes and three modes
involving mainly proton motions. In tables 42 and 44 the absorption bands
assigned to the PO^ skeletal vibrations in the dioalcium phosphates are given,
(i) P-0 stretching vibrations. In the unperturbed (C^^) HPO^^
“1ion the P-0 stretching modes appear between 850 - 1100 cm as three 
absorption bands H^(a^),V^Ca^) and I9^ (e) of which the last is doubly 
degenerate. In the spectra of Ga HPO^ and Ga HPO^.PHgO it is immediately 
clear that the degeneracy of Vg is destroyed to give separate vibrations 
in accordance with site symmetry requirements. Superimposed on this site 
symmetry splitting is a further band multiplicity leading, in the case of 
the anhydrous salt, to two absorptions of each of the types and V   ^
and to three components grouped together as IIg absorptions. In the 
spectrum of the dihydrate, and again appear as band doublets and 
^g appears in the form of two doublet bands. The origins of these band 
multiplicities and those of other absorption bands are discussed in detail
“1in a subsequent section. Strong, sharp Raman bands occur at ^^0 and 952 cm
in the spectrum of Ga HPO^ and at 990 cm~^ in the spectrum of tho hydrate,These
confirm the assignments made for (HPO^), Weaker Raman bands
corresponding to components of V g  were also observed and are included
in tables 42 and 44®
(ii) O-P-O deformation vibrations. The absorptions assigned to the
components of '^^(e) and Vg(e) (HPO^^“) appear at the wavenumber
values listed in tables 42.,ahd 44,the Raman spectra again offer confirmation of
the assignments for and V  q (HPO^) .
Bands assigned to proton motions of HPO^^ . Spectra of both of
these materials againvvshow the A, B and G band morphology with absorptions
at 2805, 2570 and 1655 for Ga HPO.; 2950, 24OO and a broad shoulder4”1 -1 at 1700 cm for the dihydrate. The very brdàd band centered at 1625 cm
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in the spectrum of monetite merits some preliminary discussion, This 
band occurs in a region where for adsorbed water ...
is normally found. However, the following observations suggest that this 
absorption is not due to water contamination,
(i) Nujol mulls of monetite prepared at 2fo E,H. showed the same 
> -1band structure at 1525 cm Ô
(ii) Thermogravimetric analysis of the original material showed less 
than 0,5^ weight loss from 50°G to 150^0,
(iii) Such a strong absorption, if it were attributable to V^Ch^O) 
would be accompanied by extremely strong absorptions in the region 5500 “ 
5200 cm ^0 Only very weak absorption bands were observed in this region, 
(iv) Heating samples of the salt pressed into silver chloride discs, 
under vacuum (lO  ^Torr) at 150°C resulted in no observable changes when 
spectra were measured under vacuum,after cooling to 25°C, in either of 
the 5500-5200 cm  ^or 1625 cm  ^regions.
It is therefore concluded that this band should be assigned to an 
absorption of type C rather than being regarded as due to aqueous 
contamination,
2—Absorptions due to hydrogen bonded HPO^ groups corresponding to 
in-plane and out-of-plane deformation modes have been assigned to the 
bands detailed in tables 45 and 45» In partially'deuterated brushite all of 
these latter bands showed a reduced absorption intensity with the 
appearance of a number of new bands. However, the spectrum of the 
deuterated material showed some similarity to the spectrum of partially 
dehydrated brushite in the region 2000-250 cm a number of very weak
Ca HPO^ absorption bands being noted. Since the deuteration method 
required some period of time at about 50°C it is possible that some 
irreversible dehydration occurred. In view of this the deuteration 
shifts have been disregarded when assigning ^ qjj nnd 'y modes.
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.on bands assigned to motions of water molecules in dioaloium 
phoanhate dihydrate.
At -180°C the spectrum of brushite showed well resolved absorption 
maxima in the region expected for modes,at the wavenumber values
5550, 5522; 5471, 5460; 5275, 5240; 5150, 5155 om~ .^ The splitting into
four main absorption bands strongly indicates the presence of two non­
equivalent species of water molecules; the secondary doublet structure 
of each band is interpreted a resulting form faotor-group coupling to 
produce infra-red active modes. As is discussed in detail in sôction 5®9(&)i 
this multiplicity indicates that the correct space group is non- 
oentrosymmetric (la).
On partial deuteration new bands in the low temperature spectrum 
were observed at; 2615, 2588, 256O, 2540, 2428 and 2568 cm The 
detailed assignment of these bands throws light on two important aspects 
of the structure of brushite, namely, the space-group and the nature 
of the water molecules.
—1Consider the four bands at 2615, 2588, 256O and 2540 cm in the 
spectrum of the partially deuterated salt which from their position must 
be associated with 0-D stretching motions. These are clearly related in
-1some way to the 0-H stretching absorptions at 5550, 5522, 5471 and 5460 cm . 
The most obvious assignment would be to pair the bandss 5550, 2615;
5522, 2588; 5471, 256O; 5460, 2540. However three observations
suggest that such assignments would be incorrect.
(i) No account is taken of the presence of the EDO molecules, 
clearly indicated by the absorption Vg(HDO) at I46O cm (see below).
For which the corresponding 0-D stretching frequency would be found 
close to l^^^DgQ).
(ii) The separations 2615 - 2588 = 27 cm  ^and 256O - 2540 = 20 cm  ^
are much larger than the corresponding H^O separations 5550 - 5522 = 8 cm  ^
and 5471 - 5460 = 11 cmT^. In the absence of a considerable increase in
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coupling between equivalent water molecules introduced on deuteration,
which is most unlikely, the relevant D^O separations should be
“1 “1 approximately 8 cm and 11 cm respectively.
J ‘2- Jz
(iii) If deuteration was completely homogeneous in the regions to 
which DgO had access by diffusion (i.e. the outermost layers of each 
crystal) disordered DgO - H^O site occupancy would result, leading to 
decoupling of vibrations and a collapse of factor-group multiplicity (I51) 
A model by which the observed spectrum may be interpreted,can 
however be developed if it is assumed that (a) in the regions in which 
effective deuteration occurred, disordered H^O - site occupancy 
resulted, with consequent decoupling of equivalent sites; (b) some of 
the 0-D absorption bands result from EDO vibrations whilst others 
result from D^O vibrations.
For HgO, DgO and HDO the interrelationships between the various 
stretching vibrations are best illustrated in terms of the observed 
frequencies in the gas phase, given in table 50.
Table 50. The stretching modes of H„0, D^O and HDO.
Molecular species (cm~^) (cmT^)
HgO
EDO*
DjO
* The notation, ^
5756
5707
2788
J and (HDO) follows
5657
2727
2671
Benedict,Gailar and Flyer
(225) _
The 0-H ( V^) and 0-D ( V^) vibrations for HDO are seen to lie close to
(HgO) and (hgO) respectively, in each case displaced towards lower 
frequencies.
If the HgO doublets in the brushite spectrum at 5550? 5522 and 5471,
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5460 are assigned to t/^  (HgO) (l) and î/^  (H^O) (2) the separation due 
to equipoint differences is given by:-
% 22, . . ?471 + ?460- . 60
For the deuterated species an equivalent separation of approximately 
-160 — 42 cm or rather more, would be expected.
If assignments are made as follows: 2615, (DgO) (l); 256O, (bgO)
(2); 2588, (EDO) (1); 2540, 1/^ (HDO) (2), then the relevant
separations are 55 cm  ^and 48 cm  ^respectively, well within the 
expected range. These assignments are therefore proposed to account for 
the bands between 25OQ and 265O cm The corresponding (HDO) modes 
are probably hidden by the intense H^O absorptions and the observation of 
factor group splitting in the residual (H^O) bands may be explained 
by incomplete deuteration resulting from restricted diffusion of D^O 
to the innermost regions of the crystals.
If these assignments are accepted then the remaining bands in the 
spectrum of the partially deuterated material at 5275, 5240; 5150, 5155?
2428; 2568 cm  ^may be assigned to (HgO) (l); 1/^ (HgO) (2);
V  ^  (DgO) (1); (DgO) (2), respectively.
The distinction between the above assignments and those made previously 
by other workers (lOO) and subsequently by Petrov, Soptrajanov,Fuson and 
Lawson (155): lies in the assignment of band pairs to individual water 
molecules. All of the other authors have assigned the bands as follows 
5559; 5550, 5485 and 3480 cm  ^assigned to 1/^  and for water (l) and 
usually regarded as more weakly bound; 5280, 5155 and 5155 cm  ^assigned 
to and for water (2). This same grouping was followed by the 
present author in published results (155) but subsequent consideration 
has lead to the present assignments, for the reasons given above,
The'Vg(HgO) mode is assigned to the strong sharp absorption band at 1645 cm
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The hand at I46O cm ~ in the spectrum of the partially deuterated material 
is assigned to (HDO) this may be compared to a similar assignment for 
Ca (HgFO^) HgO (see above) and to published assignments for 
LiOH.HgO ( 226 ), A separate absorption for Vg (D^O) was not
“1observed although distinct band broadening in the region of 1250 cm 
indicated some contribution to the absorption in this region.
Comparison of results and assignments for the spectra of the dicalcium 
phosphates with recently published data.
During the progress of this work infra-red spectra and absorption 
band assignments for dicalcium phosphates and their totally deuterated 
analogues were reported by Petrov, Soptrajanov, Puson and Lawson (l55) 
and by Petrov and Soptrajanov (134)« These papers appeared after the 
assignments given above had been made (with the exception of à single 
band noted in table 45) and after publication of the spectrum of brushite 
by the present author (133).
With reference to the spectrum of dioalcium phosphate dihydrate 
the assignments made by Petrov agree entirely with those reported here 
except for the grouping of water bands as discussed in a previous
paragraph. Throughout the two sets of spectra there are minor 
wavenumber disagreements. If allowance is made for these then the band 
shifts of Ô HgO vibrations and the absorption frequencies
associated with ^ q-q (D^O) modes in Petrov’s spectra further confirm 
the present assignments.
A number of bands in the spectra of monetite and deutero-monetite 
assigned by Petrov have been reassigned by the present author.
Bands reported at IOI5, 996, 96? and 950  ^at 77°K were assigned
by these authors to combination modes. The intensity of these bands 
suggest that the assignments are incorrect. The bands at 1015 and 996 cm  ^
are reassigned to components of since they correspond well with the 
observed Raman data. The bands at 967 and 950 cm  ^although they
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coincide with a Raman hand (952 cm”^)lead to inconsistencies with regard 
to selection rules if they are assigned to components of Vg as Petrov 
et alo have suggested. They are therefore tentatively assigned to Xqh 
modes in line with the present authors original assignments. Similar 
inconsistencies apply to the two hands in Petrov's spectra at 868 and 849 
if they are assigned to components. These too are tentatively assigned 
to y  Qjj modes. In their spectra of the deuterated salt hands at 995 
and 969 cmT^ were assigned to ^  q-q &nd a component of These
assignments have heen reversed hy the present author in view of the 
rather large shift in Vg (from 1000 to 9^9 om“ )^ on deuteration,suggested 
hy Petrov’s assignment,
A hand at 87O cmT^ originally assigned hy the author to a component
of is now considered more correctly assigned hy Petrov et al. to a
y^H vibration.
Tables 42 to 46 give the modified assignments with the changes 
that are suggested from the original assignments, indicated as footnotes,
5.8 (d) The apatites - fluorapatite and hydroxyapatite
Coincidentally with the commencement of this work two reports 
of spectra from hydroxyapatite and fluorapatite appeared in the 
literature (97,104).In general the results of the present investigation 
support the findings of these other authors who however, did not 
relate their assignments to selection rules derived from space-group 
cons iderations «
PQ^^ absorptions. The crystal selection rules for PO^^ in the 
apatites allow for complete loss of degeneracy in and and for
infra-red activity in the normally 'forbidden' transitions and Vg,
(i) P-0 stretching vibrations.,,. The spectra of hydroxyapatite and 
fluorapatite contain relatively few absorption hands. The assymmetric 
stretching modes, normally triply»degenerate, are seen to split into 
non-degenerate components comprising a single strong hand on the high 
frequency side and a strong partially split (shoulder + hand) on the low
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frequency side, wavenumber values for which are given in table 47» •
The normally infra-red inactive, totally symmetric stretching modes
appear as weak sharp absorptions at $62 and 9^0 cm  ^in the spectra of 
hydroxyapatite and fluorapatite respectively,
(ii) 0-P-Q bending modes. In the region 550-650 cm  ^the spectrum of 
fluorapatite exhibited two bands at 605 and 574 cm The latter band 
is more asymmetric and rather broader than the band at the higher 
frequency and on cooling to -180^0 is seen to be composed of two 
absorptions. These bands are assigned to the components of
the 0“P~0 antisymmetric deformation mode.
Similar assignments are made for the corresponding absorptions 
in the spectrum of hydroxyapatite. A weak band in both spectra close to 
470 cm  ^is assigned to l/^(e) the normally 'forbidden* O-P-O deformation,
(iii) Hydroxyl—ion absorption bands in hydroxyapatite.
Two bands appear in the spectrum of stoichiometric hydroxyapatite 
-Iat 3565 &ad 638 cm ■’ which have no analogue in the spectra of 
fluorapatite or chlorapatite (136).
The high frequency absorption (3565 cm clearly corresponds 
to the normal single 0-H stretching fundamental of the hydroxyl ion. The 
band shows no fine structure and the absorption frequency is 
independent of temperature.
The absorption band at 633 cm  ^is rather more difficult to assign. 
The selection rules for the linear diatomic hydroxyl-ion do not allow 
for more than a single absorption in the absence of inter-ionic coupling. 
In early reports (98). this band was assigned to a component of %/^(P0^^ ) 
however more recent workers (97) have noted a deuteration shift of this 
mode consistent with its being assigned to a librational motion of the 
hydroxyl-ion in a restricted crystal site. Such an assignment is 
supported by neutron diffraction results (83) which have shown that 
the OH proton is not localised and may be interpreted as indicating a
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a considerable rocking motion of the proton about the crystal o-axis. 
Further evidence comes from reports of similar librational modes in the 
spectra of solid potassium hydroxide and Cd(OH)ci (22? )•
3.8 (e) Qctaoaloium phosphate.
As may be seen from the results of the preliminary vibrational 
analysis the full spaoe-group selection rules for octacalcium phos#iate 
permit a maximum of $6 fundamental modes, 16 HPO^^ skeletal
fundamentals and six modes associated with P-OH motions together with 
either 12 or 15 water fundamental absorptions. All of these could 
be infra-red active with a corresponding set of bands in the Raman 
spectrum, the two spectra being related by the mutual exclusion principle. 
Clearly the complexity of the unit cell, the low symmetry and the 
large number of possible absorption bands preclude complete detailed 
assignments. Some general assignments are however possible and are 
considered below.
(i) P-0 stretching vibrations.
In the region of the spectrum from 1150 to 850 cm eight 
absorption maxima and two weak shoulders were observed, at 1130, 1125, 
1105, 1080, 1058, 1038, 1025. -'1005, 963 end 864 om” .^ Of these 
only the band at 864 cm"*^  showed any sensitivity to deuterium 
substitution. These bands are all clearly derived from phosphate 
stretching modes for PO^^ and Some more definite assignments
may be made if the crystal structure is considered. The six phosphate 
ions in each asymmetric unit fall into two classes (see figure 6
and the discussion in section 1.2,), Those which lie within an
aparite-like structure, namely phosphate ion© at P^ and Pj^
and those which act as linking groups between the two asymmetric halves 
of the unit cell i.e. at P., and fis
In the case of any PO^ "^" ion in the former class, the short range
crystal forces acting upon it may be expected to be very similar to those
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operating in the hydroxyapatite lattice. Thus the absorption bands 
at 1080, 1050 and 1025 have been assigned to the components of the
(PO^^”) mode of the apatitic' class of PO^^ ions. Similarly 
the band at 9^5 cm  ^has been assigned to 1/^(P0^^ ) for the same
ions. The absorption maximum at IO58 cm  ^may correspond to a 
component of V^(PO^^*’) from a 'non-apatitic' PO^^ ion. The remaining 
bands have been assigned to HPO^^" vibrations as detailed in table 48.
(ii) O-P-0 deformation modes.
Similar considerations may be applied to the groups of absorption 
bands in the region 600-488 cm  ^and yield the assignments given in 
table
(iii) Bands associated with P-O-H deformation modes.
Two' bands at 1250 and 1185 ora**^ are assigned to the in-plane
2-deformation modes of HPO^ "" ions.
On deuteration the bands at 1258 cm  ^and 1185 cm  ^were absent
from the spectrum at 38°G, a new band appearing at,1175 cm On cooling
to »180°C a weak band at 1295 cm  ^and a broad shoulder at 1185 cm ^
were observed, consistent with incomplete deuteration. No new band
corresponding to that at 1185 cm**^  was observed for the deuterated analogue.
However, this would be expected to be of low intensity, and to occur
between 1000 and 1100 om"^ and may well have been masked by the very strong
P-0 stretching modes in this region.
A band at 91? cm**^  is assigned to the in-plane deformation mode
(yon) of a strongly hydrogen bonded HPO^^“ ion. In the spectrum from
-1the deuterated sample a very weak shoulder close to 917 cm appeared 
togetherwith a new broad shoulder at approximately 680 cm
(iv) Absorption bands assigned to 0-H stretching modes and water vibrations.
In spectra from KCl discs a broad-absorption band, showing little
structure even at -180^0, extending from 5600 to 2600 cm  ^was observed.
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However, in fluorube or nujol mulls this region was found to yield 
considerable spectral detail at -180^0. All previous investigations of 
the infra-red spectra of octacalcium phosphate have been made in KCl 
discs and for this reason the intense low temperature bands have not 
previously been reported. In low-temperature, mull spectra from 
three samples, each measured as duplicate experiments, the absorption 
bands indicated in table 49 were observed, each showing corresponding 
absorption bands in spectra of the deuterated analogues.
It is clear from the magnitude of the deuteration shift and the 
effect of cooling, that all of these absorption maxima may reasonably 
be assigned to and stretching vibrations of hydrogen bonded
HPO^^” and H^O groups. The complexity of the crystal structure and 
resultant spectra, particularly in this region, preclude any definite 
assignments to specific molecular groupings with the data presently 
available. However, a number of individual absorptions are of interest.
The doublets at 5545 and 54^5 (2614 and 2565 cm  ^in the deuterated
material) and 5520 and 524O cm  ^ (2472 and 2444 om  ^in the deuterated 
material) observed at -IBO^C are similarly located to absorption bands 
found in the spectrum of GaHPO^.2HgO which were assigned to separate 
species of water. On a similar basis the bands at 5545/5465 oiD  ^and 
5520/5240 cm  ^together with a further very weak doublet at 5605 and 3590cm  ^
are taken to represent absorptions by at least three differently placed 
water molecules.
The broad absorption bands at 3000 cm  ^and 2400 om'"^  are assigned to
2-bands A and B respectively for hydrogen bonded HPO^ groups.
3.8  (f) Assignment of bands in the infra-red spectra of the calcium
.1phosphates in the range 350-200 cm
-1The observation of absorption bands in the region 350-200 cm 
in the spectra of all of the calcium phosphates raises the question of 
possible Ca=0 bonding. Such absorption bands could have their origin in
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(a) lattice vibrations5 (b) internal vibrations of Ga-0 bonds. The 
information provided by infra-red and Raman data in the region 350-200
is insufficient in itself to offer any guide to definite assignments 
for these bands. However, two considerations lead to the conclusion that 
Ca-0 bonding is unlikely,
(i) Crystallographic evidence suggests that the closest Ca-0 
approaches in all of the calcium phosphates lie in the region 2,30 to 
2.60 In the case of hydroxyapatite, which exhibits these infra-red 
absorption at the highest wavenumber values the closest Ca-0 approaches 
are Ca^^ - " 2,345 ^ and Ca^^ ~ 0^^ 2,358 A (83) these should be
compared with Ca-0 = 2,37 ^ in calcium hydroxide and Ca-0 = 2,34 ^
in gypsum. These distances are typical of ionic Ca-0 lattices and 
do not indicate any degree of Ca-0 covalency,
(ii) For any Ca-0 charge transfer in a system Ca-ORO^ marked 
changes would be expected in the P-0 stretching vibration due to 
lowering of the P-0 bond order. Examination of the results in tables38'49 
and the calculations presented in table 63 does not support this 
conclusion.
It has therefore been concluded that the absorption bands at low 
frequencies exhibited by all the calcium phosphates studied, result from 
lattice, rather than internal vibrations.
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3.9* Discussion
Plany of the details of the infra-red spectra observed are 
discussed in section 3<-8, in relationship to the band assignments.
In the present section certain aspects of the spectra are 
discussed in relation to the information which they provide on the 
structure of the calcium phosphates. The spectra - structure 
correlations are presented under three headings
(a) Spectra - space group correlations
(b) Hydrogen bonding
(c) Phosphorus - oxygen bonding properties,
3.9(a) Spectra - space group correlations
The degree to which the predictions of the theoretical analysis 
for selections rules, given in section 3*T»(a), correspond to the 
observed spectra is important both for an understanding of the 
spectral characteristics and as a test of the applicability of such 
theoretical techniques in the particular cases studied. In the 
following paragraphs comparisons between the observed spectra and 
the predicted selection rules have been made.
If the problem of deriving selection rules for the solid 
calcium phosphate is considered in terms of an oriented-gas model, 
i.e. identical selection rules for gas phase (free ion) and solid 
state spectra , thenV^(a^),l/g(e) (PO^^ ) andl^(ag) (H^ PO^ ) 
must be regarded as infra-red forbidden transitions, ¥ith the 
possible exception of %^(HgPO^ ) for which the assignment in the
spectra of the monooalcium phosphates may be doubtful, forbidden 
transitions corresponding "1^  andl/^ (PO^^ ) were observed for 
hydroxyapatite, fluorapatite and octacalcium phosphate.
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Further, triply degenerate single absorption bands would be 
expected corresponding to a,nd and doubly
degenerate absorptions should be found corresponding to l/^(e), 
l/^(e) and l/^(e) (HPO^~)o In all cases some degree of loss 
of degeneracy was noted in each of these bands. It is clear 
that the oriented-gas model does not lead to a correct prediction 
of selection rules for the observed spectra.
(ii) Orystal“°field model' ' tj ■Æ-WiiUfacatscaiiK— oqB^—amaoenuiMi.i.i «.iiBaCBega^ :— CMtaewn
Tables 51 to 54 show a comparison of observed infra-red 
absorption band multiplicities for phosphate skeletal modes and 
water vibrations, with the predictions of the site-group and 
correlation field calculations obtained in section 5»7(a). For the 
three acid calcium phosphates with space-group PÎ; namely 
monooalcium phosphate, monooalcium phosphate hydrate and monetite, 
the mutual exclusion principle operates such that, in the absence of 
Raman data, the predictions of correlation-field multiplicity are 
identical with those for the site-group; only one half of the total 
vibrations being permitted in the infra-red spectrum. Although 
Raman spectra of the monocalcium phosphates are not available, the 
infra-red multiplicities are sufficient to indicate the predicted 
equip oint splitting of vibrations in non-equivalent HgPO^ "" ions. 
Further the presence of a band assigned to l/g in both spectra 
indicates a lowering of the HgPO^ "' symmetry from the unperturbed 
state. In the case of monetite some Raman data were available and 
the frequency differences between corresponding vibrational modes as 
observed in the infra-red and Raman spectra indicate the operation of 
correlation-field coupling. Again equipoint splitting is suggested
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and the nraltiplicity of the hands derived from l/^(e) and 1/y(e)
2“in the infra-red spectrum suggest that the symmetry of the HPO^ 
ions is lower than C„ .9V
In dicalcium phosphate dihydrate, the selection rules under 
the space group la peimit complete correlation-field coupling to
he active in both Raman and infra-red spectra. Apart from the
2— '5“differences noted between HPO^ and PO^ group frequencies which
2“indicate the presence of HPO^ ions in brushite as discussed in 
section 5.7(b) , the selection rules relating to correlation field 
splitting permit a definite choice to be made between the space 
groups la and I2/a. Considering only the nine phosphate skeletal 
modes and three water vibrations which are predicted for site 
symmetry perturbations, then in the space group I2/a these will 
couple througji the mutual exclusion principle to yield only nine 
infra-red active phosphate modes and six infra-red active water modes.
In the space group la each of these modes (or those applicable to
2—HPO^ ions derived from them) may be split into two separate
absorptions, active in both Raman and infra-red spectra. The band
2-multiplicities for HPO^ ions and H^O molecules in space group la 
are compared in table 55 » •• Clearly, the observed multiplicities
of the (HPO^), (HPO^), l/g(e) (HPO^), V^(a^)EgO and
lV^(b2)H20 absorptions, suggest that the correct choice of space 
group is la.
The spectroscopic evidence favouring the choice of the space-group 
la may be summarised as followss-
i) The bands at 295O, 1215, 870 and 785 cm’"^  clearly indicate the 
presence of SPO^ ” rather than 1*0^  ions.
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ii) The hand multiplicities in the infra-red speotnun are such 
as to suggest a non-oentrosymmetric correlation field.
iii) Clear evidence of non-equivalent water molecules is obtained 
from the two groups of absorption bands in the 3600-3000c.m  ^
region of the infra-red spectrum.
The infra-red spectra alone do not permit a distinction to be
made between correlation field and site group selection rules for
the apatites in space group P6^/m. Uo indication of the increased
multiplicity predicted for hydroxyapatite in the space group P6^
could be obtained. However, this is probably to be expected since
the sli^t shift of the OH” ion from the P6^/m site, although it
alters the symmetry of the unit cell when considered rigorously,
5“is unlikely to alter the force field in the region of the PO^ ions
to any marked extent. The band multiplicities however, for the
apatites clearly indicate a complete loss of degeneracy of the
phosphate vibrations consistent with a reduction of symmetry from T^
to a point group lower than Gg^ ,.
The spectrum of octacalcium phosphate shows insufficient detail
for a comparison with predicted selection rules to be made. The
2“spectrum however is consistent with the presence of HPO^ ions and at 
least two types of PO^^” ions’in-the lattice'As suggested by the 
x-ray diffraction data ( 66 ).
The observed spectra of the calcium phosphates all indicate the 
expected lowering of the symmetry of the orthophosphate ions, table 
55 summarises the possible site symmetries which are consistent 
with the spectral data. To differentiate between G^ , G^ and G^ 
single crystal measurements using polarized infra-red radiation 
would be required.
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Comparison of point symmetries for -phosphate ions 
in the calcium orthophosphates.
Material Unperturbed 
point group
Calculated
site
symmetry
Site symmetries 
consistent with 
the spectral 
data
Ca(H2P0^)2 Cg c^, c^
Ca(E2P0^)gS20 2 2 ^ V ’°2v Gg Cb>
Ca HPO ™ 4  "'°3v °s’
Ca HPO .2HgO °s>
Oaio(F04)6(OG'F)2 ^°4^"> d^. °s
C^ (in P6^) °2 °B* (=1
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irogen bonding
Approaching the problem of hydrogen bonding through structural 
crystallography, Bernal (228) has suggested that, in the absence of 
other evidence, all distances less than S between oxygen
(nitrogen or fluorine) atoms in different complex ions are likely to 
contain hydrogen bonds. The value, 2.76 1, derived from the hydrogen 
bond distance in ice, is regarded as a mean value for hydrogen bonds 
in general. To this may be added some observations on relative P-0  
bond lengths as affected by hydrogen bonding, which are apparent in 
the survey of bond lengbhs for acid phosphates given by Corbridge (7)0
i) As has already been noted P-O(h ) is generally longer than 
P-0 as a result of the reduced bond order of the P-0 linkage,
ii) The length of the P-O(h) bond tends to become shorter as 
0(ïï)ooo0 decreases, i.e, as hydrogen bond strength increases, 
presumably due to increased délocalisation of the proton 
into the hydrogen bond,
iii) ¥hen the oxygen atom acts as a proton-acceptor the length 
of the P-0 bond seems to be only slightly effected by 
hydrogen bonding.
The available crystallographic data for monooalcium phosphate 
monohydrate and anhydrous dicaloium phosphate have been collected 
together in table 56, It is clear that in both of the acid phosphates 
the x-ray diffraction data indicate a considerable degree of hydrogen 
bonding. Tiie evidence from infra-red absorption spectra confirms 
this and is indeed implicit in the assignment of bands A,
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gable 3Â<‘ q bydrogen bond lengths for the oalomm •pli.os'phates
from the work of Jones and Cralckshank (^ 8 ) compared
from the empirical R,with 1/ values p: Op O O Q 0 4
OH “
Material
CaCEgPOjïgEgO
Hydrogenlength
CaHPO,
tOttpB«aucM:93Uia.:
Bond
O5* %  '
O i ^ Q  . 0 °8
°8
0 3 . . . Og(w)
0„ a 9 0 1 O ÿ M
0r^ . 9 0 Oj
“ 1 °  ° •0_5
Og...%
^OopooO^
ajra-’vyavrfcaig.'sga t^
2 .48 + 0.05
2.58 + 0.04 
2 .60 + 0.05 
2 .67 + 0.05
OH (cm
Predicted | Observed 
1840 - 2100
2220 - 2520 
258O - 2600 
258O - 5000
2.72 + 0.04 2880 - 5200
ax n»xi».tr-niry -n
2 .74 + 0.05 
2 .87 ± 0.04 
2 .44 + 0.05
2.58 + 0.02 
2.66 + 0.02
2300 band B 
or 1700 band C3
band A
2980 - 3220
3590 - 3520
1600 -  1900 I 1650 ■= 1720
(band C) 
2280 - 2490 I 2400 (band B)
2850 - 2660 2805 (band A)
(w) indicates oxygen of water molecule.
* Ranges interpolated from extreme estimated standard deviations 
for R«U o  o o o U
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and C absorption systems. Given that the acid calcium 
orthophosphates contain a mtmber of hydrogen bonds it is possible 
to attempt to relate the observed spectra to the crystallographic 
data.
(i) Relationship between and Rq ^
Taking the values of R^ q given in table 56 it is possible 
to Interpolate predicted values for from the curve obtained by
RakamotOj Margoshes and Rundel (l97)° The results of such an 
analysis are also included in table 56 together with the observed 
wave number values for (bands A and B).
The hydrate (Ca(H2P0^).H20) has been extensively studied by 
Jones and Oruickshank (58 ) who have analysed their structure, 
which gave heavy atom positions only, to obtain probable proton
locations. Gonsidering P 0 bond lengths and
inter-oxygen close approaches, they concluded that the hydrogen 
bonding scheme most consistent with their findings was best described 
by locating single protons on 0_, 0^ and 0^ , a pair of protons on 0^ 
(the water oxygen) and. a statistical distribution of the remaining 
proton between 0^  and 0 These assignments lead to the geometrical 
arrangements shown in figu:ces40 (a) and (b). Using the interoxygen 
separations and estimated standard deviations given by Jones and 
Oruickshank, table 56 has been constructed to show a comparison of 
predicted ranges of observed absorption bands assigned
to bands A, B and C in tables 40 and 43« For each of the
proposed Oo..«0 separations, except 0^......0^, observed absorption
maxima, comprising bands A and B, can readily be correlated. For 
Oy.o.ooO^ the correlation is less clear, neither band B nor band C 
seem adequate. However it is only necessary for the estimated
-161 -
6
(a j .
9
(b).
Figure 40. Hydrogen bonding in monocalcium 
phosphate monohydrate.
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lÈZSdZEÈgr  o8ej]H:ajÜL2m.É02Lm2^^ phosphate and dicaioaphosphate dihydrate^
Material
monocalclam phosphate
dicaiciium phosphate 
dihydrate
"Oïï
3520
2950
2580
2950
2585
(cm Predicted B (-S.)Oooodoeot)
2.82
2,71
2,59
2,71
2,52 J
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standard deviation of OUooeoO- to "be increased from -i 0.03 &3 5
to + Go 05 & for the range of predicted 4/^^ values to
extend from I76O to 2200cm « Clearly for such short hydrogen
"bonds it is not acceptable to attempt this type of correlation
since both estimated standard deviations and values are uncertain,
no attempt has therefore been made to assign either band B or band 0
to this short hydrogen-bond.
An essentially similar distribution of protons was proposed by 
Jones and Cruickshanlc ( 58 ) within the structure of monetite which 
has been further established throtxgh the studies of Jones and Benne 
( 86 )o
Interpolations to obtain ranges of values for Ca HPO^ are
again given in table 56. Bands A and B clearly correlate well 
with expected values for Ogc.Og and 0^....0^ separations. The 
correlation between the frequency of band C and O^.cO^^in
this case is acceptable, but for the reasons given above must be 
regarded as possibly fortuitous. The crystal structures of 
anljydrous monooalcium phosphate and brushite are not sufficiently well 
understood for 0.... 0 separations to be estimated with any accuracy. 
Tlie infra-red results for both of these materials lead to the 
predicted 0.....O separations given in table 57 «
The origin of bands A. B and C in the spectra of the calcium
Monooalcium phosphate, monooalcium phosphate hydrate, monetite 
and brushite all exhibit A, "B and C band structures (see section 3»8 ) 
to some extent.
Implicit in the preceding discussion, has been the assumption 
that bands A and B (and less probably band C) could be explained in 
terms of separate .modes resulting from non-equivalent hydrogen
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bonds. However, the remaining possible origins noted in section 
5*5(b) require further examination,
(i) Proton-tunnellingo The spectra of the acid calcium phosphates 
at -180^0 do not indicate any decreased intensity in band B 
(the expected "hot" band). Further the deuteration shifts 
are not consistent with proton tunnelling, for the reasons 
given by Somorajai and Hornig (21l). Finally, Jones and Smith 
( 64 ) failed to observe an H.M.R. transition to a "frozen 
state" for brushite at low temperatures. It is therefore 
concluded that the observed band multiplicities probably do 
not originate in proton tunnelling.
(ii) Correlation field splitting. Except in the case of brushite, 
the centro-symmetric unit cells of the remaining acid calcium 
phosphates preclude infra-red active^ correlation-field doubling
"^OHo
(iii)Overtone and combination modes. For the reasons discussed in 
section 5.5(b) if bands A, B and G originate in overtone and 
combination modes coupled with genuine absorption then
the fundamental modes responsible must be those assigned to
. 0  gg and In table 58 the 6 ^^ , and approximate
first overtone frequencies are listed in comparison with 
observed A, B and 0 wavenumber values.
It is clear from these data that no single system of overtone bands 
could be used to explain the observed spectra. For monocalcium 
phosphate some degree of correlation is noted between band A and 
a possible 2 B  Qg overtone , in monocalcium phosphate monohydrate 
only band B would be predicted; similarly for brushite, whereas in
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monetite band A is best approxlmatedo In both of the monooalcium 
phosphates a correlation could be made between 2 a,nd band C,
which however cannot be extended to include the dicaloium phosphateso 
On balance, the assumption of different hydrogen bonds as the origin 
of bands A and B seems more acceptable. Band G presents a more 
difficult problem. To this point it has been assumed that band C 
originates in proton motions, following Brunholtss, Hall, Mann and 
Sheppard (208 ), Bbwever, no deuteration shifts for bands of type 
0 have been noted. An alternative explanation may be postulated 
if the combinations between an asymmetric P --0 stretching and 
asymmetric (i— -p— — -o deformation modes are considered. In table 
59 the calculated wavenumber values for the relevant combinations 
are listed. Clearly a qualitative correlation exists between the 
predicted frequencies of such combinations and the observed 
values. The high intensity of band C is unexpected for a simple 
combination mode but the same objection is equally valid when 
applied to the assignment of the band to the overtone of the type
2 / o r
To summarise, the deuteration shifts of bands A and B clearly 
indicate that they originate in proton motions, probably of a 
t^ rpe, A qualitative correlation between the crystallographic 
0o,,,0, separations and observed values of and is readily
demonstrated. However, such a correlation must be regarded with 
some caution since it relies on interpolation of results in an 
empirical relationship. The relationship between andV O @ 9 O 0 U
'I/qjj of Hakamoto, Margo she s and Rundel (l97 )? although it takes 
the form predicted on a simple theoretical basis, relies entirely on
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the ooiTBct assignment of "V—  in a number of spectra of 
cxyetalline materials» It is possible that a consistent error 
has been perpetrated in these assignments and the lase of each a 
relationship will only be totally reliable when an adequate theory 
of Vgn. stretching vibrations is available, Further, althou^i 
the concept that bands A and B correspond to O-H etretohing in 
bonds of different bridge lengths offers an explanation of their 
existence in crystals  ^ it is clearly not applicable to the cases 
were A and B band stracture has been observed in liquid phases. It 
is therefore concluded that whilst a correlation between and %/g 
with li-v « is suggested; it is too open to ambiguity to beUo O o 0 O U
regarded as conclusive evidence either for an explanation of the 
origin of bands A and B, or for the existence of multiple proton 
sites in the calcium acid phosphates.
3he failure to observe deuteraticn shifts for band 0, and the 
lack of sound theoretical reasons wliy such bands should not be 
sensitive to isotopic substitution; must oast doubt on the validity 
of assignments for this band which rely on proton motions. As has 
been shown a qualitative correlation of with simple combination 
bends of phosphate skeletal modes is possible for the oases 
investigated.
Hydrogen bonding between oentrosyximetrioally related oxygen atoms 
ÂB was noted in section^,5(b% the presence of short 0, .,,,0 
separations lying across a orystallographio centre of symmetry or
a twofold axis in numerous crystals, has been qualitatively
associated with an infra-red absorption spectrum exhibiting the
type (ii) band contours, Ihe spectra of such materials show little
“1or no sigziifioant band structure above l600om but show a 
remarkably broad absorption in the region l^OÜ-ëOOonT^, The work 
of Jones and Oruiokshank (58 ) and subsequently Jones and Denne (86 )
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has clearly indicated that amongst the calcium phosphates at
least monocalcium phosphate monohydrate and anhydrous dical.cium
phosphate contain one short, ’centro-symmetric’ hydrogen bond,
co-existing with more normal hydrogen bonds. In these structures
the orystallographio anoraally introduced by placing an atom in a
bond across a centre of symmetry is overcome by distributing a
second proton in a disordered manner within at least two other
hydrogen bonds. Spectra of both of these salts show a broad
absorption band in the region 1900-500 cm '«superimposed on which
are the phosphate skeletal absorption maxima and other internal
molecular fundamental vibrations. Qualitatively therefore the spectra
of both of the materials are consistent wi,th ’oentro-sycnmetric ®
hydrogen bonding. Although orystallographio evidence is not yet
available for anhydrous monocalcium phosphate, the centro-symmetric
space group suggests that similar hydrogen bonding may be present
within this structure. Certainly the infra-red spectrum exhibits
'"'ithe expected broad absorption-hand in the regior 1900-600cm 
5.9(c) P-0 bond characteristics in the calcium phosphates
(i) The relationship between antisymmetric and symmetric P-0'  f fi I ■-iir-n-it-i n~i ¥f i-n-rfrHTTTTiiiri,Tiî»iw~->ni» in inrfciF^S irt' i iri"rTir~ miini |n«T rm nwi r, n* lar. r f  ~»1 «-Tiiri r i i n~irT i n «rn —in ■riVii~i —tiirT-*i~rn—ru-i -it —i - n
si
For a number of organic molecules containing the grouping X - 
Bellamy and Williams (229) have suggested that inductive and mesomerlc 
effects may lead to frequency shifts for the stretching modes of the 
group gaining electrons, and that such shifts would be paralleled 
by proportionate shifts in the frequency of some other bonds from 
which electrons have been contributed. They considered the system 
R.SOg as a model and found a good linear correlation between
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0/gQ (sym) and VgQ (antisym) the SO^ symmetric and antisymmetric 
stretching modes. This was interpreted as evidence of simple 
inductive or mesomeric shift of electronic charge into and out of 
the substituent -group (r ).
The tetrahedral anions such as 8iO^^ , , 80^^
and 010^ have been shown by Oruiokshank ( 230) to possess a means 
of charge redistribution between X-0 bonds such that any distortions 
due to substituent or crystal-field effects which cause an increase 
of bond-order or bond length in one or more X - 0  bond, are 
countered by an equivalent decrease of bond-order or bond length 
in the remaining bonds. The overall result is observed as a near 
constancy of average bond lengths for each XO^^ species over wide 
ranges of crystal environments or chemical substitutions. The origin 
of this effect has been interpreted as resulting from a sharing of 
charge between X - 0  bonds through a system of d ^  — p ^  orbitals 
leading to average bond orders of 1.50.
The predicted correlation between l/ and 'l/ which mightsym asym
be expected, if this d,^  p^ back bonding is regarded as 
equivalent to a mesomeric shift of charge, has been confirmed by 
Robinson for compounds containing 8 - 0 ,  P - 0 and 0 1 - 0  bonds 
(251,252)Por the P - 0 system, Robinson (252) obtained a straight 
line correlation such that:
+ 270. (om-h 5.9(c).!.
A similar correlation has been attempted in the present work
using the values of '1/ and for the various calciumsym asym
phosphates studied. In addition published values from the spectra
Table 60 Values of Vsym
- 171 ~ 
HÉJ/asym
System Wavenumber values (cm Literature Reference
^  sym ^asym
940 1020 (182)
HPO^^'/HsO 980 1080 (182)
HPO^^VDjO 989 1087 (179)
880 (P-OH) 945 (P-OH) (182)
1070 (P-O) 1150 (P-O) (182)
H2P04V D 2O 870 (P-OH) 947 (P-OH) (179)
1081 (P-O) 1173 (Ü79)
Caio(PÛ4)6(OH)2 962 1062 *
Srio(PO^)6(OH)2 946 1060 * (137)
960 1095 *
960 1067 * (104)
CaHPO. 996 1119 *
CaEPO. ,2HgO 992 1090
Ca(H2P04>2 901 (P-OH) 948 ; (P-OÈ) **
1050 (P-O) 1157 * (P~0)
Ca(H2P0^)2.H20 902 (P-OH) 970 (P-OH)
1105 (P-O) 1145 - (P-o)
NagHPO^ 948 1109 *
NagHPO^ .SBtgO 973 1095 * »■
NaHgPO^ 875 (P-OH) 960 (P-OH) (179)
1055 (P-O) 1143 * (P-OH) J
Sr5(PO^)2 950 1065 *
®c^(P04)g 930 1033 * ■ (233)
BiPO^ 925 1010 * /
LaPO^ 946 1038 *
CePOj^ 953 1053
SmPO. 962 1044 > (234)
TbPO^ ^ 969 1074 *
TbPOj^ ,3/2JlgO 980 1045 *
EuPO^,3/2,HgO 977 1044 * 7
Arithmetic means of band multiplets 
** This research
- 172-
Figure 41. Graph of versus _ for a— 2 ...............    -  sym  asym-----------------
number of ortho-phosphates.
1200
MCP
OO 0  0
asym
(Cm"').
lOOO 4- 2 7 0-  0 -65  Vasymsym
9 0 0
lOOO 1050 HOC 1150850 9509 0 0
^ s y m  ^
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of other orthophosphate systems have been inoludedo Literature 
references and wavenumber Aralu.es are given in table 60 , the 
data from which have been plotted in figure 4I s, graph of
It is clear from figure 4I that approximate correlation,with
some scatteryexists along Robinson*s empirical straight line in
the region V  . 8b0-1000cm V  950~1100cm There issyiïi aBjrtu
noticeable deviation towards high values of %/ for values
_ — 1/*^ asy.m
of V  (P-OH) and i/ (P-Oïï) from E^POcontaining salts, sym  ^ ' asym  ^ 2 4
This observation is not consistent with Robinson’s conclusions,
However a detailed examination of the results used in his study
shows that the region comprising values of ^  1000cm
V   ^ \  1150cm”  ^was plotted from results obtained by Corbridgeasym
and Lowe (94) for alkali-metal monobasic ©rthophosphates. These 
observations were given without band assignments and the assignments 
made by Robinson (232) of high frequency absorptions (in the region 
of 1200“1250cm*" )^ to (p-Oïï) vare probably in error. The
assignments do not agree with those of Ohapman and Ttiirlwell (l79) 
who showed by deuteration studies that these bands are correctly 
assigned to 8  ^^ .(P-OH) modes.
The observed deviation towards high values of is
^asym
probably in part explained by the fact that both and
(p~Oh) vibrations in HgPO^ are strongly coupled to S  qjj modes.
This coupling has been shoxm by Ohapman and Thirlwell (l79) to 
result in a lowering of both frequencies disproportionately such
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that V  is depressed more than 1/, , On deuteration asym sym
the modes are largely decoupled and i/ is seen to increase 
in frequency by a larger factor than ^  That coupling of
this kind may partially explain the observed trends in figure 41 
is supported by two observations : -
(a) ^  , is lowered on deuteration, when coupling is 
^ asym
reduced,
(b) The observed deviation towards high values of
"^asym
is less pronounced in the case of monooalcium phosphate,
a -1Qjj has the Afavenumber value 1442cm , than
for the corresponding monohydrates for which 5 Qg 
appears at 1220-1240om , Coupling in the first case
will be much reduced due to the larger frequency 
interval,
(ii) Approximate P-O force constants and their relationship to 
bond order and bond length*
If it is assumed that there is negligible coupling betAfeen 
the vibrations of the X-0 group and the other vibrations of a 
molecule or crystal containing the X-0^ unit, an approximate value 
for the stretching force constant of the X-0 bond may be obtained 
by treating the group as a simple diatomic vibrator with 
frequency 1/^^, the pure X-0 stretching frequency in the absence 
of coupling betv/een the various X-0 bonds. Assuming a simple 
valence force field for a linear AB^ molecule Lehmann (235) has 
shoAfn that ^*^^3 given by the root-mean-square of the symmetric
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and asymmetric stretching frequencies* For most purposes 
the arithmetic mean provides a sufficient approximation to the 
r*m. 8* Lehmann has also shown that this "average-rule" is a 
good approximation for for the non-linear group if the
bending force constant is small, the frequency of the totally 
symmetric stretching mode is appreciably greater than the bending 
frequency and if coupling of the AB^ group with the rest of the 
molecule is small. To apply this rule, given similar restrictions, 
to AB^ groups Lehmann has given an ’average rule’ ivhioh may be
expressed in the forms
'^sym asym 3.9(0).2.
I'/here (x-l) is the degeneracy of the asymmetric stretching mode.
Using similar approximations, values for simple harmonic force 
constants have been calculated from by Gillespie and Robinson
(256) for a number of compounds containing SO^ groups* Subsequently 
Robinson (257 ) extended these calculations to include P0_ and CIO 
containing compounds*
The approximate force constant is calculated from the 
equation of motion of a simple harmonic oscillator of frequency
k. 1 _ 4-tT^T/V " '
VThere jx = the reduced mass, such that;
1  = (1  1\m. m. )
"Where, m^ and m^ are atomic weights and U is Avrogadro’s number.
Hence 1^. = ■
H
3.9(0 ).5.
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Values of calculated in this way for aqueous phosphate ions 
and phosphate ions in the calcium orthophosphates are given in 
table 61 together with values of calculated from Lehmann’s
average rule*
Robinson (257) has used similarly calculated force constants
to obtain, force constant - bond length (rp^), force constant -
bond order (up^) and rp^ - Up^ relationships.
Force constant - bond length relationshin
From a survey of '1/ , V  ^  and r„^ values for a numbersym êtsysi iru
of P-O containing compounds, Robinson (257) found a linear 
relationship between log kp^ and log rp^ given by the equation 
log kpQ = - 8.0 log rpQ + 7o30 5.9(o).5«
or ICpQ. (3^p q )^  « 2.0 X 10^
This has the form, kr^ = constant, which is similar to the
modification of the Douglas-Clark relationship (258) suggested by 
Linnett (259).
The results calculated by this method are given in table 62.
In view of the approximations involved the calculated bond lengths 
are remarkably close to the values obtained from X-ray diffraction 
studies reported in the literature, for the apatites and anhydrous 
dicalcium phosphate. The validity of the P-O bond lengths 
published for brushite have been questioned previously by 
Corbridge (7)» The present investigation further suggests that 
this result is in error. The values for monocalcium phosphate 
.monohydrate however show considerable discrepancy between calculated 
and observed values. This probably results from an incorrect
179
estimation of kp^ due to an increased coupling of and
<6 Qg modes as the number of protons in the ion increases.
As is shoAfn in a subsequent paragraph this effect is also 
reflected in the results of bond order calculations based on 
calculated kp^ values.
Force constant - bond order relationship
Robinson (237) has proposed that the P-O bond order (up^) may­
be obtained from kp^ through the relationships
UpQ = 1.19 X 10"^ lCpQ + 0.74 (3 .9 (c ).4.
%is Afas based on three reference points; (a) the total bond
order of a P-O bond in a PO^^" group was taken to be 1.50, assuming
with Oruiokshank (230) that the 3d 2- 2 and 5d 2 orbitals ofx y
phosphorous are used for Tf -bonding; (b) the P-O bond order in 
PFO^^” was taken to be 1.67; (c) Up^ - 1 when Tp^ = 1.76 (the 
sum of the atomic radii, without electronegativity correction).
Ihe relevant force constants used Afere kp^ (PO^^ ) = 6.3I % 10^ 
dynes c.m”^ and kp^ (FPO^^“) = 7 «80 x 10  ^dynes cm
The numerical constants for P-O bonds used by Robinson (235) 
result from calculations employing wavenumber values of 'V'
111
and -q/ given by Pistorius (240). Although Robinson uses these 
values as representative of the ion PO^ , the original 
reference (240) quotes their derivation as averaged results from 
three phosphite species ÏCH^ PO^ , K^HPO^ and K^PO^.
In the present study the frequencies 1/ = IOO4 cmwwy 111
■1
-1*V - 942 cm , derived from recently published studies have 
been used throughout in reference to P0^ °^“, yielding kp^ (PO^) = 
6.03 dynes cm \Ihen -bhese 'values are used together Afith
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2-Robinson*s bond order and force constant for FPO^ , equation 
5»9(c)»4» becomess
ïipQ = 0.99 X 10"^ kpQ + 0.90 3.9(0).5.
Oruiokshanlc * s theory (250) enables the independent estimation of 
bond orders based on the following postulates0 Oruiokshank 
regarded one phosphorus d-orbital as equally shared between the 
four oxygens, giving a P-O (R) 7T -bond order of 4, whilst the 
other d-orbital is shared between only three oxygens, giving a 
P-O, tT -bond order j = 0.98» Chapman, Long and Jones (180) 
supposed that the P-O(R) bond has a half-share in the second 
orbital so that HPO^^ has bond orders ^ + y = 0.99 and ^ + y “ 8» 54» 
A further suggested modification was made by Oruiokshanlc and 
Robinson (241) in which the share of the second d-orbital usea in 
P-O(h) was weighted by a factor of O065 rather than 0,5» Using 
these postulates, bond orders for HPO^^”, H^PO^ and R^PO^ have 
been calculated and are included in table 65»
Comparison of the bond orders calculated from kp^ using 
equation for HPO^ E^PO^ and H^PO^ with the corresponding 
Cruickshank - Chapman bond orders show two features» Firstly 
UpQ calculated from kp^ is generally in excess of the value based 
on Cruiokshanlcfe method. Secondly this discrepancy increases with 
the number of protons in the phosphate species involved.
These effects probably derive from increased coupling between
V  , and B modes in the more highly protonatedsyin uxi
species leading to incorrectly assessed values of kp^.
It would seem therefore that estimates of ICp^ , rp^ and iip^  
using the relationships derived by Robinson may give approximately
Table 64 Unit cell volumes (V ) and V, (XO) stretc^ng Jregnenc^^ 
a number of salts of cpmplex .grgmjom
Material Unit Cell Volume
(Sb
Infra-red spectrum 
(cm"’^ ) Species
Caio(PO,P6(OH)2 528,7 962
Caio(POj^ )g P. g 523.2 960
5#.l 960
Srio(™4)6(OH)2 600 «9 946
LaP0^ 3/2Hg0 281^8 961
CePO^SEpO 277*5 963
NdP0^3/8Hg0 271*2 967
SmP0^3/2Eg0 264*9 975
GdP0^3/2HgO 259:*8 978
LaPO. 303*5 946
06 PO^ 294,3 953
PrPO^ 291*7 955
mpo^ 287*2 958
EOIO^ 360*9 941
NI-LCIO. 398.7 935
TICIO^ 408*6 921 V^(cio^)
SbClO. 405*3 938
CaClO. 459*0 936
/CaSoA* 263*8 1020
\ngeo^ | 305*2 1013
SrSO,/ 314.0 993 ■Vi(so^ )a»so,^ 345*7 983
PbSo' 318*5 965
ZnSO. 275*4 1007
Ca(NOg)g 437*2 1064
Sr{NO,)pJ ^ 470.9 1055 V, (NO,.)Ba(NOg)g 533,4 1046 1 J
Pb(NOj)g 484*1 1018
NiSO, 256*3 9824Co80^ 266^ ,9 990 VjCso^)
Mn50^ 289,7 995
-
Not isomorplioits with remaining alkalinc-earth sulphates
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2““correct values for and HPO^ "but lead to errors when the
treatment is applied to 'Ihis may not he due directly
to failure of the empirical relationships hut rather may reflect
the degree to which assignments of ^pQ i^i are
in error as a result of coupling with other internal modes»
Clearly a wider survey of phosphates is required hut it is ohvious
from the results presently available that derived values of
and UpQ from infra-red measurements should he treated with
considerable caution»
Some of the general trends in l/ pQ and ICp^ , in relationship
to bonding in the calcium phosphates and other solids containing
complex osyanions merit further discussion.
Firstly, it may he noted that values of and for
each of the phosphate ion species, calculated from their spectra,
are close to the values obtained for the aqueous anions.
Although the absolute validity of kp^ and 1/^^ must he
regarded with caution for the reasons given above, the correspondence
between solid state and aqueous ion values suggests that these
anions largely retain their identity in the crystalline state.
The differences in wavenumber values of 1/^^ and through
the isomorphous series Oa^Q(PO^)^ (OH)g, CapQ(PO^)g 01^
and Sr^Q (^^4^6 ^^ ^^ 2^ particular interest since they involve
only crystal field forces isolated from the effects of hydrogen
bonding. Table 64 gives '^gym these four apatites in
comparison with calculated values of V , the unit cell volume. It
1is noted that V  shows a linear dependence on ;;r a graph of which sym
is plotted in figure 42 , This type of relationship is very
185
similar to the behaviour of the totally symmetric stretching
frequencies of a number of complex anions studied as dilute
solid solutions in alkali halides (242 ). In general the
relationship approximately obeyed, in which a is
the lattice constant of the 'solvent' halide. For crystals
%with cubic lattices such as the alkali halides « a''^. The 
systems which have been studied as alkali halide solid solutions 
include EPg", BF^“, and EOg" (242, 245, 244-
249 ) all of which show the same general dependence on the alkali 
halide lattice dimension. It is generally agreed by the various 
workers reporting these results that the slight but significant 
shifts in frequency result from intramolecular forces between the 
lattice atoms and the complex anions. However the nature of the 
forces and their relative effect seem to be in doubt. Ketellar 
and van der Elsken (244) correlate the shift to hi^er 
frequencies with long-range electrostatic forces together with a 
contribution due to environmental polarization and consider that 
the repulsive short-range forces are not of great importance, 
l'îaki and hecius (247 ) on the other hand suggest that the repulsive 
forces play an essential role in determining the frequency shifts. 
Strasheim and Buijs (248) found that for in alkali halides a
linear relationship existed between ) and the combined
dipole-dipole, repulsive and dipole-quadrupole interaction energies 
in the Born-Meyer lattice energy equation (250).
In view of the similarity between the trend observed for the 
apatites and the results obtained with complex anions in alkali 
halide solid solutions, a more detailed examination of such 
relationships in a number of compounds for which spectra are
- 1 86 -
Figure 4 3 . Lanthqnide phosphqt
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Figure45. Correlation of y , with TJ, (CIO )^ 
for some alkoii metal type 
perchlorates.
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reported in the literature has been made,
TJnitcell volume and relationships for some , 80.^ ,
010 ” and ionic salts.
Recently ïïezel and Ross (254) reported infra-red spectra of
a number of salts of 80^^ and 010^ ions which may be
collected together as isomorphous series. Table' 64 shows ' -v...
the calculated unit cell volumes (taken from lattice parameters
given by ¥yokoff) together with (XO^ ), from the spectra of
Hezel and Ross, grouped together as isomorphous series. The data
from this table has been plotted in figures 43 to 47* It is
clear from these graphs that, with certain exceptions discussed
in detail below, similar general relationships between V  ^ (XO^)
and exist to that noted for the apatites,
T TSimilar data for M (¥0^)g salts is shown in table 64 
and figure 48.
This type of relationship therefore seems to be quite general 
for a wide range of complex oxyanions. In the cases where 
exceptions occur they appear to be connected with either (i) the 
presence of cations containing outer electron configurations of 
the ns^ type (e.g. Pb'^ *', 6s^ and Tl^^, 6s^)i(ii) the probable presence 
of X-O^M charge transfer, for example salts of such metals as 
Co, Ri, >îh in which complexing with oxyanions is to be expected.
In the absence of precise lattice energy values for the various 
systems considered^ it is difficult to make any detailed analysis of 
the relationship between 'V ^  and unit cell volume. However it is 
clear that the minor changes in ion packing which occur within 
these isomorphous series are capable of creating considerable changes 
in the crystal-force fields in the region of the anions.
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It is worth noting that Ladd and Lee (251) have reported lattice 
energies for isomorphous lanthanide sulphates, as yet infra-red 
spectra of these are not available, but clearly the system 
offers the opportunity to analyse and in relationship to 
individual lattice energy terms, in some detail.
-19)-
Section 4
The composition and nature of calcium deficient apatites,
4«1 Introduction
In the first half of the nineteenth century, the precipitates 
obtained by adding calcium salts to alkaline solutions of phosphates 
were regarded as tricalcium phosphate (252,255). Warington (254) was 
the first to establish that the prolonged hydrolysis of any calcium 
phosphate resulted in the formation of a solid of composition 
10 CaOo5 ^2^5 “^ 2 >^ which he. recognised as an apatite of formula 
Ca^Q(P0^)g(0H)2o Subsequently Tromel and MoHer (255) found that a 
number of precipitates of different composition gave X-=ray patterns 
identical with that of hydroxyapatite, an observation which has 
since been confirmed by many other workers « It is now generally 
accepted that the molar calcium to phosphorus ratio of precipitated 
hydroxyapatites may range from 1»55 to I.67. (1,4 ,14,124,256-260).
Opinions on the problem of calcium deficiency in hydroxyapatites 
have been intimately connected with the sharply divided views held for 
a long time relating to the existence of 'trioalcium phosphate* as a 
stable phase in the aqueous system.
As a result of extensive studies into the solubility of calcium 
phosphates, Cameron and Bell (261) wrote in I507 "the so-called 
tricalcium phosphate Ca^(P0^)2, ^ definite chemical compound,
but is one of a series of solid solutions of which series it is a 
member." In 1917 Bassett (55) wrote "laboratory preparations of so- 
called tricalcium phosphate vary considerably in composition and seldom 
have the correct CaO/P^O^ ratio". However in the same paper he wrote g 
"Tifo, and only two, phosphates of calcium more basic than dicalcium 
phosphate exist which can be in stable equilibrium with an aqueous 
solution at 25°C (and probably at any temperature). These are 
trioalcium phosphate, Ca^PgOg and hydroxyapatite (CajPgOg)^Ga(OH)g".
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Later, Laneel and Prolioh (262) obtained similar results to those 
of both Cameron and Bassett. According to these workers, a preparation 
with the composition Ca^(PO^)goaqo can be precipitated from aqueous 
solution only under very definite and specific conditionso Due to the 
specificity of these conditions, they concluded that this precipitate 
did not represent a distinct chemical compound. In 1952, Bredig, Prank 
and Puldner (265,264) confirmed this hypothesis and showed by X-ray 
diffraction that precipitated tricalcium phosphate was an apatite-like 
substance. They concluded that precipitated tricalcium phosphate was 
probably composed of mixed crystals of hydrated Ca^(PO^)g and 
hydroxyapatite, as had Bassett.
The problem was made more complex when during the period 1951-1942, 
Hendricks (74, 258, 265) described the preparation of tricalcium 
phosphate hydrate with an X-ray diffraction pattern similar to that 
of hydroxyapatite. Hendricks and Hill (266) gave as a good method of 
preparation of this material, the hydrolysis of dicalcium phosphate 
dihydrate at 100°C and pH less than 5° The trioalcium phosphate 
hydrate was then obtained as a crystalline material in crystals up to 
2yu in length, with the formula Ca^(PO^)g.2HgO. Later, Hendricks (267) 
came to the conclusion that his trioalcium phosphate hydrate was to be 
regarded as hydroxyapatite with adsorbed impurities rich in phosphoric 
acid. However, Dallemagne and his collaborators (268-275) have given 
further support to the suggestion that a trioalcium phosphate hydrate 
exists. Dallemagne (272) has summarised his opinions in the words 
•'Trioalcium phosphate does in fact exist in the hydrated form, as we 
have described, but its preparation in the pure state requires well 
defined conditions". The fact that a precipitate with the correct 
stoichiometric composition was obtained only under very definite 
conditions, indicates that a truly specific chemical compound is not
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involved (o.f. Daneel and Prolich (262)). Complete reviews and 
critical discussions of the theories relating to trioalcium phosphate 
have been made by Eisenberger, Lehrman and Turner (l) and by Bjerrum
(41).
It is now generally recognised that Hendrick's and Dallemagne's 
trioalcium phosphate hydrate is not a true chemical compound but is 
only one member of a series of compounds having apatite-like structures. 
Neuman and Neuman. (4), distinguish three mechanisms by which the 
composition might vary whilst retaining an apatite lattices (a) surface 
substitution, exchange or absorption; (b) internal lattice defects;
(o) isomorphous lattice substitution of ions.
(a) Surface substitution
Tromel and Müller (2.55) first suggested that the materials which they 
had ' studied comprised hydroxyapatite with impurities adsorbed 
on the surface. The various theories which related surface substitution 
to calcium deficiency in apatites have been reviewed by Mattson, Koulter- 
Andersson, Miller and Vahtras (276). Bjerrum (41) has discussed the 
concept of adsorption, in this context, and concluded that although 
smzface substitution may play some role it cannot be totally responsible 
for the variable composition of apatites. If the term "adsorption" is 
taken to mean only a loose type of sorption then it must be excluded 
on at least the following grounds. Firstly, the microcrystalline 
precipitates of a composition close to trioalcium phosphate would have 
to adsorb as much as one phosphate ion for each of four in the crystal, 
leading to an unreasonably thick adsorption layer. Secondly, crystals 
of a hydroxyapatite having a calcium to phosphorus ratio of 1.50 have 
been grown in a hydrothermal bomb to give macroscopic crystals, without 
change of composition and without detectable desorption of phosphate 
ion (277). Thirdly, exchange studies of Ca^^ and on apatites
having calcium to phosphorus molar ratios from I.5O-I.65 revealed no
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differences in the ratio of calcium to phosphorus exchange. Fourthly, 
Posner and Stephenson (257) have prepared a precipitated trioalcium 
phosphate with an apatite structure,vdiioh was recrystallized 
hydrothermally. The resulting crystals were so large that the excess 
phosphate could not be explained by surfa.ce adsorption.
(b) Internal lattice defects
Neuman and Neuman (4) have proposed that lattice vacancies may 
account for the low calcium to phosphorus ratios in apatites. They do 
not offer any evidence for such a view and it is not clear how charge 
neutrality would be maintained in such a system. No other workers 
appear to have considered such a mechanism.
(c) Isomorphous lattice substitution
Eisenberger, Lehrman and Turner (l) in their review have attributed 
the failure of earlier workers to agree on the nature of the precipitated 
apatites to a "certain reluctance to abandon the idea of discreet 
molecular types amongst apatites". More recently this reluctance 
has been overcome a,nd theories have been advanced suggesting mechanisms 
which might generally be considered as isomorphous lattice 
substitution. Dallemagne, Brasseur and Melon (271) concluded that 
their precipitated trioalcium phosphate, which they termed trioalcium 
phosphate hydrate, had the composition Ca^(PO^)^ (OH)^. Posner and
Perloff (278) suggested that a hydrogen bond formed between oxygen 
atoms of neighbouring PO^ "^" groups. In view of the unoccupied Oa^^ 
sites these materials were named « defect apatites. As has already been 
noted the very limited range of conditions necessary to produce tricalcium 
phosphate hydrate suggests that it is not a truly specific chemical 
compound. This view has led to the concept of isomorphous substitution 
or solid solution, an approach which has been summarised by Arnold (I4 )* 
"On structural grounds it appears possible that a continuous series of 
apatite-like solid solutions can exist between octacaloium phosphate and
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hydroxyapatite. In practice, no two, preparations with compositions 
ooeoo.o.(in this region)o.o0ooo.are likely to he identical".
The idea of a solid solution system was clearly not new. Indeed 
as has already been stated, Cameron and Bell (2él) and Bredig, Frank 
and Fuldner (265) had already suggested such theories. What was new, 
however, was the concept of a continuous series based on the apatite 
lattice without recourse to the introduction of a second phase such as 
tricalcium phosphate. Since the concept of isomorphous substitution 
in an apatite lattice was first introduced, a number of general 
compositional formulae claiming to describe such systems have been 
proposed. Kunin and Elmore (I8) have suggested the composition 
^^10-x^^5^^2x^^^4^6 Posner and Perloff (278) proposed a general
formula for apatites to be Ga^^ ^Hg^(PO^)^ (OH)^, Nebergall and Kuhl 
(279) suggested Ca^Q_^ they later (280) modified
to Ca^Q_^  ^y (HPO^)^ (P0^)^_2 (OBjg^x^gy accommodate what they termed 
second order defects in cases where the HPO^^”/PO^^ ratio in their 
materials was found to be high. Winand (28l) independently proposed 
the formula Ga^Q_^ H^{PO^)^ (OH)g_^  ^which was later adopted by 
Fowler, Moreno and Browi (9?)° A common feature of each of these- 
proposed formulae has been the assumption that 0 ^  x 2, i.e. a 
continuous series from calciun^hosphorus ratio 1.35 to I.67.
Epitaxial intergrowths of hydroxyapatite and octacaloium phosphate
An alternative concept of the origin of calcium deficient apatites 
has been proposed by Brown, Lehr, Smith and Frazier (282). Because of the 
considerable similarities in structure of octacaloium phosphate and 
hydroxyapatite (see figures 5 and 6), these authors have proposed that 
epitaxial growths in the form of 100 lamellae may be responsible 
for the apparent non-stoichiometry of defect apatites. Little experimental
i
evidence for the existence of these materials has been offered by these |
Iworkers. ;
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The historical developments which have led to current theories of 
defect apatite composition and structure have been complex, at the 
commencement of this research a number of facts were accepteds-
(1) Apatites having calcium to phosphorus ratios 1.55-1.67 may 
be prepared by precipitation.
(2) These materials all give apatite-like x-ray diffraction 
patterns.
(3) Pyrolysis studies (283) and some infra-red spectroscopic
investigations (98) suggest that these materials contain 
2-HPO^ groups.
Further, a number of postulated compositional formulae existed, 
namely?-
(a) (PO^)g (OH)^
(«) «^10-x (204)6 (0B)2_x
(^ ) OaiO.%^3- (204)6 (0H)2_%_2y
Finally, two structural models have been proposed 8-
(a) Isomorphous substitution in an apatite lattice.
(b) Octacaloium phosphate-hydroxyapatite epitaxy.
The aim of this study has been to obtain data to test the 
various compositional and structural theories proposed prior to the
commencement of this work. i
!
The choice of experimental techiques, their limitations and value |
i
is of considerable importance in the study of non-stoichiometric apatites. ■
!In view of this a detailed analysis of the methods used is given in the j 
followimg paragraphs.
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The techniques used may be considered separately as followss~
(a) Solid state reactions at elevated temperatures ,
(i) thermogravimetry.
(ii) chemical analysis of thermal products.
(b) X-ray diffraction.
(c) Infra-red spectroscopy.
4 .2 (a) Solid state reactions at elevated temperatures
Early pyrolysis studies reported by Gee and Deitz (283) and
infra-red investigations by Winand and Duyckaerts ($8) had suggested
2“that the calcium deficient apatites contain HPO^ groups. Much of the 
work concerning determination of the composition of defect apatites has 
involved the detection and estimation of these groups through pyrolysis 
reactions.
The basic reactions as they were formulated by Gee and Deitz (283) 
may be writteni-
(a) 2HP0^2-  ^  Pg0^4- + HgO
and
(b) PgO ^- + 20H“’ ---^ 2P0^^~ + HgO
The first reaction (a) in which pyrophosphate ions are produced is 
complex. Kuhl and Nebergall (280) found that a material of calcium 
to phosphorus ratio I.5O, heated at 560°C for 48 hours yielded a 
mixture of condensed phosphates, analysed by paper chromatography, 
comprising? I4 .3^ PgOy^ , 0,6^ tripolyphosphate and 0.8^ long chain 
metaphosphates,
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The formation of these last two components was explained through 
the use of the equations g-
2HP0^2- _ ^  ^ pq^3-
HjPO^’ PO5- + HgO
HgPO^” + H P 0 ^ 2 - , ^  HPgO^^- + HgO 
HgPOy^- + HPO 2 - . ^  P^O^o^- + HgO
However no direct evidence for these reaction stages was presented.
Since estimates of condensed phosphate ions by the chemical methods 
used in this study do not differentiate between the various species 
it is justifiable to use the overall reaction equation in the form of
(a) above, as used by Gee and Deitz,to determine HPO^ ions in the solid
state.
The second reaction (b) has not been studied in any detail. Gee 
and Deitz (283) noted that on heating at temperatures in excess of 
600°C or for very prolonged periods at 600°C, the precipitated apatites 
were converted to materials containing ^  -tricalcium phosphate.
Earlier, Hirschman, Sobel, Kramer and Fankuchen (284) had found that 
mixtures of Ca^P ^0  ^and Ca^Q(PO^)^ (OH)^ reacted similarly at 900°C.
The products of such reactions depend upon the initial composition, 
mixtures of ^  Ca^PpO^ and ^  Ca^(P0^)2 , or pure ^  Ca^(P0^)2 ^
or mixtures of Ca^(P0^)2 and Ca^P^O^ (tetracalcium phosphate)
resulting accordingly.
The use of solid state reactions at high temperature in the present 
study is most conveniently discussed in relation to the design of the 
experiments performed.
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The general nature of the pyrolysis process was determined in 
two ways 8-
(1) (a) Thermogravimetrie measurements were made on typical materials
from which differential weight loss curves (DTGA) were plotted, 
as a means of identifying distinct weight loss processes.
(c) Parallel experiments in which samples were heated in the 
thermobalance to predetermined temperatures, removed 
immediately and analysed for pyrophosphate, enabled a 
correlation between weight loss and pyrophosphate formation 
to be made with respect to temperature. Hence, identifiable 
weight loss processes were correlated with pyrophosphate 
formation and destruction reactions.
(2) (a) Pyrophosphate'"was formed in twelve representative apatites
by heating under predetermined conditions (see below), the 
amount formed being correlated with gravimetrically determined 
calGium:^'phosphorus ratios.
(b) The weight loss for the process in which pyrophosphate was 
destroyed by reaction with hydroxyl ions in the solid state, 
was determined for each of these materials and correlated 
with composition.
(0) The overall weight loss process was determined thermogravimetrically 
and again a correlation with composition was made.
In addition to-the pyrolysis studies noted in proceeding paragraphs 
a number of reports of the thermal analysis of apatites have been made 
(79» 281, 285, 286). None of these have used equipment capable of 
detecting with any accuracy the weight losses correspondihg:vto= 
pyrophosphate destruction,none have attempted to delineated thermal 
conditions for pyrolysis during thermogravimetry and none have related
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the various weight-loss processes to apatite composition.
Fowler, Moreno and Brown (9 7 )  have criticised the use of
pyrophosjhate determinations as a means of estimating acid phosphate
groups in apatites. Their rejection of the method was based on the
observation by Gee and Deitz that an apatite having a calcium to
phosphorus ratio of I .424 yielded 31.7^ P as ^2^7^ pyrolysis.
This is higher than the value 24*3^ expected for the composition
Ga_n (HPO.) (PO,)c (0H)„ , However as is shown in the discussion 10-x  ^ 4'x ' 4 5 - x  2-x
of the results of the present study the assumption that this compositional 
formula may be applied to apatites in the range of calcium to phosphorus 
ratios 1.33 to I .50 is not valid.
4»2 (b) X-ray diffraction
Precipitated apatites such as those studied in the present work 
are always formed as microcrystalline solids. X-ray diffraction powder 
patterns show a high degree of disorder in crystallite form which, when 
associated with the small particle size, leads to broad, often extremely 
diffuse reflexion lines (see for example figure 49)°  However, 
even in more ideal cases such as the materials prepared by homogeneous 
precipitation the possibility of observing distinct diffraction lines 
due to octacaloium phosphate in epitaxial arrays is limited by two 
factors.
(i) The powder patterns in the most readily accessible region,
between 10.0 and 50.0 , °2@, are very similar for the two salts,
(ii) Line broadening of the 18.78 2. reflexion 4°7 °26) which 
is the most distinctive line in the octacaloium phosphate 
powder pattern, is to be expected if disordered planes of 
octacaloium phosphate and hydroxyapatite were to occur in an 
epitaxial system. Imagine a system in which ten unit cells of 
octacaloium phosphate formed a single layer oriented in the (lOO) 
plane. Line broadening due to size effects alone may be
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calculated from the Scherer equation;
B cos 0
For t = 10 planes IgO 2 
X . Cu E ^  A? 1.54 #
20 = 4.7°
The half width (b) of the (lOO) reflexion would thus he at 
least 0.008 radians, hence at 4»7» °20 a line width of at 
least 1° may he expected.
In view of this it was decided that detailed X-ray diffraction 
studies of powder samples were unlikely to offer reliable evidence for 
octacaloium phosphate-hydroxyapatite lamellae.
Because of the limitations of X-ray diffraction measurements in the 
present context their use has been restricted to the determination of the 
general apatitic nature of the materials being studied. Only materials 
which gave apatite-like X-ray diffraction powder patterns, not showing 
any indication of more acidic phases were included in this work. Apart 
from the early work of TrÜrael and Mo’ller (255) who showed the X-ray 
diffraction patterns of tricalcium phosphate hydrate to be 
indestinguishable from those of hydroxyapatite, recent observations by 
Trautz (so) and Bowles (287) have shomi Ca-deficient apatites to have 
slightly different lattice constants from hydroxyapatite. The many 
other reports of X-ray powder diffraction of apatites (79, 81, 72, 281, 
285, 288-295) have served only to substantiate the general apatitic nature 
of the lattice without further establishing structural details,
Posner and Perloff (278) obtained a good match of calculated 
and observed X-ray intensities for non-stoichiometric lead apatites by 
assuming Pb ions to be absent from column positions. Unfortunately, 
a similar calculation cannot be applied to the calcium apatite system,
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owing to the negligible effect on X-ray intensities of removing a single 
Ca^^ ion from the lattice.
The infra-red spectra of calcium deficient apatites in the * fundamental’
region may be expected to yield data from which it may be possible to
deduce (a) the apatitic nature of the materials; (b) the presence or
absence of acid phosphate groups; (c) the presence of octacaloium
phosphate laméllae. The results of the first part of this work, in
which a survey of the infra-red spectra of calcium orthophosphates
was made, provide an adequate basis for the identification of calcium
phosphate phases, when used together with conventional X-ray methods.
The knowledge gained in this work, of the vibrational characteristics 
2-of the HPO^ and groups further provides a sufficient
background for their detection and identification by infra-red 
methods.
The use of infra-red methods for the detection of octacaloium 
phosphate units in calcium deficient apatites requires some justification.
In the proceeding discussion on the use of X-ray diffraction methods 
it was noted that for successful X-ray diffraction a considerable 
number of repeating units of structure are required and hence for 
random or disordered expitaxial lamellae X-ray diffraction has 
limited application. Infra-red spectra result from a different type 
of interaction between matter and radiation. In section 3.3(b) it 
was stated that the absorption of infra-red radiation by solids could 
be related to a potential function having the forms-
i) j ^It was further shown that the terms principally responsible for the
o *appearance of fundamental absorption bands were those in V. , V.j J
and V^. These terras relate only to those molecules in a single
repeat unit largely uninfluenced by neighbouring unit cells. Alternatively
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we may conclude that infra-red absorption results primarily from nearest 
and next-nearest neighbour perturbations together with intra-unit 
cell coupling effects.
The characteristic features of the infra-red spectrum of 
octacaloiumphosphate have been shown (section 3,8 (e)) to be produced 
by the molecular interactions in the non-apatitic "hydrated" layer,
In a lamellar system this layer would be considerably removed from 
adjacent apatite units. In view of this it has been assumed that if 
octacaloium phosphate units were present in calcium deficient 
apatites then the infra-red characteristics peculiar to pure octacaloium 
phosphate should also be observed in infra-red spectra of the defect 
systems.
Previous infra-red studies of calcium deficient apatites have 
been largely restricted to investigations of calcified tissues (106-122) 
in which the spectra are generally of low resolution and complicated 
by the presence of organic matrix residues and carbonate ions. Some 
studies have been reported on synthetic materials (98, 123» 124) but 
again the spectra were of poor quality and no attempt was made at 
complete analysis, Winand and Duykaerts (98) found absorption maxima 
close to 850 cm  ^which suggested the presence of acid phosphate 
groups in the structure,
4«3 Equipment and techniques 
4°3 (a) Pyrolysis studies
Thermogravimetrie analysis (tGA) was performed using a Dupont 
950 thermoanalyser. Samples (20 to 25 mg) were heated in 
platinum containers at 10°c/min and 58°C/min under dynamic 
flow of Ng (OOg and Og free) at a gas flow rate of 1,5 s,c, ft/hr* 
Differential weight loss curves (DTGA) were plotted manually 
from the TGA data by reading off weight (mg) from the recorder 
chart at 20°C intervals.
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(ii) Pyrolysis at constant temperature
Since the exact conditions optimum for thermal reactions in
the solid state are often dependent upon heating parameters
such as furnace design and crucible form, preliminary
experiments were made using two precipitated materials in
which pyrophosphate was determined after heating at 600°C
for various periods of time. The results of these
preliminary experiments are given in figure 51° ”"■
It was found that a heating time of 120 hours at 600°C as
used by Gee and Deitz (283) also gave optimum results under
the thermal conditions employed in the present experiments.
A standard technique was therefore adopted. Samples of the
apatites (200 mg) were heated in fused silica crucibles at
600°C for 120 hours in an electric muffle furnace. The
temperature was determined from the furnace pyrometer and was
accurate only to + 10°G, the heating process was however
consistent for all of the apatites studied, since furnace
settings were not altered between experiments.
(iii) Chemical analysis
The gravimetric methods for the determination of calcium to
phosphorus ratios have been discussed in Section 2. In view
of the uncertain water contents of microcrystalline apatites
exact values of fo Ga and fo P are of little practical use,
the ratio Ga(mole) being independent of variable water content 
P
provides the most useful compositional characteristic for 
apatites and has been employed throughout this study.
Pyrophosphate (PgO^ *^*) was determined in pyrolysed 
samples by a method based on that used by Gee and Deitz (283). 
The technique relies on the specific determination of
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orthophosphate (PO^^ ) in the presence of pyrophosphate 
using the colorimetric method of Murphy and Riley {2^6) 
as follows,
(a) Preparation of stock solution
Duplicate samples (lO mg) of pyrolysed materials were dissolved 
in 25 ml. I.5M perchloric acid at room temperature and diluted to 100 ml 
with deionized water. A 10 ml aliquot of this solution was further 
diluted to 100 ml with deionized water to provide a stock solution 
for analysis.
(b) Reagents
(1) Sulphuric acid (5^)» was prepared by diluting 70 ml of 
AoR. cono. HgSO^ to 500 ml,
(2) Ammonium molybdate 20g (A.R. grade) was dissolved in 
deionized water and diluted to 5OO ml.
(5) Ascorbic acid solution (O.IM) was prepared by dissolving 
lo32g ascorbic acid in 75 ml. of water. The solution was 
known to be readily oxidised and was only used within 
24 hours of being prepared.
(4) Potassium antimonyl tartrate reagent was prepared by 
dissolving 0.2743 g of the salt in deionized water and 
diluting to 100 ml.
(5) Mixed reagent. Immediately before use, 125 ml (l),
37.5 ml (2) were mixed, 75 ml (3) and 12.5 ml (4) were then 
added. The reagent was used only within 24 hours of 
preparation.
(c) Procedure
From the stock solution, four 10 ml aliquots were pipetted into 
50 ml flasks, to two of which, 1 ml 60^ (w/v) HCIO^ was added and the 
mixture heated in boiling water for 1 hour, to hydrolysepyrophophate to
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orthophosphate. After cooling, 5N NaOH was added to a pH=7.0 + 0.5 
and the mixture diluted to 40 ml.
The remaining two aliquots were treated identically except that no 
heating stage was included. To each of the four final solutions 8 ml 
•mixed phosphate reagent* was added and each was diluted to 50 ml.
After thorough shaking, the solutions were allowed to stand for 10 
minutes. Optical density at 882 mju was then measured against a 
reagent blank. Total orthophosphate content was obtained for both 
samples by this method, using a standard curve. Alternatively 
% P as P^ O,.^ ” could be determined directly using optical density 
measurements and the following relationships-
. OD^ - 0D.„
io P as P 0 4- = — ----------- u X  100.
in which ODg = optical density of the solution in which
pyrophosphate was hydrolysed at 100°G. 
and CD ~ optical density of the solution which had
not been heated.
4.5 (b) X-ray diffraction
X-ray diffraction powder patterns were obtained using the 
same equipment described in section 2.2,
4 .3 (c) Infra-red spectroscopy
Infra-red spectra at 50 u-nd -180°G were obtained using identical 
techniques to those described in section 3=6 (a).
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4 ..4. Results
Calcium to phosphorus mole ratios, determined gravimetrically 
are given in table 65° Microdensitometer traces of a typical 
precipitated apatite and a typical homogeneously precipitated 
apatite are shown in figures 49 and 50 respectively.
The results of preliminary heating experiments for two 
apatites are shorn in figure 51 as graphs of per cent phosphorus as 
pyrophosphate plotted against time at 600^0.
Figures 52 and 55 show thermograms (TGA), the resulting 
differential thermograms (DTGA) and graphs of per cent phosphorus as 
pyrophosphate versus temperature, for two typical calcium deficient 
apatites.
Observed and calculated values of per cent phosphorus as
pyrophosphate are compared in table 66 for each of the apatites
studied. These data are plotted graphically in figure 54 against 
calcium to phosphorus mole ratio.
In figure 54:-
Line 1 represents the theoretical locus of values calculated for
the formula Oa^Q_^ (PO.)g(OS)g_^
Line the locus of values predicted for the formula
Oaio-x (f04)6(<=)2
Line III the locus of values calculated for the formula
Line ^  the locus of values calculated for mixtures of 
stoichiometric hydro%yapatite and dicalcium phosphate.
Line V the locus of values calculated for mixtures comprising 
dicaloium phosphate and an apatite of composition Ca^H(PO^)^OII,
The data relating to the weight loss between 700 and 950^0 
corresponding to pyrophosphate destruction are given in table 67 
and figure 55.
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Lines 1 and III in figure 55 have the same significance as in 
figure 54*
Figure 56 shows the infrared spectrum of a typical homogeneously 
precipitated apatite measured in a KOI disc.
Figure 57 shows the infra-red spectra of stoichiometric
hydroxyapatite, octacaloium phosphate and apatite No,8, in the region 
1500 to 800 cm measured as nujol mulls.
Figure 58 shows the infra-red spectra of octacaloium phosphate
and apatite No, 8 in the region 4000-2000 cm ^ at -180^0 as fluoruhe
mulls.
Table 68 shows details of the infra-red spectra of apatite No,8 
at 30°C and -180^0, compared with the results obtained from 
stoichiometric hydroxyapatite and octacaloium phosphate.
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Table 65. Calcium to phos-phorus (mole) ratios of apatites 
studied, determined
Apatite Number (mole)
1 1.406
2 1.433
3 1.468
4 1.478
5 1.494
6 1,503
7 1.540
8 1.562
9 1.572
10 1.593
11 1.600
12 1.662
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Table 66. Per cent phosphoms as •pyroijhos'phate in calcium 
deficient apatites heated at 600^0 for 120 hours.
^ P as^  (mole)
Observed Theoretical
III
26.07
19.87 25.07 22.00
18.87 21.07
16.61
12.671.540
10.44 10.47 20.94
1.572 9.47 18.94
1.600
1.662 0.80 0.47
Theoretical values calculated
Î  for the formula (OH)^
n (PO^ )g^  («1)2.
Ill for the formula Oa^^^ ^^ ^^ 4^ 1-{-2x*
V for a mixture of Ga^ (HPO^)(pO^)^(OH)
and CaEPO^ (or 0aEP0^.2H^0)
-218
e  GEE and D E ITZ (283) 
O present work
35
u>a
a.
oo
1-601.45 1-55 1.651-40
.4—Figure 54. Graph of per cent P as P3 O 7  versus 
calcium to phosphorus mole ratio .
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Thermoæravimetric results 
loss over the
i) wei
^  (mole) io weight loss (700-950 0^ )
Observed •X-Theoretical
I _I*x HgO Ill III.H^O 1
1*406 0.91 0*418 0*405 0*971 0.955
1.455 0*98 0*581 0.566 0*965 0.947
1*460 0.97 0*776 0.759 0.957 0.959
1*478 0*88 0*831 0*813 0*954 0.957
1*494 0*88 0.917 0*899 0.951 0.955
1.505 0 .94 0*951 0.914 “ —
1*540 0.80 0*712 0.701 —
1*562 0.55 0*583 0.577
1*572 0*50 0.526 0*521
1.595 0.41 0.407 0.403 -
1.600 0*40 0*367 0*364 - —
1.662 4(0.05 0*025 0.025
.
Theoretical values calculated as followsî 
Î, for (HPOp ^ (PO^)g_ ^ (OH)^ .
Î .X  HgO, fo r Oaio_^ (hpO^ )^
Ill, for Oag_^ x
=x
moHgO, for ( ^ 4 )1+2^ ^^°4^5-2x OH.HgO.
— 2 2 0  —
1-0
o 0-5
g>
O
1*60 I-651*40 1-45 1*50 1-55
C q
P mole)
between 7 0 0
of per cent weight loss 
9 0 0  ° C ,versus ^(m ole)
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‘Table 68. Cotaparison of the infra-red speotra of apatite number 8<
and ootaoaloipm phosphate as KCl discs.
Observed wavenumber vaines (cm” )
Apatite number 8 Hydroxyapatite Octaoalcium phosphate
180^ 0 180 0 ■180 C
5566
1204 1208 1250 1283
1185
1142 1142 1150
1110 1110 1123 1127
1106
1090 1090 1092 1092 1080 1084
106.5 1065 1058
1032 1028 1028
1005 1005
962 962 962 962
917 918
865 864 865
627
601
572
562562
£^ 540
-476
465
476
465
476
Region of the spectrum not reliable, due to dehydration, in KOI discs. .
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Assignments of absorption bands specific to the 
infra-red spectra of calcium deficient apatites 
and comparison of absorption frequencies with similar 
bands in the spectrum of octacalcium phosphate.
Observed wavenumber values (cm
Material 8 OH components of Vg(HPO^) lyQg(HPOjj^ ) V jChpo^)
OOP 1250, 1185 1135, 1127 917 875
Apatite
Fo.8
1204 1142, 1110 - 865
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Table 70 Comparison of spectra from apatite number 8 and 
octaoalcium phosphate as fluorube mulls in the 
region 4000 to 2000 cm
Observed Wavenumber values (cm“ )^
Apatite number 8 Octaoalcium phosphate
30°0 -180°0 30°c -180°0
5605.
5565 5565 5590
5510 5545
3465
5320
3200 5240
^  3300 3560 ^ 3 1 0 0
(Very broad (broad) 3020
band) 2850
^  2420 2420
2240 ^2240
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4.5 DiscussioncseàCBUBUSîeaasaxe.'tcnteœtL*»
Hie discussion of the results obtained during this study of some 
calcium deficient apatites has been divided into two categories| (a) 
the composition; (b) the structure of calcium deficient apatites,
4.5 (a) The composition of calcium deficient apatites
In the introduction to this section a number of proposed 
compositional formulae for the non-stoiehiometric apatites were 
presented, based on the suggestions and findings of previous workers. 
The chemical and thermal analysis data collected during this research 
have been compared with the results expected from each of these 
various possible compositions,
(l) The general nature of the pyrolysis process for calcium deficient
apatites.li=S««fi5t»*cat2ettxaïlia5sa»
Figures 59 and 53 show thermograms (TGA) and the resulting 
differential weight loss graphs (DTGA) for two typical materials of 
Ca/P (mole) 1,435,and 1,569, The differential plots show clearly 
that the overall weight loss process may be divided into three stages, 
characterised by temperature; (i) 100 to 200^C; (ii) 200 to 700^0; 
(iii) 750 to 950°C. Figures 59 and 53 also show graphs of % P as 
PpO^^ versus temperature for the same materials. It is seen that 
in the range 200-700^0, pyrophosphate groups are being formed, 
whilst the weight loss step betifeen ?00 and 950^0 corresponds to the 
progress of a reaction in which pyrophosphate is destroyed. If it 
is assumed.that calcium deficient apatites may contain lattice bound 
water and dibasic acid phosphate ions, then it is possible to 
propose a model scheme of four reactions which may be expected to 
occur during pyrolysis in the thermobalance.
(1) Loss of surface absorbed water at temperatures from 100 to 150^0.
(2 ) Loss of lattice bound water at temperatures from 150 to 300^0.
(3) 2 EPO^^~ + EgO
(4 ) PgOy^" + 20H“ ^ jj^ Q
Of these, reactions (3) and (4) represent overall processes comprising 
complex and uncertain steps.
Using such a model reaction scheme it is possible to interpret the 
three stage pyrolysis process indicated from the DTGA graph. Stage (i) 
may be correlated with reaction process (l), the loss of adsorbed water 
and is of no further interest in the present study. Reactions (2), (3) 
and (4 ) may be expected to contribute to stages (ii) and (iii) of pyrolysis. 
For the purposes of this discussion it is convenient firstly to consider 
reactions (3 ) and (4). These reactions may be expected to provide 
information concerning the ratio HPO. (mole) which may be obtained from (a)
analysis of pyrophosphate in the solid state after pyrolysis is complete;
(b) determination of the weight loss step corresponding to reaction (4), 
Consider the general formulae proposed by V/inand (281) and by Posner and 
Perloff (278)
H^(PO L(0H)„_„ Formulai (B8l)
and Hj,^ .(PO^)g(OH)g ..... Formula II (278)
If each proton is considered to be present in the solid as part of 
an HPO^ ion then it is possible to express HPO^ (mole) in the more
tSMatuerac
convenient form foP as P^Oy^ at 600°C which may be calculated for the two 
formulae from the equations
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$ P as PgO_^~ = 166,67 - 100 (Ca/p) 4.5(a) 1.
io P as = 2 [166.67 - 100 (Ca/p)] 4.5(a) 2.
In #ble 66 the observed and calculated per cent phosphorus as 
pyrophosphate results are compared, these data are shorn graphically 
in figure 54, together with data presented by previous workers. Prom 
these results it is clear that over the range of compositions defined 
by calcium to phosphorus ratios of 1,50 to I.6 7, there is a very close 
correspondence between the observed results and Formula 1 
(CajQ__^  CPO^)^(OH)g_g, ), At values of Ca/P (mole) less than 1,50 a 
considerable deviation is noted in that the $ P as P^Oy^ values indicate 
HPOj^  ^ ratios which are in excess of those consistent with Formula I but
'hr
are lower than those expected for Formula II.
To explain these results, a further model composition is proposed 
such that a minimum hydroxyl ion content, of one OS’" ion per unit cell,is 
maintained. The compositional formula thus becomesî-
% - x  ®l+2x    Formula III
2-Again assuming protons to be included as HPO^ ions the pyrophosphate 
content after complete pyrolysis may be expressed in the form:
io P as PgO.^ "^ = [316,67 - 200 (Ca/p)] 4,5(a).3,
Tlie locus of points consistent with this expression is indicated by line
111 in figures 5|î and 55> calculated values of ^ P as PgO^ are given 
in table 66. Again comparison of these values ifith the observed data 
indicates a correlation of the results with those expected for 
Formula 111,
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Further confirmation of these propositions has heen found through an 
analysis of the weight loss process corresponding to the progress of 
reaction (4),
Consider the two compositional formulae I and III above. For each,
theoretical values of per cent weight loss, corresponding to the loss of n
moles of mter, have been calculated. These are expressed in equations 
below?
For Ï, % wt. loüiâ. pef n moles E^O = 1801 ,.5 n t k  ^ \ f
For II, % wt. less:ph moles E„0 = 1801,3 . ^ . 4,3. (a) .5
(based on atomic weight, G = 12.000)
To determine n, and hence to evaluate theoretical per cent weight losses, 
for reaction (4) it is necessary to consider the destruction of pyrophosphate 
at elevated temperatures separately for the two proposed compositions,
(a) Composition I, applied over the range Ca/P(mole) 1.33 to .1,67.,
We may wite the reactions (5 ) and (h) for composition I as follows:
a- (3)X H P O ^ --------^ I PgO^ X HgO
'(Cv
and
( 2 - x ) P 0 . ^ “ -5- (l-x)lhO + (%-l)PnO_^"
(2~x)0H" + X PgO- "o ^ f
2 "/"ST7a
X PO, " + X ILO + 2(1-x )0H‘ 4 S ®
- 851 -
Thus the extent of reaction (4) is controlled by the relative amounts of
hydroxyl and pyrophosphate ions available, both of which are variables in x,
Hence n = 1 - x when x \ 1
'S
and n = X when x 1
2
n may then be related to Ca (mole) since
X  = 10 ' - 6(jla^ )
P
Using these relationships and equations 4,3(a) 4 and 5, values of per cent 
weight loss bet^ /een 700 and 9^0^C (i.e. for reaction (4)) have been 
calculated and are shoira in table 67 and figure 55.
Similarly for composition III we may ivrite r
p i(l+2x)HP0^   -------5. ( 1 ^  PgO/" + HgO
and
(%) ,
OH" + Ü ^ P g O ^ ^ -  + HgO' + xPgO^*-
Xfi- = 9 - 6  :Ca ^  1
r '  ^
Thus the extent of reaction (4) in this case is controlled by the limited 
amount of liydroxyllM'Éi present in the lattice. Hence n ^ 1 for all 
materials of this type.
Using equations 4,5(a)4 and 5 and n = 1 values of per cent weight 
loss bettireen 700 and have been calculated and are shown in table
67 and figure 55.^ '4 Again there is a clear correlation between the 
observed and calculated weight losses relating to Formula III,
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It might he concluded therefore that the formula Ca^ (HPO,), _ (PO,)« _ OH 
adequately describes the materials of Ca/P(mole) 1,40 to 1,30* However, in 
the region Ca/P 1*33 - 1,50 an alternative interpretation is possible,
McConnel (29?) has suggested that calcium deficient apatites may be regarded 
as heterogeneous mixtures of acidic calcium phohphates and stoichiometric 
hydroxyapatite. Line IV in figure 39 represents the locus of points expected 
for calculated values of per cent phosphorus as pyrophosphate versus ealciuîJi 
to phosphorus ratio for such mixtures* Comparison mtli the observed data 
shov/s that mixtures of this type are probably not responsible for the 
results obtained. However, if an alternative tj^ pe of mixture is proposed, 
composed either of CaHPO^ or CaHPO^.SHgO and an apatite of calcium to 
phosphorus ratio.. = 1,50^ then in the region Ca/P, 1,33 - 1,50 it becomes 
difficult to distinguish such mixtures from apatites of composition 
^^9-x^l4 thermal methods alone, Line"% in figure 35 
shows the locus of points expected for mixtures of this second type.
Although the apatite composition, Formula III is marginally favoui'ed the
differences between lines III and %  in figure 54 are too small for a 
definite distinction to be made.
On the basis of the results discussed so far it would seem that two 
general formulae are required to describe the composition of the calcium 
deficient apatites?-
and Ca
1 A  X ^  0 in both expressions
The question of mixtures of Ga^H(PO^)^OH and CallPOj^  or CaHP0^,2Hg0 is 
discussed separately together with data related to the structure of the 
calcium deficient apatites.
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Lattice mter if it is present in the calcium deficient apatites 
may he evolved hy reaction (2) at temperatures which coincide m t h  
those capable of causing (3) to progress. In this case stage (ii) of 
the thermal processes may be expected to bb a composite weight loss stage 
resulting from both reactions (2) and (3). Inspection of the thermograms 
has suggested that in all cases the weight losses betïfeen 200^C and 
9|0^C are in excess of those expected from the two pyrolysis processes 
alone. If it assumed that this excess weight loss results from the 
loss of lattice bound mter through reaction (2) and that such hydrate 
water may be present in a stoichiometric relationship either to the 
number of calcium or hydroxyl defects, then a ratio 2 niay be derived .
X
where; n - number of moles of mter lost (200“950^C) per unit cell 
and X = number of or OH vacancies per unit cell.
This calculation has been made for the sum of stages (ii) and
(iii) for those apatites of Ca/P ^  1,50, for which thermograms were 
sufficiently well resolved to give reliable data. The results are 
shoim in table 7,1.
Table #mil I I
Ca/p(mole) X n n/x
1,503 0.982 1,88 1.914
1.540 0.760 1,50 1.974
1.562 0.628 1.39 2.213
1,572 0.568 1.17 2.060
1.593 0,442 0,861 1.998
Mean | 2,022
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The results (and particularly their mean) all lie close to 
n/x = 2 , which value would he expected if one molecule of lattice hound 
water is included for each calcium or hydroxyl vacancy. Under these 
circumstances the general formula may he written :
and the weight loss processes may he seen to he the result of three 
reactions :
(3) ««10_A(P04)6(™)2_x ^ Ca,o.^ (PgO^ )JPO^ )6_^ (OH)g_^
(4) Ca^p_^(Pj,0^)^(P0^)g_^(0H)g__^ 700-950 pyrophosphate
4 pCa^(PO^)g + § HgO
1 >  X >  0
4o5 (f) The structure of calcium deficient apatites
McConnel (297) has suggested that calcium deficient apatites may he 
regarded as heterogeneous mixtures of acidic calcium phosphates and 
stoichiometric hydroxyapatite * As T/as discussed in preceding paragraphs, 
such mixtures are inconsistent m t h  the data from pyrolysis studies. 
However, for materials of Ca/p(mole) 1.33 ~ 1.50, mixtures of 
GallPO^  or CaEPO^.2HpO wmth a material of Ca/P 1,50 could yield results 
of pyrophosphate versus calcium to phosphorus ratio which would he 
difficult to distinguish from those expected for systems of defect 
apatites mth a general composition x)^ (^l-f2x)^ '^ ^^ 4^ 6’®^ '
— 235
Figure 59. Hypothetical relationship between
hydroxyapatite and octacalcium phosphate 
forming epitaxial lamellae.
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X-ray diffraction powder diagrams of the materials used, offered no 
evidence of snch mixtures. However, the poor crystal 1 ini ty of most of the 
precipitates in the region Ca/P 1,33 1,50, and the resulting poorly
resolved powder patterns may make X-ray methods unreliable in this context. 
The same objections cannot be made of infra-red absorption measurements, 
for the reasons previously discussed.
The infra-red spectra of all the materials used were measured and 
compared with spectra from mechanical mixtures of similar composition 
prepared from CaHPOj^  and CaHPO^, together with an apatite of 
Ca/P(mole) = 1.503. No evidence of the typical absorption bands due 
to CaHPOji^  or ChHP0^2Hg0 xvas available from these spectra, and it m s  
concluded that none of the materials used in this study were significantly 
contaminated with phases more acidic than the apatites.
-Octacalcium phosphate - hydroxyapatite lamellae
Figure 59 shows in an idealized form, the type of structure proposed 
by Browiij^ .Smith, Lehr and Frazibi (282) to explain the existence of defect 
or non-stoichiometric apatites. The proposed structure is a special case 
of epitaxy in which octacalcium phosphate units are grown within a 
hydroxyapatite host lattice, the two lattices being related by a parallel 
orientation of their (lOO) planes. Brow et al have pointed out that in 
the presence of hydroxyapatite, octacalcium phosphate and its partially 
dehydrated products cannot readily be distinguished by X-ray diffraction. 
They claim however to have detected octacalcium phosphate-hydroxyapatite 
lamellae using X-ray diffraction and optical measurements. In their 
report of this study it is not clear whether the materials used were 
precipitated apatites or were obtained by hydrolysis of octacalcium 
phosphate. Further they offer very little data in support of their 
claim and state ^the individual crystals display w v y  extinction, 
symmetrical extinction without the expected eonoseopic figures, or marked 
variation in refractive index from one crystal to another?. Further 
they found that the X-ray diffraction (powder) pattern of a sample with 
mole ratio Ca/P - 1.52 contained neither the (lOO) noip (200) lines of OOP.
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If the data from pyrolysis s tu Iii es is considered it is clear that 
the general formula cannot be consistent with
mixtures of Gagïîp(PO^),5HpO and Ca^^(PO^^)^(OH)g^ Disregarding the 
water content of OOP, however, the general formula Ca^^ (POj^ )^^ (OH) 
obviously could represent such mixtures.
In the section devoted to discussing experimental methods, the 
justification for the use of infra-red absoi'ption methods rather than 
X-ray diffraction for the attempted detection of octacalcium phosphate 
hydroxyapatite mixtures m s  presented. It is sufficient at this point 
to repeat only the conclusion; if octacalcium phosphate units are 
present, either as mechanical mixtures or as epitaxihl intergrovrths, 
then their characteristic absorption bands in the infra-red spectrum 
should be observed in spectra from such mixtures. Figure 56 shows 
the spectrum of a calcium deficient apatite prepared by homogeneous 
precipitation which, though tyj>ical of the spectra from all of the 
calciimi deficient apatites, showed the best spectral resolution at 
-180*C,
Table 68 gives details of wavenujjiber values for the' spectià • 
at 30*^ 0 and -180^0 compared directly with results obtained for 
stoichiometric apatite and octacalcium phosphate. Figure 58 shows 
a direct comparison of spectra from apatite No.8 and octacalcium 
phosphate as fluorube mulls at -180^0 in the region 4000 - 2500 cm ^ , 
A detailed comparison of the results from both spectra is given in 
tables 69 and 70.
It is apparent from these spectra that the specific absorption 
bands of octacalcium phosphate are not observed in the spectra of 
apatite No.8. In general the spectrum of the defect apatite is very 
similar to that of the stoichiometric material (cf, figure 31 
Section 3.7(b)). The principal differences occur in the appearance
■X
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of bands at 1204, 1142, 1110 and 865 cm ♦ These absorptions are all readily
assigned to HPO^^ motions and confirm the findings of earlier workers
( 98,123 ) that acid phosphate ions are present in defect apatites. The
comparison m t h  the spectrum of octacalcium phosphate leads to the
2“conclusion that neither the water vibrations nor the EPO^ modes are 
identical in apatite and octacalcium phosphate. Clearly there is no 
indication of similar hydrogen bonding arrangements in the two systems.
Isomorphous substitution
Both the data from compositional studies and the infra-red 
spectroscopic results are consistent mth a model in which H*, Ga^^ 
and OH ions are involved in is omorphous substitution. This view is in 
agreement m t h  the earlier proposals of Arnold (14) Bunin and Elmore 
(is), Posner and Perloff (278) Mnand (28l) and Buhl and Nebergall 
(280), However, an important difference from the postulates of these 
authors arises in that a unique composition, describing all apatites 
of calcium-phosphorus ratio ^ from 1,33 to 1,55, has almys been assumed 
in previous discussions, the present work shows that this view is 
probably unfounded, T\m series of substituents are indicated for both 
of which the composition Ca^ HPO^,(PO|^)^ OH.HgO (the tricalcium 
phosphate hydrate of Dallemagne, Brasseur and Melon (271)) forms a 
terminal member. Thus a system of three unit compositions may be 
envisaged as forming solid solutions which, disregarding lattice 
mter, may be witten
n. Oag(EPO^)^(PO^)^OH + Ca^HPO^(PO^)^OHj
and Cag BPO^(PO^)gOH + m Ca^g (PO^)g(OB)g
-239
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Figure 60. Possible arrangements of
hydroxyl ions and water molecules in 
defect apatites,.
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The rather unexpected result, that two series of solid solutions 
exist may he furtlier examined from structural aspects, Consider the 
stoichiometric unit Ca^^ (PO^)^(OH)p. The structure of which has 
been discussed in some detail in Section I, The feature of principal 
interest in the present context is the open channel in the structure 
centered on the screw axis at x«y“0, bounded by Ca^ '^  ions. In 
fluorapatite and hydroxyapatite this channel is occupied by F or OH 
ions, in the latter case distributed as sho^m in figure 60 (a) mth  
the three-fold symmetry of the axis being preserved through'a 
librational motion of the hydroxyl groups. To maintain electroneutrality 
when Ca^ ** is replaced by H*'* to form Ca^(HPO^) (PO^)^,OH, a hydroxj^ 'l 
ion must be lost resulting in a structure which contains a vacant 
OH site (figure 6o(b)), This vacancy offers the most likely site for 
the inclusion of HpO in the hydrate form, yielding the hypothetical 
structure show in figure 6o(c)« Such a structure must be expected 
to be unstable since hydroxyl and wter protons are forced into 
proximity.
Consider now the result of further Ca^^ + OH^ — -h ir exchange.
If, once again, water is included the structure show in figure 
60(d) would result. This would be more unstable since the arrangement 
of wfcer molecules forces all H^O protons into proximity with protons 
of adjacent molecules. Usually, hydrate (or zeolitic) water in 
systems possessing little HOH,,, ,X hydrogen bonding and no HoO—  
co-ordination favours an ice-like structure (for example in hydrated 
vermiculites)« A hypothetical stability order for F and the 
substituents leading to structures (a) - (d) (figure 60) in apatites 
may thus be postulated
2F ^  20H ^  OH •!- HpO ^  OH -f vacancy ^  2 H^O
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Clearly this would explain the formation of a series of apatites of 
calcium to phosphorus ratio less than 1,50 in which structure (c) was 
maintained rather than the continuation of Ca^^ + OH H^ exchange 
to produce structure (d). Further, the series is in qualitative 
agreement with solubility data, in that the solubility of apatites in 
mter is Imow to follow .the order:-
Fluorapatite «  Fluorosubstituted Hilp E4p stoichiometric 
< Ca-deficient apatites
The solubility of calcium deficient apatites also shows' a tendency to 
be inversely proportional to the calcium to phosphorus mole ratio (53,54) 
The above considerations have been derived by considering the 
isomorphous substitution model in terms of solid solutions. An 
alternative and complimentary approach is to consider the whole system, 
CaO - PpO^ - HpO, in relationship to isomorphous substitution. From 
this point of view the series of solid composition may be seen to 
result from ion-exchange reactions with solution components such that:-
Cag(HPO^)j(POj^)g OH + Ca’' Cag(ÉPO^) OH i 2H*
CagHPO;^(PO^)g OH + Ca'*' + 0H“ (OH)g + H'*'
Such a system ®f ion-exchange may be shown to offer an explanation
of the solubility behaviour of hydroxyapatite. It has long been îniovm
that when hydroxyapatite is added to water the solubility exhibited is
a function of the slurry density ( solid ratio) (4), This behaviour(solution )
has been termed incongment solubility (4), Many explanations of this 
behaviour have been attempted ( 4,53, 54 ), However, no account has 
been given of the effect of variable solid composition. Solid solutions
— 2 4 2
Figure 61. Hypothetical phase diagram
showing parallel tie-lines.
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or ion-exchange systems such as those predicted by the results of this 
v/oric may be expected to yield phase relationships such that the phase 
diagram id.ll exhibit parallel rather than converging tie lines, as has 
been found for other insoluble salts of polyvalent anions (-98,299 ),
The effects of such a system on solution ~ solid interrelationships may 
be illustrated as follows,
Consider a hypothetical phase diagram of the type shovm in figure 
61. Curve CD represents the solubility locus and line AD represents 
a locus of solid compositions such as would be found for solid 
solutions of material A and material B. Let IHJ" , W "  and W  be 
parallel tie-lines, Consider now a solid solution of composition 
X added to imter. The locus of total compositions will be XO and the 
slurry density will determine the exact point on XO of any given 
mixture (e.g. points ¥♦, V* and W ),
Clearly, unless XO is parallel to IIU", the total composition 
of each slurry (say , V* or ¥* ) will lie at the intersection of 
XO and a unique tie line hence not only idll the amount of Materiel 
dissolved with choice of slurry density, so too idll the solid
compositions (U, V and V/) since the composition of solution and solid 
at equilibrium are determined by the tie-line on which the overall 
composition lies. The result must therefore be ♦incongruent 
solubility* as observed for hydroxyapatite-vmter systems. If points 
A and B are regarded as terminal members in the defect apatite series 
discussed above then the model situation may be used to ex]>lain 
directly the observed phenomena.
4.6. Conclusions
The preceding analysis of the experimental data obtained during this 
work has lead to the following conclusionsj-
(i) General formulae for the basic calcium phosphates may be written:-
2^4
X K ) ô - x  . xlJgO
S - X  (%P04)l+9z (™4)5-2x
111 this latter case the inclusion of one mole of lattice hound water 
though indicated could not he specifically proved,
(ii) These materials are best described as apatites in that
(a) they give apatite like X-ray diffraction patterns
(b) the infra-red spectra are consistent idth an apatite lattice
2“containing ions with interphosphate hydrogen bonding,
(c) ho Indication was found of discrete octacalcium phosphate -- 
hydroxyapatite lamellae from ihfra-'red spectroscopy,
(iii) An isomorphous substitution model is favoured in which solid-solutions 
exist, the exact compositions of which are probably controlled by isomorphous 
ion- exchange processes to the type
Caj^p(PO^)g(OH)g + 4- HpO
+ oh"
CGlO-z
H
Ca2-1- 8H
S - x  Oil'
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